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TO THE

BRA

READER

EVHave perhaps troubled

thee and the Preſs al.

ready too much ; if it

be ſo , I ſhall how

ever hope, that I am

not unpardonable, becauſe I have

Atill intended well - to the good

of thePubličk ; every one I think

ieſires to give their Children the

beſt Education that they can ; but

the higheſt degree of Education

is not alwaysbeft: 'And I muſt

beg' thy Pardon , if I do offend

thee, in ſaying, That next to the

bare Reading of Engliſh, theſen

ding of Children to the Latin

School, is not the beſt way of

giving them Education , for if
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that were granted, which I muſt

deny, That the La : in and Greek

Tongues were not only neceſſary

for all Children whatſoever, but

alſo more eaſily learned , than

the liberal Arts ; yer Writing is fo :

neceſſary to be firſt Learned , that

it is almoſt impoſsible to attain the

other without it.

And as Writing is very neceſſary
in order to the Latin and Greek

Tongues, ſo is it alſo neceſſary

in order to the true Spelling and

Underſtanding of the Engliſh , or

any other Native Language; and

indeed the Art of Grammar is the

only One of the Seven , that

claims a propriety in every Na

tive Language : As for the other :

Arts, they are the ſame, in all

Languages , the Rules of Arithmes .

tick and Geometry, of Muſick and

Aſtronomy, of Rhetorick, and LI

gick,
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gick, are in the General, as Intel

Jigible in every Language, as in

the Latin and Greek, or any other ;

and therefore to them, that have

no other need of the Latin and

Greek Tongues , than the Lear

ning of theſe Ares, may, I con

ceive, ſpare that pains, and Learn

them in their own Native Lan

guage , or as many of them , as

willbethought uſeful for them , in

their ſeveral Stations intheWorld.

Again , theſe Arts are not only

attainable in every Native Lan

guage, but more eaſily attaina

ble than the Latin and Greek

Tongues are, to which ſomefeem

deſirous to confine the Arts ; and

being ſo attained , do render other

Languages moreeaſie alſo,

For there, and the like Reaſons,

as I have alreadyPubliſhed diſtinct

Introductions to every Art, excer
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Mafick ; for which I refer thee to

Mr. Joh.Playford's Introduction ; ſo

nowI have been eaſily perſwaded,

to give thee a ſhort view of them

altogether ; he that deſires more

full Inſtruction, may peruſe the

ſeveral Tracts by me Written , in

our own, or thoſe that are Written

by otherMen in other Languages.

The whole Building is but ſmall,

and therefore I will not make the

Porch great , I have placed the

Arts in that Order,in which, (with

ſubmiſſion to better Judgments)

I do conceive they ſhould be lear

ned : And although I cannot ſay

now , as I have in ſome of my

Epiſtles, preceding my former

Tracts, that there is not ſo much

as one Mathematical School inEngland,

for now there is by the Bounty of

King Charles the Second a fair one

Erected in Christs Hoſpital, London,

and
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and a worthy Maſter choſen to

Manage it , by Name Mr. Edward

Pagett, who is ſo well known,

that he needech no Mans Com

mendations to expreſs his VVorth ;

Yet thusmuch I ſtill declare to be

myopinion , That it is more pro

per, that the Latin School ſhould

be ſupplied with Scholars from

the Mathematical , than that the

Mathematical ſhould be ſupplied

from the Latinand Greek Schools :

However by this means, I hope

it will come to paſs, that after

ages will be ſupplied with that

Knowledge in Arithmetick, Geo

metry, and Aſtronomy, which hi

therto our Writing -Maſters have

not been able to Teach, nor our

Gránamar Maſters either able or

willing to undertake ; ſo that in

a Word, There are few School

Maſters that can Teach
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things : But yet amongſt them ,

the well Accompliſhed Mr. John

Colſon, now living in Goodmans-fields,

with whom I have not had the

happineſs to be immediately Ac

quainted, yet Report hath ' rend

red him to the World a worthy

Maſter and Teacher of that

Science. And there are not many

Tutors in eicher of our Univerſio

cies that do; and yet the uſefulneſs

of theſe Arts cannot be denied ,

and therefore my hopes are , that

fome. Uoiverſal Encouragement

will yet be given for the Teaching

of them .

And could I be ſo happy, as to

ſee ſomething done in order to ic, I

ſhould think my ſelf abundantly

ſatisfied for all the Pains I have hi

therto taken , and ſhall ever reſt ,

Thine andhis countrys Servant,

JOHN NEWTON.

.
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Τ Η Ε .

PREFACE

OR,

INTRODUCTION

TO THE

Ants and Sciences in the General,

Iſdomis theprincipalthing,

and therefore faith Solo

W mon , Get Wiſdom , and

with all thy getring ,get

Underſtanding.Pro.4.7,

Andwhat is meant byWif

dom , Holy Job tells us, Job 28. 28. Be

hold theFear of the Lord, that is Wil

dom , and to depart from Evil, that is

Underſtanding . They who ſeek for this

Wild
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Viſdom ,aretheonly true Philoſophers :
for Philoſophy is nothing elſe but the

love of Wiſdom , and they who Fear

God, and depart from Evil, arethe lo

vers ofthat, which is only real and true

Wiſdom : Now for as much, as we can .

not beſaid to fear God, except we know

him , Wiſdom may well be defined to be

the Knowledge ofGod and the things that

Are ofhim ,theknowledge of things Die

vine and Humane, and thisis commonly

called Philofophy, but ſomewhat impro

perly,forPhiloſophy is notproperly the

Knowledge it ſelf,but the love of that

Knowledge ; andwhatſoever Art or Sci

enice doth conduce to this Knowledge may

Le rightly andtruly called Sophia orWif

doni ; and becauſe all Men jould love

fuch Knowledge andDelight in it, Iſball

notgeimfaythe general Nameby which it

is called cuſtom will have it fo, let it

therefore becalled Philoſophy,

Sophia then,or Philofophia ,Wiſdom ,

Pr'thelove of Wiſdom , isthe Knowledge

of all Arts and Sciences, which any way

do conduce to theKnowledge of God: And

becauſeſome of them do thereuntoconduce

gre;
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more,fome lefs : Theſe arts maybe diftina

guiſhed into two Sorts, Superiour and

Inferiour.

The Superious Arts are four .;

1. Theology or Divinity, whoſe Sub

ject is the DivineEſſence.

2. Metaphyſicks,otherwiſe called the

firſt Philoſophy,whoſe Subjeit is, Being

in common , or Being as Being.

3. Phyſicks, whoſe Subject is the

Kxowledge of NaturalBodies, as they are
Natural.

4. Ethicks,whoſe Subječt is Morality ,

or the Doctrine ofManners and Civil

Honeſty.

TheInferiour Arts are of two forts ;

1. Internal or Liberal Arts, ſo called,

becauſe they areattainedby thefaculties of

the Scul, which is a liberal or freeagent,

and not by the Labour or Miniſtry ofthe
Hands ; and theſe are ſeven :

1. Grammar,

2. Arithmetick,

3. Geometry,

4. Mulick,

5. Aſtronomy,

6. Rhetorick

7. Logick.
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And theſe are the Subjects of this lit

tle Book

2. The External or Mechanical and

Manual Arts, ſo called, becauſe they

dependmore uponthe labour of the Body,

than the Mind ; ſuch are the Arts ofTil

lage ; . Hunting, Fiſhing, Fowling,

Weaving, and many more,not needfulto

be' named , becauſe no part of the enſuing

Diſcourſe.

THE



THE ENGLISH
THE LIBRARY

ACADEMY.
The FIRST PART.

OF GRAMMAR.

BOOK I.

CHAP. I.

Of Letters and Syllables.

Rammer is an ART which

Teachethhow to Speak and

Write truly.

The Parts thereof are

Four, Letters, Syllables

Words, and Sentences.

A Letter is a Character,

or Index, of a ſimple found. And in the

Engliſh Tongue there are Twenty four.

The which Letters are diſtinguiſhed from

one another, partly by their hapes, and

partly by their ſounds.

B



The Engliſh acadrmy.

In reference to their ſhapes, they are di

ftinguiſhed by three different Characters,

the Roman, Italick , and black Enligh.

And in each of theſe Characters there is

the great and the ſmall Letter.

In the Roman Character, the Great Letter

is thus forined,

A, B, C, D, E, F , G,H , I , J, K , L ,M, N,

O, P, Q, R , S , T , U , V , W,X , Y, Z.
The ſmall thus,

a, b , c, d, e,f, g, h , i , j , k, l , m , n , o, p, q,

r, f, s, t, u, v, w , x ,y , z.

The great and ſmall Italick Letters are
made thus,

A , B , C , D , E , F , G , H , 1,5, K , L , M ,1,0 ,

P.Q R, S, T, U , V ,W ,X, Y ,Z.

a ,b , c, d ,e , f,g , h ,i, j,k , l, m , n,O,P , 9 % ,

Sose to M , V , W, X, Y, Z ,

The great and ſmall black Engliſh thus,

9, , C,D , E , G , H, I , k , l , m ,

2, Di P , D, K, 5, W , W , Wu , X, Y, Z,

a , b, c, d, e , f , g , h , i, j, k ,l, m , n , 02.0, q ,

t',. 1, s , t , u , V, W, X, 2 , 5.រ

1

1

1

1

The great Letters are uſed in the begin

ning of proper Names, Emphatical words,

Sentences, and Verſes. The Letter I when

it ftands alone, is always written with a

great. Character.

Theſe



The English Acadediy.

: Theſe Twenty and four Letters are divi

ded into Vowels and Conſonants.

A Vowel is a letter which maketh a full

and perfect foundof it ſelf, and they are five,

2 , 1, 1, o , u, beſides the Greek Vowel y .

A Conſonant is a letter which maketh a

found by help of a Vowel , and theſe are

Eighteen,beſidesthe letters j, v, and y, which

ſometimes are Conſonants alſo.

: Of the eighteen Conſonants, ſome are

muutes, as theſe eight, b , c , d , go kip, g, and

t . Some femi-Vowels, as theſe eight, fil,

M, N , 7, 8, *, and z , of which thele four, ,

m, n , r, are alſo called Liquids, *, and 2 )

double Conſonants, and the other two, b ,

and w, irregular Letters.

Some of theſe Letters, as well Vowels

as Conſonants, have founds very different

from their common names. Thus the ler.

ter c; heforere, and i, is founded like

but before a, 0 , , it is founded like k, as in

cat, cot, cut.

The Letter f, is ſometimes founded ac

cording to its uſual name, as when it fol

lows a Vowel, as in if, of, effeminate, but

when it begins a Word or Syllable, it is

founded fee , as in feet, fooliſh .

The Letterg , beforea , ' , and , isfoun.

ded hard, thus, ghee, as in gad, God, gut,

but before e and i it is ſometimes , butnot

always, founded according to its uſual came

gee, as in danger, ginger .
B2



The English Academy.

The Letter he is never ſounded according

to its name ach , but thus, hee, as in handling

helpi bim .

The letters j and v , when they come be

forethemſelves, or any other Vowel in the

fame Syllable , become Conſonants, and have

different ſounds from their uſual names, j is

pronounced likeg ſoft, thụs ji is pronounced

ſikegi , in ginger, vis pronounced vee, or vú ,

as in vaniſh , vine ; and when they are thus

founded , their ſhape is alſo changed , and
hence fome would have them to be diſtinct

letters, and would have the number of our

lettersto be not 24. but 26.

The Liquids l, m , n, and r , when they be

gin a Word or Syllable, are founded thus,lely

mee,ree, as in light,mind,need , read.

The letter q,hath always u afterit,to help

its found , but is not to be founded accor

ding to its name en, but que, as in queſtion.

The letterſ, when it begins a word or

Syllable is to be founded thus; ſee, as in ſad,

ſecret, but in the end ofa word, or between

two vowels or Dipthongs, ithath for the

molt part the ſound of z , as in eafie, bofom .

Theletter t before i, ifanother Vowel fole

loweth , hath the ſound ofſi, as in Egyptian,

patience ; but whenit followethfor x ,it hath

its own proper found, as in beftial, mixtion .

The letter w hath its name from its ſhape ,

being compoſed of twice u, it is called dou

ble n;. but is in no cafe ſo founded, butweg

as in wall, well, will, The
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The letter x, when it begins a word or

Syllable, is founded thus, xee, as in Xerxes ;

in other caſes thus, ex , or ecs.

The letter y hath by no means its found

according to its uſualname wi, but when it

beginsa word or Syllable, and fo becomes a

Conſonant, it is founded yee ; when it comes

in the middle or endof a word, it is founded

like iVowel, as in my, thy.

The letter x is to be founded zie , as in

Zeal.

A Syllable is a literal or articulate Voice
of one individual found .

Syllables are of two forts, improper and

proper.

An improper Syllyble is made of one or

more Vowelswithout a Confonant , as a - riy ,

e - vil, Æ -neas, Oe- dipus.

A Proper Syllable is the comprehenſion of

one or more Conſonants, withone or more .

Vowels, in one ſound or breath ; as Geone

ra -ti-on , Moun-tain , and in our Engliſh

Tongue doth ſometimes conſiſt of eight let

ters, as ſtrength.

When two Vowels are joyned togetherin

one found or breath , they are called Dip

thongs, of which there are two ſorts,Proper

andImproper.

Of proper Dipthongs, there are theſe

eight, ai, ei, oi, ay, eu , ou , ee, and co.

The firſt ſix are fometimes written thus,

wy, cy, by, aw, ew , ow ,

B 3
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of improper Dipthongs there are but

theſe three, ea, oa , and ir .

The two Vowels which,make a Dipthong,

arefor the moſt part to befounded together,

as in Faith , neither, Eunuch , but in thefe

words, Laiya Mofuick work, Deity, Atheiſt,

moity, doing, reenter, reiterate, and ſuch like;

andin moſt ProperNamesin thu Biblethey

are to be founded ſeverally.

The Improper Dipthongs ca, aod 09, ale

founded together, except in theſe words,

bear itude, Creator , creation, real, theatre, and

moſt proper names of Women , Cities, and

Countries; but the two Vowels in this Dip

thong ei, are uſually parted , except in

theſetwo words, friend, grief, and when

they come in the end of a word, as in mer

cie, charitie , and ſuch like.

An Engliſh fyllable,though it-may conſiſt

• of eight letters, yet doth it never begin

with more than two Vowels before aCon

ſonant, of three Conſonants bef, re a Vowel

or Dipthong.

The two conſonants which may begin

an Engliſh word or fyllable, are theſe thirty,

BI, br, ch , cl, cr, dr ,dw , f, fros !, gn gr, kenny

ph, pr, , jh, 'sk, Spain,fm 19; fir,ch, 17, in ,
wh, and ir.

And the three Confonants that may begin

an Englishword, are theſe nine, Sch, ſcr, flor,

skr /pl, Sproſtr, thr,thw .

Inthefounding ofthe Conſonants, which
are
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are joyned together in the beginning of a

word, there is no difficulty, but in thefe

few , cb, gb, and th.

The letters ch, when they come beforea

Vowel in a pure Engliſh word, theyare to be

founded as in chance, cheap ; and when they

come after a Vowel, they are to be founded

as in ach, reach, rich . But in words derived

from theGreek and Hebrew , they are tobe

founded like k, as in character, theſe few

only excepted , Rachel, Cherubir, Tychicus,

Arch- Biſhop, Arch-Duke, Architect, Arch

enemy, Arch -pirat.

The letters gb, in the beginning ofa word,

are to be ſounded likeg hard, as in ghost

ghefs, in the middle of a word, they are ei.

ther not founded at all , or but ſoftly , as in

mright, light, and intheend of a word they

have the found of ff, as cough , tough.

Theſe letters th, in words ofone fyllable, .

and in words of more than one, ending in

ther, thed, theth, thest, thing, they havethe

found of d, in other words the found of

or the Greek Theta.

The letters ph , never begin a pure Engliſh

word, but fuch onlyas are derived fromthe

Greek and Hebrem , as Phariſee, Pharez , Epée

taph, and in theſe they are ſounded likef.

The- Liquids, l, m , n , r , when another

Conſonantdothprecede them in the begin

ning or middle of a word, do retain their

ownfound ,bar in the end of a word , though

B4
the
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the Vowel e, ought to be written, yet in the

pronounciation, you muſt ſtop at the two

Conſonants, and omit the Vowel; for Ex

ample, fable, acre, uncle, muſt be pronoun

ced asthough they were written thus, fabl,

acr, uncl.

CHHP. II.

of Words.

A and ſyllables, as helpeth Man -kind to

expreſs their minds to one another.

There are eight kinds of Words, or parts

of Speech, Noun, Pronoin , Verb, Participley

Adverb, Conjunction, Prepoſition, Interjection.

A Noun , is the name ofa perſonorThing;

as, an Author , a Book, learned, guilded.

OfNouns, fomebe Subſtantives, and ſome

be Adjectives.

ANon Subftantive, is a Word, that lig.

nifieth ſomething, and may have the ſign (a )

or ( the) before it ; as, a Man, the Book .

A Noun Adjective, is a Word, that can

not fignifie a thing of it felf; as , good, bad.

Thereare two forts ofNouns Subſtantives,

A Nwin Subſtantive proper, and a Noun
fubftantive common .

A Nounfubftantive proper, isa Noun that

is proper to the perſon orthing, that it be

tokeneth ; as , Henry, Englande, A

.
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A Noun fubftantive common ; is a Noun

common to all things of the fame kind ; as,

a Man, a Land, an Angel.

Toá Noun there doth belong two things,

number and compariſon.

There be two Numbers, the ſingular and

the plural; the Singular number ſpeaketh but

ofOne ; as a Man, a Buok , a Stone. The

Plural number ſpeakech ofmorethan one ,

as, Men , Books, Stones.

Nouns ſubſtantive of the fingular number,

are turned into the plural, by adding unto

them sor es,as web, webs, robe, robes, Church,

Churches, hedge, hedges. Some Nouns ofthe

fingular number ending inf, beisg plurals, do

change finto,v, as, beef , beeves, calf, calzes.

And lome are made plurals,by adding of en

or ren ; as, Ox, oxen, chick , chicken, brother,

brotheren, or by contraction, brechren, child,

children ; of Man is formed mennen , or men ,

boufe, bouferi, hoſe, bofen ; to which maybe

added, mouſe, micé, loufen lice, die, dice, ſam ,

Fajne,cow, kine, peney, pence, goose geeſe, roosh ,

Jeeth , foot, feet ; theſe two, Sheep and Miley

are both ſingular and plural; as, one sheep,

tentheep , one mile, ten mile or miles.

Other variation of Nouns we have none

in the Engliſh Tongue; allother diſtinctions

are made by theſe Articles and Prepoſitions ;

* , of, to, the, 0, and in , orfrom , &c.

Nouns that ſignifie the Male -kind, we call

kaces ; ſuch as ſignifiethe female, 'we call
с fees
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fiees , and ofſuch as ſignifie neither, weſay

it; as, Efau could not obtain his Father's

bleſſing, though he fought it, with tears :

Jezabel was a wicked woman, for fhe New

the Lord's Prophets.

Compariſon belongeth only to NounsAdje

&t ves, whoſe ſignificatoin may be increaſed ,
or diminiſhed .

There be three degreesof Compariſon, the

Poſitive,Comparative, and the Superlative,

The Pofuive degree fetteth down the qua

Jity of a thing abſolutely without exceſs, as

hard, faft, ſwift.

The Comparitive degree raiſeth the figni

feation of the Poſitive, in compariſon of

feme other, as harder, ſofter, {wifter,

The Superlative exceedeth his pojuive in

the higheſt degree, as hardeft, fofteft , Swifteft.

Adji Stives are compared in the Engliſh

tongue, either by the figns more and most,

or by the terminations et , and eff, as hard,

harder, or more hard, hardeft , or moſt hard.

Some Adjektives are compared irregular,

ly ; as, Geod, better , beft ; bad, worſe, worſt,

distle, leſs, leaft.

CHAP. III

of a Proxonn.

APronounisa part of Speech much liketo
aNoun, implying a Perfort,and not ad

mitting the ſign a or tbe, before it. There
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There are twelve Pronouns, 1 , Thou , He,

who, which , that, the fame, my, thy, this,

bis, whoſe.

Of Pronquns, fome be primitives, and ſome
derivatives.

Pronoun primatives are of three forts, Per

fonal, Relative, and Demonſtrative.

There are three : Pronoun perſonals , 1 ,

Thou, and He.

Pronoun Relatives, are likewiſe three, who,

which, and that.

Pronoun Demonſtratives, are theſe two,

this, the ſame.

Pronoun Derivatives, are theſe four, my,

thy, his, whoſe. : All which with their va

Tiations, are expreſſed in the following

Type.

Poffeffives.

3. Perſon. Plurowe, us, our, ours.
S Sing. I l,me, my, mine.

, ,

Sing,Sthou :

Plur.

Ssing.Sfemi the,her,hers.
Mal

Perſon
neith it, its .

4 Plur.they them ,their,theirs

Relatives.
To perf. Iwho whom ,whoſe.

Toshing.Ewhat , whereof.

^ Q 1799
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Own'is a Noun adjective, and felf , or

ſelves, a Subftanijve , but are ſometimes

joyned to, or compounded with the Pro

nouns; as, my ſelf, thy ſelf, themſelves, his

oron felf, their vin ſelves.

This word where, with certain Prepoſi.

ticns following it ; as, about, at , by, in , of,

unty, with, hath the ſignification of which

as, wherein, cr in which. And theſe words,

kere, there, and in like nianner uſed for,

this, that ; as, herewith, theremith , for with

this, with that.

CHAP. IV .

1

Of á Verb and Participle.

AVerb isapart of Speech,thatjoyneth
the Significationof other words to

gether.

There are three kinds of Verbs, Active,

Paſſive, and Neuter .

A Verb Active, is a Verb that betokeneth

doing, as, I love.

A Verb Paffive, is a Verb which betoken

ethſuffering,as I am loved .

AVerb Neuter, is a Verb which betoken

eth being, as I am.

Four things belong to a Verb, Mood,

Tenſe, Number and Perfon,

There are fourMoods, the Indicative, the

Im
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Imperative, the potential,and the Infinitive
The Indicative either theweth areaſon

trueor Falſe, as I lave, or askerh a Queſti

on, as, doſt thou love.

There ImperativeMood, intreateth , per

witteth, or commandeth , as love he, or les
him love.

The Potential Mood, ſignifieth a power ,

duty, or deſire, andhath one of theſeSigns,

mey, aun, migbt,would,jhould,could , orought
as I mayor san love.

The Infinitive Mood, notes no certain

Number or Perſon, but followeth another

Verb, or an Abjective, and hath commonly

this Sign (to) before it, as I defire to learn,

worthy tobepraiſed .

The Tenſes or diſtinctions of Time, are

five, The Prefent Tenſe, the Preterimperfet

Tenfe, the Preterpenfect Tenſe, the Pretere

pluperfect Tenſe,and the Future Tenfra

Thefe Tinſes in reſpect of ſignification ,

are thus diſtinguiſhed , in the Indicative

Mood , do is the ſign ofthe Prefent Tenſe,

did of the preterimperfect Tenſe, have of

thePreterperfect, bad ofthe Preterplupçr

fect, ſhalland will oftheFuture ,

In the Potential Mood, by the ſigns alrea

dy given , thre Preſent Tenſe by the figns

may or can,the Preterimperfectwould , fhould ,

could , of ought; and the Preterperfect, by

annexingthe lign have to theformer Signs,

and the Future, by adding hereafter to the

ſigns
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ſigns ofmay or can,the Signs of the Prefent;

as, 1mayor can hereafter, the Preterpluper

fect in this Mood is wanting in the Engliſh

Tongue.

But in reſpect of Termination , there are

no Moods but one, no Tenfes but two,

namely, the Preſent, and Preterimperfect
Ten fes...

And the Preterimperfe &t Tenſe is formed

from the Preſent, byadding thereto the ter

mination ( ed ) and in ſomefew the termina

tion ( en ) as of loveis formed loved, of fall,

falin .

The Perſons in every Tenfe are diſtin

guiſhed by the perſonal Pronouns, 1, Thou,

and He, in theSingular Number, and We;

T ', They, in the Plural ; only the Second Per

ſon singular irrthe Preſentand Preterimper

fect Tenſes is formed from the firſt, by ad

dingthereto the Termination eft, as of love,

loveft, of loved,lovedft , and the Third Per

fon Singular in the Preſent Tenſe is formed

from the Firſt, by adding thereto the Ter

mination ( etb) as of love is formed loverko

otiver variations of Perſons or Tenſes there

is gone, butwhat is done by Signs, as was

Faid before,

A Verb Active then is thus formed in the

Indicative Mood.

Preſent Tenſe.

Sing. Love, loveft, loveth. Plur. Love,

Infinitive, To love.

Pre
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Preterimperfelt Tenſe.

Sing. Loved ,lovedít, loyed . Plural. Lo

ved.

This Verb Nenter, Amor Be is thus form

ed .

In the Preſent Am , art, is, ? Plur. Are.

Tenfe. $ Be, beeft, be )Plur. Bee .

In the Preferim - 2Was, wali, was, Plural.

perfe&t Tenje. SWere,wert were, Were.

Infinitive. To be.

· A Verb Paffive, is the ſamethroughout all

Moodsand Tenſes, with a Verb Neuter, the

Preterimperfe &t Tenſe of the Active Voice, be

ing added thereunto ; Thus the Pallive

Voice of this Verb Active, I love is formed ,

by adding loved to all the Tenſes and Per

fons of thisVerb Neuter, Iam.

For Example.

The Preſent Tenſe of the Indicative Mood

is thus formed,

I am loved ,

Thou art loved;

He is loved .

Sweile beraberYe areloved,

They

A Participle is a partofSpeech ,derived of

a Verb, from which it hath Signification, of

Time preſent, paft, or to come.

D 2 There
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There are two Parriciples , one of the

Aaive,and another of the Paſſive Voice.

The Participle ofthe Active Voice is deri.

ved from its Verb , by adding the Termina

tion ( ing )to the Prefent Tenſe; as of love,

Loving
The Participle ofthe Paſſive Voice is for

the moſt part, the ſamewith the Preterima

perfe&t Tenſe of the Active ; as the Particia

peof the Paſſive Voice in this Verb love is

lovida

i .

From this General Rulemany Verbs are

Excepted, for of

Make fmade jtake,took,taken

lead led ſhake, ſhook, ſhaken

bereave bereft feeth , fod, fodden

ſmell finelt thear, ſhore, Thorn

ſeek fought riſe, roſe ,riſen

beſeech befought give,gave, given

think I thought Itrive, ſtrove,ſtriven

work wroughtfing, fang, fung

buy bought know, knew ,known

grinde ground throw threw thrown

ſtand ( ſtood igo , went, gone,

I
s

f
o
r
m
e
d

Of theſe, ſee more in my School Paſtime.

CHAP
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GHAPA

of Adverbs, Conjunctions, Prepofiriors,

and Interjections.

AN
N Adverb is aWord joyned toa Verb

or Noun, to declare their Signification.

Some of Time, aswhen, now , then , to day.

Some ofNumber, as,how oft, once, twice.

Some ofOrder,as, firft, next , afterward,

Some ofPlace, aswhere, here,there.

Some of Affirming, as , yea, perhaps.

Some of Denying ,as, no, por.

Some of Shewing, as, 7o , behold ,

Some of Similitude, as,fo, how much more.

A Conjun &tion is a part of Speech , which

joyneth Wordsand Sentences together, of

whichtheſe are ſome, And, alſo, likewiſe nor,

neither, whetber, or, cither, but, for,&c.

A Prepoſition, is a Word commonly ſet

before other parts ofSpeech , either in ap

pofition, as before the Maſter, or in compoli

tion, as overwijë.

An Interjection is a Word, expreſſing fome

fuddajn paſſion of the Mind , ob, alaſs, o

ſtrange, bo, hark , firrah.

CHAP.

D G
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CHAP. VI.

Of Dividing ofWordsinto Syllables,

F
Or the dividing of Words into Syllables

there are four Rules.

1.Two Vowels which make no Dipthong,

muſt be divided ; as, ie, ih , na ; as in quiety

tri-umph, muta -al.

2. Thoſe Conſonants which are doubled

in the middle of a Word, muſt be divided ;

as in Abba, accord, adder.

Except they be needlelly doubled, as in

words of the Plural Number ; as in crabbs,

rodds.

Exceptſuch wordsin which they are dou
bled for diſtinction fake ; as in the words,

Ann, Cann, Inn .

3. Rule. When a Conſonant cometh be

tween two Vowels, it is to be joyned to the

latter ; as in a - vail, a -ni-mate.

Burt to this Ralethereare four Exceptions

1. Except Words ending in es, as in

Nouns of the Plural Number,and Verbs ofthe

third perſon singular,in which this particle is .

for the moſt part ſwallowed up, in the før

mer Syllable ; but in all proper Names, ex

cept Charles and James, it makes a diſtinct

Syllable.

2. ExceptWords that are compounded

of ſuch Simple Words, as are ſignificant a

part,
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part, in which each Simple Word muſt re
tain its own letters ; as, Tradef-man, ſafe

gaard , bence-forth.

3. Except Derivative Words, whoſe ad

dition to the Primitive, doth ſignifie nothing

of it ſelf, in which the Primitive muſt be

ſounded by it ſelf, and the addition by it

felf ; as, kope-leſs , lov-ing, joyn - ing, and ſuch
like.

4. Except ſuch Words in which x cometh

between two Vowels , in which it muſt be

joyned to the firſt Vowel ; as, ox-en , ex

erciſe.

5. Rule. Anytwo or three Conſonants,

which maybe joyned together in the begin

ning of a word, are not to be ſeperated in

the middle ; as in a -gree , beſtow , en -thrall ;

deſtruction , but in compounded words,each

ſimple word muſt retain its own Letters.

When you are to write any hard long

word,mark how many founds or Syllables

it hath , as if you were to write diſdainfullneſs,

univerfalitse, or the like, before you write

it, fay thus to your ſelf ; dif-dain -full-neſs,

2 -ni-ver-fa-li-tie, and you shall hardly miſs

in the writing thereof.

CHAP.
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CHAP. VII .

of Sentences, and ſuch .Diſtinctions, or

Points as are to be uſed in Writing, and ob

ſerved in Reading

Sentence, is a number of words, joy

ned together in perfect Senſe.

The Stopsor.Points to be obſerved in Sen.

tences, are of two forts, Primary, and Secun,

dary.

The Primary Points are theſe Eight.

A

1. A Comma, made with a little ſtroke

thus ( , )

2. A Colon , made with two points thus

( :)

3. A Semi-colon, made with a point, and a
little Itroke under it thus ( ; )

4. A Period , made with a ſinglepoint thus

$

5. AnEreteſis or Interrogation, made in

thismanner ( ? )

6. An Esphoneſis, or note of Admiratica),

joſe note is a perpendicular right line,

with a point under it thus ( ! )

7. A Parentheſis, is a note, like two half

Moons, incloſing a ſentence, which may be

uſed or omitted, and yet the ſenſe remain in

tire, thus ( ).

8. A
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8. A Parathefis, isa note, which doth in.

clude a word which is oppoſed to another

word , and is made with two Semiquadrats,

thus [ ]

The Secondary Poigts are theſe fix.

1. An Apoſtrophe, which is a note, ſet on

the top or ſide of a Letter, whereby two

Syllables are contracted into one, and is

made like a Comma, thus ( ' ) as it's for it
is .

2. An Eclipſis, which is a note cutting off

one ormorewordsin the beginning or end

ing of a Verſe or Sentence , cited in our

Writing, and is made with a long ſtroke

thus to as

Princes dre not wiſe,

Who ſleep themſelves, and trust their ſervants

( Eyes.

3. A Diereſis, which is a note for the par

ting of two towels, which otherwiſe might

ſeem to makea Dipthong, and is made with

two pricks over the two Vowels, thus, (

as in Lais,

4. An Hyphe
n

, whic
h is a note of

con

tinuat
ion

, made thus ( - ) and is to be

uſed when one part of a word onclud:

eth the former line, and the Scher part

beginneth the next ; or elſe, when two

words are, by way of Elegancy, as itwere
E

joyner
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C.

joyned into one ; as felf- love, for the
love of onesfelf.

5. AR Accent which is a ſmall ſtroak

drawn ſlopewiſe towards the left-hand,thus,

( ) and is to be ſet over that Syllable in a

word, which is to be pronounced long.

6. A Circumflex , which is the joyning to

gether oftwo oblique ſtrøaks into onefigure,

one ofthem being made towards the right

hand, and the other towards the left, and is

to be ſet over a Vowel, thus, ( a ) which is

10 be pronounced long, as in bite, wile, ſtile,

not in bit, will ſtill.

The accent in words ofmany fyllables is

commonly placedon the third Vowel from
The lait ; as in colération , induſtry.

But words ending in (ary)have the accent

on the firſt fyllable , astémporary; wordsthat

have many Conſonants in the laſt fyllable :

lave one, have their accent on that ſyllable,

as inin eternal,words in
ire ure

have their accent in that fyllable ; as jaurt.

A Noun frath its accent in the orit, a Verb

hii the lattfyllable ; as abſent, to abſènt.

* So Humane, when it comes before a Sub

ftany as humare-learning, but in thelaſt
Tillab . , when it comesafter a Subſtantive,

as Chrin "kadjonatures,theone divine, the
Other bumine

100

s ending

C

THE
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SA

THE ENGLISH

ACADEMY

The SECOND PART.

Of ARITHMETICK.

A

CHAP, I.

Ofſingle Arithmetick in :shole

*** Numbers.

Rithmetick is the art of accounting

Hoy Numbers; it is eitherpoſitiveor

negative.

2. Poſitive Arithmetick, is that which is

wrought by certain and infalible Numbers

at firit propounded ,and this is eitherfingle
or comparattue.

3. Single,which is wrought by Nambers,

confidered alone, withoirt relation to one a

nother, and this either in whole Wunibers,

orin Fractions.
2

E2

یدرونايفو:

4. Th .
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4. The parts ofſingle Arithmetick, are

two,
Notation and Numeration.

5. Notation hath two parts ; the firſtfew

eth thevalue oftheNotes, by which all num

bers are expresſed ; the ſecond ſhewech how

to read the Numbers which are expreſſed by

thoſe notes,

6. The Notes or Characters,by which all

Numbers are uſually expreſſed are theſe,

1. one, 2. tw0,3 , threes 4.foun, 5.five, 6. fix ,

7.feven , 8. cight,9. nine, o. nothing:

7. Theſe notes are either ſignificant Fi

gures, or a Cypher .

8. The ignificant Figures, are the firſt

nine, viz .. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. The firſt

whereot is moreparticularlytermed an un

nite or unitie, the reſt are ſaid to be compo

fed of unities ;fo 2 , is compoſed of twounites

3, ofthree unites, & c.

9. The Cypher, thoughit ſignifie nothing

of it ſelf,yetbeing ſet before or after any

ofthe reſt, increaſeth ordecreaſeth their va

Iue, as ſhall be farther ſhewed hereafter.

10. The ſecond part of Notation, is the

readingof the Number expreſſed by theſe

notes ; and thisis doneby diſtinguiſhingthe

Number given into Degreesand Periods.

11. The degreesare three, the firſt is that

firſt placeofa number towardstherighthand,
and is the place ofUnity. Theſecond is the

fecond Figure towardsthe right hand , and

this is the place of Tens. The third is the

third
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third Figure towardstherighthand, and is.

the place of Hundreds ; fothis Character 9,

doth fignifie Nine ;theſe Notes 27, Twenty

ſeven ;and theſe 235 , Two hundred thirty

five.

1 2. A Period ,is when anumber conſiſting of

more notes than three, hath each three notes

thereof(beginning at the right hand) diſtin

guiſhed by Points or Commas: The ſeveral

parts of the Numbers ſo diſtinguiſhed , are

called Periods; fo the Number 38156249 ,

being diftinguiſhed into Periods, will tand

thus, 38.156.249. ofwhich the firſt Period

is read thus, Two hundred forty nine ; the

firſt Figure intheſecond Period is the placeof

Thouſands, the ſecond Tens of Thouſands,

and the third HundredsofThouſands. In the

third Period ,the Figure is in the place ofMil

lions, the ſecond Tens of Millions, and ſo

this Number is thus to be read. Thirty Eight

Millions, One Hundred Fifty Six Thouſand,

Two Hundred Forty Nine.

13. Numeration, is that which by certain

known Numbers propounded, doth diſcover

another Number unknown .

Numeration hath four Species; Additio

on , Subtraction, Multiplication,and Diviſion.

15. Addition ,is that bywhich divers nut

bersare added together, to theend that the

SumorTotal may be diſcovered. For which

purpoſe having placed the numbersas in the

following Example, begin with thoſe in the

F
Unity

14.
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i , Unity place firſt, then with theſe in the place

ofTens, then of Hundreds, and ſoforward,

according as the Nambers given do confift

of places,carrying the Tens, if there be any,

to the place ofthe next greater rank, as here

you ſee ,

472961 3814527

4567890

74325 6549238

6739 1.816365

341608

1

895633 15748020

16. Subtraction is that,by which onenum

ber is taken out ofanother ,ſo that the Refi

due or remainder may be known. To per

form this, you muſt rank your Numbersand

begin as in Addition , and in caſe any ofthe

figures of theNumber to be ſubtracted ſhall

be greater than that, from whence the Sub

tračtion is to be made you muſt borrow one

from thenextplace above it ; as in the Ex

amples following

895633 6549238

341695 38 14527

553938 2734711

17.Multiplication is that by which weMol

tiply two numbers, the one by the other, to

the end,that their Product maybe diſcovered.

18. Multiplication hath three Parts, the

Multiplicand, the Multiplicator, and the Pro
det.

19. Multipli
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19. Multiplicmion , is fingle or compound.

20. Single Multiplication , is when theMul

tiplicand,and Multiplicator, do each ofthem

conſiſtofone only Figure ; as ifgweregiven

tobe Multiplied by6, 9istheMultiplicand,

6 is theMultiplicator, and 54 istheProducts

21. Compound Multiplication is when the

Multiplicator andMultiplicand do either,of

bothconliſt ofmore Figures than one. :

22. When the Product ofany ofthepara

ticular Figures ſhall exceed ten ,place theEx

ceſs under the Line,and for every ten that it

fo exceeds, keep inmind one to be added to

the next rank : Example; 76147, being to

be Maltiplied by $,theProduct

is 180735 and 391634,being gia1639634

ven to be Multipliedby 4:7, the

work will ſtand as in the Mar

gin , where the Product by 7 ! 277438

is 277438, and the Product 158536

thereofby 4, is 198536 , and

the Sum oftheſe two Products 1862798

is 1862798.

23. Diviſion is thatby which wediſcover

how often one Number is contained in ano

ther, that we may find out the Quotient.

24. Diviſion haththree Parts,theDividend,

the DiviforandtheQuotient ;thus, if 35were

givento beDividedby5,35 isthe Dividend,

5 theDivifor, and 7 will be found tobe the

Quotient.
F 2

25. In
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25.In Diviſion ,make a crooked line at each

endofyour Dividend, that on the left hand

ſerving for yourDivifor and thaton the right

for the Quotient; then ſee how oftyour Divi

for is containedin the firft Figure or Figures

of yourDividend, and put the anſwer in the

Quorient, then Multiply your Divifor by the

Figure in the Quotient,and the Product ſub

tract from your Dividend, then draw down

the next Figure ofyour Dividend , and ask

how oft your Divifor maybe foundin the re

mainer fo increaſed,& the anſwer putin the

Quotient, and proved as before, till therebe

no Figuresleft in your Dividend, and fo oft

as theQueſtion is repeated , ſomany places

muſtbe in the Ozotient,as is manifeſt bythe

following Example.

11047] ) 1862798 (396.34

141

3141 452

423

5 + 235

61 282
297

282

71329

159

91423 141

188

188

20941

4188

8 376

Let
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Let 1862798,be given tobe divided by 47,

I ask how often 47 may be had in 186 ? the

Anſwer is 3 , which I place in the Quotient,

then I Multiply 47 by 3, the Product is 141,

which being Subtracted from 186, the Re

mainer is.45, to which draw down ' 2 the

next Figure in the Dividend, and then it will

be 452,n
ow then I ask how often 47 may

be had in 452. ? the which by the Table

made by the continual Addition of47 anto

it ſelf, is 9 times, therefore I place 9 in the

Quotient and the Product of47 is 423,which
being Subtracted from 452, the Remainer is

29, to which I draw 7 the next Figure, and

then procéed as before, and ſo at laſt í find

the Quotient to be 39634 .

26. Multiplication and Diviſion, proveone

another, forifyou Multiply the Quotient by

the Divifor ,the Productwill beequal tothe

Dividend: lo 39634, being Multiplied by
47 , the Product is 1862798, and this Pro

duct being Divided by 47, the Quorient is

39634.

CHAP
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CHAP. IL

Of Single Arithmetick in Fra &tions.

Ingle Arithmetickin whole Numbers,hath

been ſhewed in the laſt Chapter ; Single

Arithmetick in Fractions now followeth .

2. A Fraction is a part ofan Integer.

3. Single Arithmetick in Fractions,doth al

fo conſiſtof two Parts,Notation,and Nume.

ration .

4. Notation of Fractions, is that which

ſheweth how theFraction part of any Inte

ger may be expreffed in numbers, that is,

an Integer on one whole thing being Divi.

dedinto any Numberof equal parts,Notati.

on fheweth how theſe parts may be expref

fed ; . as if a Yard were Divided intofour

parts,and it were deſired , that I ſhould fet

downthree oftheſe parts ; the uſual manner

is thus,draw a line, & fet the Number ofparts

into which the Integer is ſuppoſed tobe di

vided , under the line, and the Number of

parts you would expreſs fet above the line ;

thus to expreſs three offour parts, I write 4

under a line, and 3 above it, thus, $ ; and

ſo may you do with any other number pro

pounded : Where note, that the number a

bove the line is called the Numerator and the

number under the line the Denominator.

5. A Fraltion is either Proper or improper.
6. A
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6. A Proper Fraction is that whoſe Name

rator is leſs than theDenominator, ſuch as

are theſe $ T THE

7. AProper Fractian is either ſingle or com

pound.

8. A Single Fraktion is that which conſiſts

of one Numerator and one Denominator,
ſuch as are $ Toš.

9. A Compound Fraction( otherwiſe called a

Fraction of a Fraction ) is that which hath

more Numerators and more Denominators

than one, which kind ofFractions are diſco

verable by this word (of ) which is interpo

fed betweentheir parts; as , i of$ is a Fra

ation of a Fraction, or a Compound Fracti

on, and expreſſeth two thirds ofthree fourths,

of an Integer

10. The things expreſſedby broken num .

bers or Fractions, are principally the Parts

or Fractions of Money, Weight, Meaſure,

Time,and things accounted by the Dozen .

11. The leaſtpartor Fraction of Money

uſed in England is a Farthing ; and four Far

things makesa Peny ,twelve Pence, a Shil

ling; and twenty Shillings, one Pound Ster

ling.

12. The leaſt Fraction of weight uſed in

England, is a Grain ; that is, the weight of a

Grain ofWheat,well dryed and gather'd out

of the middle of the Ear, whereof 32make

a peny weight, and twenty peny weight an

ounce Troy, and twelve ounces a Pound ; but

F4
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a peny weight being thus aſcertained, it is

now ſubdivided into twenty four Grains.

13. The weights uſed by Apothecaries are de

rived from a Pound Troy, which is ſubdivi

ded in this manner .

# A Pound Troy, is - 12 Ounces.

An Ounce, is 8 Drams.

3 A Dram, is 3 Scruples.

3 A Scruple, is -20 Grains.

14. Beſides Troy weight, there is another

kind of weight uſedin England, called Aver

dupois weight, a Pound whereofis equal to

fourteen Ounces, twelve peny weight Troy,

the which is ſubdivided into 16 Ounces each

Ounce into 16 Drams, and each Dram into

4 Quarters. Of this: weight 112 makes a

Hundred .

15. The Meaſures uſed in England are of

Capacity or Length.

16. The Meaſures of Capacity are liquid

ordry ; Liquid Meaſures are according to

this Table..

One
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One pound ofWheat
One Pinti

Troy weight

Two Pints One Quart.

Two Quarts One Pottle.

Two Pottles One Gallon.

Eight Gallons One Firkin of Ale..

Nine Gallons One FirkinofBeer

Two Firkins One Kilderkin .

Two Kilderkins One Barrel.

Forty two Gallons One Tearce ofwine

Sixty three Gallons One Hogſhead.

Two Hogſheads One Pipe or But

Two Pipes One Tun.

17. Dry Meaſures are thoſe in which all

kindofdry ſubſtances are Meted ; as Grain ,

Sea - coal, Salt,and the like; their Table is

this that followeth .

One Pint

Two Pints

Two Quarts

Two Pottles

Two Gallons

Four Pecks

Five Pecks .

Eight Bufhels

FourQuarters

Five Quarters

M
a
k
e
s

rOne Pint.

Onc Quart.

One Pottle .

OneGallon ,

OnePeck .

1 Bufhel landmeafure.

1 Buſhelwatermeafure,

One Quarter.

One Chaldron .

OneWey:

18. Long
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18. Long Meaſures are expreſſed in the

Table following

ThreeBarley-corns One Inch .

in length

Twelve Inches OneFoot.

Three Foot One Yard .

ThreeFoot Inches One Ell.

Six Foot One Fathom .

Five yards & alialf One pole orpearch,

One Furlong.

Eight Furlongs One EngliſhMile.

Note thata Yard, as alſo an Ell is ufually

ſubdivided into four quarters, and each

quarter into four Nails,

M
a
k
e

Forty Poles

19. A Table ofTime is thisthat followeth .

.
Sixty Minutes One Hour:

Twenty four hours One Day natural .

Seven Days One Week .

Four Weeks 1 month of 28days

FiftytwoWeeks,one Day, and lix hours
make one Year.

And theſe Fractions of Money , Weight,

Meaſure,'c. are uſually written under thein

feveral Denominations, inſtead of having

their Denominators written under the.

thus ;

lib .

232

Shill.

19.

pence.

08.

farth.

3 .

And
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And as their Notation is two- fold, fois

their Numeration alſo , Firſt, then I will

ſhew you the Numeration of parts when

written,as Integers, and then asvulgar fra.

ctions.

20. Numeration of parts when written ,

as Integers, is Accidental or Efential.

21. Accident al Numeration , otherwiſe cal

led Reduction, is either deſcending or afeen

ding.

22. Reduction Deſcending, is when a num

ber ofgreater Denomination being given, it

is required, to find how many of a leſſer de

nomination, are equal in value to that gi

venNumber of the greater . And this is

performed by Multiplication ; as if it were

required to Reduce 329 Shillings into Pence,

if you Multiply 329 by 20 , the number

of ſhillings in a pound,the Product will be

6580 ſhillings,and 6580 ſhillings being mul

tiplied by 12 , the number ofpence in a ſhil

ling, the Product will be 78960 pence.

: 23. Reduction Aſcending, is when a num .

ber of a leller Denomination being given , it

is required , to find howmany of a greater

Denomination, are equalto thatgiven núm

ber ofthe leſer .And this is doneby Divid

fron z as if it were requiredto findhowma

ny Pounds there were in 78960 pence; if

78960 pence bedivided by 12 , the number

ofpencein a shilling, the Quotient will be

6580 Shillings, and if6580 ſhillingsbe divi

ded
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ded by 20 , the number of ſhillings in a

pound, theQuotient will be329 Poundsand

fo for any other.

24. Effential Numeration , doth conſiſt of

four Species, Addition, Subtraction, Multipli

cation, and Diviſion.

25. In Addition of Numbers of ſeveral

Denominations, you muſt begin with the

leaſt firſt ,and whenthe fum of any of the

Denominations amountsto an Integer, add

it tothe nextDenomination that is greater.

: v Example.

23 ; 14 : 10 : 1

16 : 15 : 09 : 2

27 : 09 : 11 : 1

44 : 19 : 07 : 3

15 : 18:10

16:17 : 09

17 : 16:08

18 : 15 : 07

.113 : 00 : 02:37 692: 08 : 10

26. In Subtra&tion ofNumbers of feveral

Denominations, when any of the parts of

the greater Number are leſs than the parts

of the leſſer Number ſubſcribed , Deduct the

parts of the lefſer Number from the parts of

the greater, increaſed with an Integer ofthe

next ſuperiour Denomination , and keeping

one in mind, add to the next place of the

number given to be Subtracted.

Example
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Example.

44 : 13:07 : I.

25 : 19.11.3

69 : 08 : on

423 : 19 : ID

28 : 13:07 :226 08:08

۔ےہ532

27. InMultiplication of numbersofſeveral

Denominations, you muſtfirſt reduce the

numbersgiven to their leaſt Denominations

and thenMultiply

inwhole numbers, the Produæ divided by

the fquare of theparts ofan Integer ,reduced

totheleaf Denomination , fhall in the Quo

tientgivethe Product required:

in livin Example.

Let the Product of 17 I. 19 $. 6 d . by

5 l. 13 s. 6 d. be required. 177. 19 6 6 d.

being reduced to make 4314 Pence . And

og bags,oduireduced domake 1362 Pence.

Tbe.Multiplicand. 4314

The Multiplicator. 1362

. .

8628

25882

12942

4314

TheProduit. 5875668

H
The
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1

The number of pence in a pound are 240,

and the ſquare thereof is 57600, by which

dividing 5875668 the Quotient ; 102. lib.

00 shall eipeay. 3 farthings, and is the

Quotientfought.

28. In Divifionofnumbers of feveral De

nominations, firſt reduce yourDivifor to its

number of parts in the lealt Denomination,

then Multiply your Dividend ,by the ſquate

of the parts in an Integer reduced to the

Ilaft Denominationz & if there beany parts

annexed, to the Integersof the Dividend,

they muſt be reducedtothe higheſt Fracti

on, that the ſquare of the parts in an Inte

ger reduced to its leaft denomination will

bear, and added to the former Product, the

whole being divided by your divifor redu

ced , will give you the Quotient ſought.
事

. Examples

Let 102 : 06 : 00: 3 143: be given to be

divided by 5 : 13 : 6. Firſt I reduce the divi

for given to its number of parts,in the leaſt

denomination, and it makes 1362 pence,

then I Multiply 102 the Integral partofmy

dividend , by 576c0, the ſquare ofpence in a

pound , theProduct is 58752 , and the Fra

&tion ofmy dividend oo : 01 :38being

reduced, is 57668,which being added to the

former Product 58752,the ſum is $875668,

for the dividend ; which being divided by

1362,
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: 1362, the Quotient is 431. Pence, that is

17 lib . 19 fhill.6 pence.

29. Numeration ofFractions when written

with their Numerators and Denominators,

is alſo Accidental and Elentral.

30. Accidental Numeration , otherwiſe

called Reduction, is three- fold .

1. To Reduce one Fradion which is not

already in its leaſtterms, to a leſſer denomi

nation ,

To do this, divide the numerator and de

nominator by their greatest common mea

ſure, the twoQuotients ſhall be one ofthem ,

à new numerator, and the other a new de

nominator of a Fractionequal to the Fra.

ction given, and in its lealt terms.

Exampleit being given to be Reduced,

the greateft commonmeaſure is 13 , by which

dividing 91 , the Quotient is 7 , for a new

numerator, and dividing 117 by 13 , the

Quotient is 9 for a new denominator, and fo

it is reduced 10 )

The greateſt common meaſure between

two numbersis found thus , divide the
greas

ternumberby the leſs, and your divifor by

the Remainer, if there beany, your laſt di

viſor is the common meaſure fought, as in

the following Example,

H.2 91 )
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:)r17(وا

ci

)
91

26 ) 91 ( 3

78

13 ) 26 (
26

2. ToReduce many Fractionsof divers

Denominations into one Denomination .

To dothis, Multiply each Numerator by

all the Denominators except its own, the

Productsſhall be the new Numerators, then

Multiply all the Denominators together,

and the Product shall bethecommonDenon

minator fought.

Example. I will be reduced to vas :

9

3 ToReduce any Fraction from ene De

nomination , to any other Denomination

deſired. And to do this Multiply the Nu

meratorgiven, by the Denominator requi

red,& divide the Product by theDenomina

tor giventhe Quotient ſhall be the Numera

tor deſired .

Example, let it be deſired to Reduce it to

a Fraction ,whoſe Denominatorſhall be 100 ,

firſt Multiply 17 by 100,the Product is 1700

which being divided by 20, the Quotient is

85,
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#s, for the new Numerator defired :1:17

31. Efential Numeration of Fractions .

hath four Species, Additioning Subduition ,

Multiplication and Diviſion,

? 32. In Addition of Fractions, the Fiactis

ons givenmuftbefirſtReducedtoone Del

nomination, andthen add theNumerators

together, ſo have you the Sam of the Fram

& ion, fog, and make

33. SubtractionofFractions isthus,ifof

one Denomination, deducttheleſs fitomthe

greater; their difference is theremainer,lo

å taken from reft ,

34. Multiplication of Fractions,is thus,

Multiply all the Numeratorstogether,fo is

their Producta new Numerator, then Mul..

tiply all theDenominators together, and
their Product isanew Denominator.

Thus if iand wereto be Multiplied ,

the Product will be in

35. Diviſion of Fractions isthus, Multia

ply the Numerator ofthe dividend bythe

denominatorof the diviſor, the Product ſhall

be anew Numerator ; alſo Moltiply thenu

merator ofthe diviſor, by thedenoninator

ofthe dividend, ſo fhall the Product be a

new denominator, and this new Fradion is .

the quotient ſought; fo if were to be di

vided by t, thé Prcdact will be

36. When the denominator of a Fracti

on is an Unitewith Cyphers,the Fraction is..

more partieularly called a Decimal ; and

H 3 fuch
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fuch Fractions may be expreſſed without

their denominators as well as with them ,

thus, t &maybe written thus, s.

37. When theNumeratordoth not con
fr
o

hat
h
Cyp

her
s

, fill up th
e voi

d
pla

ces
of the

Nu
me
ra
to
r

wit
h
Cy
ph
er
s

, fo, no , toh
o
,

are wr
it
te
n

th
us

, .05 , an
d
.02

5
.

38. Numeration of Decimal- Fractions, is

likewiſe two- fold , accidental and Effential,

39. Accidental Numeration , otherwiſe

called Reduction, is performed by thethird

way ofReduction ;Thewedinthe Twenty

feventti Rule.of this chapter.

40. Effential Numeration , hath in it the

four uſual Species, Addition, Subtraction ,

Multiplication, and Diviſion .

41. Addition of Decimals is the fame.

with Addition ofwhole Numbers, ifa point

or line be ſet between the Integers 'and the

Parts, as in the following Examples.

2.00741

.74258

96314

23.05678

16.14365

32.76108

3.71313 71.96151

42. Subduction of Décimals doth differ

from Subduction in whole Numbers, butby

a point to diſtinguiſh the whole number

from the broken ; as in the Example fol

lowing. 25.
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TL

2 :

25.07496 36,01436

19.896.37 17.83589

7.17852 18.17847

43. : Multiplication of Decimal Fractions,

is the ſamewith Multiplication in whole

numbers, but when the work is finiſhed , to

diſtinguiſhtheIntegersfromthe Decimals, do

thus, ſo many places ofparts as are in both

thenumbers given , being separatedby a

point, the reſt of the figures towardsthe

Lett hand are Integers, and thoſe towardsthe

rightare Decimal parts ;as in theſe Exams

ples.
1.A

12.45 17:37

7.08 3.72

. 9960

87150

mi

198.146002

3474

12159
2

$214

werein :

64.6164

44. Diviſion of Decimal Fractions is the

famewith Diviſion in whole numbers, but

when the Work is finiſhed, to diftinguiſh

the Fraâional part from the Integers , ob

fervethisgeneral Rule ,

The

یکنا
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your divifor. PE

The firſt figure in your quotient will be

always of the fame degree or place with

that Figure or Cypher in your dividend,

which Itandeth over the Uniteś place in

For Example: 78925 , being given to be

divided by32, the quotientwill be2466 ,&

becauſe the place of Unites in the diviſor,

doth ſtand under theplace ofſecondsinthe

dividend, therefore the firſt -figure in the

quotient, willbeinthe place of fecondsand

the firft muſtbeſupplied witha Cypher,

and then the quotient willbe 0.02466 .

CHAP. III.

ofComparative Arithmetick.

Hus much hath been faid concerning

,
łows, which is wroughtby Numbers asthey

are confideredtohave relation toone ano

ther ,

2. This Relation conſiſts either in
quan

tity or in quality notivi

imz. Relation in quantity is the reference

thatthe Niambiens themſelves have oneto

another ;aswhen thecomparifon is madebe
twcen 8 and 2,or 2 and 817and3,95 3.and 7 :

And
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And here the Numbers propounded are

always two, whereof the firſt is called the

Antecedent, the other the Conſequent.

1.4 . Relation in quantity, conGits either in

the difference,orin the rate or reaſonfound

between the Numberspropounded;theone

is found by Subtracting the leſs from the

greater ; fo 6 is the difference between 8

and 2 ; butthe other, to wit, the rate or

reaſon, is found by dividing the greater by

thelefs, and thus the rate between 8 and 2

is four- fold, becauſe 2 is found four times

in 8 ; Or the rate maybealſo found by die

viding the lefs by the greater,or ſetting the

Numbers given inmanner of a Fraction and

thys the rate between 2 and 8 is 4 alfo, or

that is 4.

5. This rate or reafon of Numbers is ei .

ther equal or unequal ; equal reaſon, is the

relation that equal Numbers have one to

another, as 5 to 5,6 to 6. Unequal Reae

ſon is the relationthat Unequal Numbers

have one to another, and this is either of

the greater to the leſs, orof the lefs unto:

the greater.

Intheone thegreater Numberis the An

tecedent, and the lefs the Conſequent ; and
inthe other the leſſer Number is tho Ante .

cedent, and the greater is the Conſequent.

6. Relation in quality ,(otherwiſe called

Proportion ) is thereferenceor reſpect that

the reaſons of Numbers have one toanos

I thes
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ther, and therefore the Numbers muftAbe

more than two, or elſe three cannot bethe.

comparing ofreaſons in the Plural Number.

7. Proportiin is.cwo- fold , Arithmetitaland

Geometricah

8. Arithmetical Proportion, is when nume

bers differ according to equal reafon ; that

is,have equal differences ; as,2,4,6,8,10, or

3,6,9,12 , in the firſtrank the common dif.

ference is2 ,and in the ſecond 3.

9. Arithmetical Proportion, is either con

timed, or interrupted

10. Arithmetical Proportior continued , is
when divers numbers are linked together

by a continued Progresſion of equal differ

ence : and in ſuch a Pragreffioni, thefamof

the firſt and laſt -Terms beingMultipliedby

half the number of the Terms,theProduct :

will bethefum of all the Terms, as in this

Progreſſion , 1, 2 ,3, 4,5 , 6 , 7 , 8, 9 , 10 , 11,12

Ebe fum of the firſtand laſt is 13, which be

ingMultiplied by6 , halfthe number of the

Terms the Product is 78, the ſum of all the

terms in that Pragtefjian ,

11. Three Numbers being given in het

rithmetical Proportion ,the meannumberbe

ingdoubled is equalto the ſum of the Era

treants , fo 3 , 6 ,9, being given , the double

of6 , the meannumberisequalto the Sumof

3. arid 9,thetwo Extreams.

: 12. Arithmetical Proportion Interrupted,

is when the Pragreffrou is diſcontinued

. as
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as in theſe numbers, 2 , 4 , 8. Id.

13. In ArithmeticalProportion continued ,

or diſcontinued , the ſum of the Means isés

qual tothe form oftheExtreams, as in 3; 6

9 , 12 , being given, thefam of6 and 9 is e

qual tothe luin of 3 and 12or 3,6,12,15

being given, theſum of 6 and 12 , is é .

qual to the ſum of 3 and 156

14. Geometrical Proportion is, when di

versnumbers differ by the like reaſon '; as,

1,2,4,8, 16 , wisich differ one from anos

ther by double reafon ; for as 1 is the half

of 2, Toz is the halfof4, 4 of 8, 8 of 16.

15. Geometrical Propertion is either con

tinuedor interrupted , Geometrical Proportion

continued , is whendiversnumbers are lins

ked together, by a continued Progreſſion of

the like reaſon ;as, 1 , 2, 4, 8 , 16, or 3 , 6 ,

12 , 249 , 48 .

16.InNumbers Geometrically proporti

onal, If you Multiply the laſt Term by the

common rate bywhich they differ;and from

the Product deduct the firft Term , and di

vide the Remainer by the former rate leſs

by an Unite, the Quotient fhall be the fum

of all theProgrefions ; S6 2,6518, 54,1625

486,1458, being propounded the laſt term

1460, being multiplied by 3 the fate,the

Product is4374 out of whichdeducting 2

the firſt Term ,the Remainer is 4372 ,which

being divided by 2 the rate leſs one, the

quotient 2 186 is the ſumofthat Progreſſion.

1

$

17, Three
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16. ,

17. Three Proportionals being given,

the ſquare ofthe Mean isequalto che Pro

duct ofthe Extreams; fo 4, 8 , 16, being

given, the ſquareof 8is equal to four times

18. Geometrical Proportion interrupted,

is when the Progreſſion oflikę reaſon is dif

continued ; as, 2, 4 , 16, 32 , where the

Term between 4 and 16 is wanting, and

therefore the rate between 4 and 16 is not

the ſame that is between 2 and 42or 16 and

320

19. Four Proportional Numbers what

ſoever being given , the Product ofthe two

Means is equal to the Product of the two

Extreams;fo 2,4 , 16 , 32, being propound .

ed,4 times 16is equalto 2 times32,which

is 64 .

CHAP. IV.

of the Rule of Proportion , or Rule

of Three:

Rom the laſt Rule of the former Chap

Fromter áriſeth that precious Gem in Arith

metiek, the Rule of three, which for its ex

cellency, deferves thename that is given to

it, The Golden Rule.

2. The
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2. The Golden Rule, is that bywhich cers

tain numbers being given, another number

Geometrically proportional to them may
be found out.

3. The Golden Rule is either ſingle or

compound.

4. The fingle Rule, iswhen three terms

or numbers are propounded, and a fourth

in proportion to them isdeſired.

5. The Termsof theRule

liſt of two Denom
inati

ons

; two of the

Terms propou
nded

have one Denom
inati

on,thethirdpropou
nded and fourthrequi

Ted, have anothe
r
.

6. Ofthoſetwo numbers given which are

of one Denomination,thatwhichmoves

the Queſtion muſt poſſeſs the third place,
the othernumber of the fame Denominati

on, muſt beput in the firſtplace, and con

fequently, the other known Term ,which is
ofthe ſameDenomination with the fourth

required , muſt poſſeſs thefecond place.

7. Thethree Terms propounded being

thus placed , conſider whether your third

doth require more or leſs ; if it requires

more, Multiply the middle number by the

greaterofthe two Extreams,and dividethe

Product by the leffer, the Quotient is the

fourth Number or Term deftred .

But ifthe third Termin the Queſtionre

quire lefs, Multiplythe middle Term bythe

leſer of thetwo Extreams, and the Pro

K
due-
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duct Divideby thegreater, the Quotient

Thall be the fourth Term delired , An Exam

ple in each Caſe will ſufficiently explain the
Rule .

, ( ۶

If7.Pound of Sugar, coſt 2 s. 7d. What

fhall 28.Paundof Sugar coſt ? The Terms
muſt ſtand thus,

LOLO 1,7

011000 : 1

. di

28

to fugar. S. I ſugar

7 2
7

Where it is plain,that 28 pound ofSu

gar muſt needs coſt more thanhan 7, therefore

IMultiply 2s. 7d. or 31 pence, by 28, the

Product 868 being Divided by 7, and the

Quotient is 124 d.or 10 s.4. d .

2. Example: If 7 Men will digg a Gar

den in 31 Dayes, In how many Dayes will

28 Men digg the fame Garden . Here the
Terms moſt ſtand thus,

Men. Dayes. Men .

7 31 29.

Si
And bythe ſtate ofthe Queſtion it plain ,

ly appears, that the third Term requireth

lefs: therefore I Multiply 31 , the middle

Term, by 7, the leſſer Extream , and the

Product 217beingDivided by 28, the Quo

tient 7 iš is the fourth Term delired.
CHAP:
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CHAP. V.
he

TH

Of the Compound Rule of Three, ), .

He Comporind Rule of Three, is when

more than three Terms are propoun.

ded .

2. Under the Compound Rule of Three is

comprehended the DoubleRule of Three,and

diversRules of pluralproportion .

3 . TheDoubleRule ofThree, is whenfive

Termsare propounded, and a ſixth in pro.

portion to them is required .

4. In this Rule the five Terms given do

confift of two parts ; firſt a Suppoſition,and

then a Demand ; the Suppoſition is expreſ

fed bythree ofthe Terms propounded,and

the demand by the other two.

5. And here the greateſt difficulty is in

placing of the Terms ; ,'for which obſerve

amongſt the Terms of Suppofition, which

of thein hath the ſame Denomination with

the Term required, reſerve that for the fe

cond place, and writethe other two Terms

in the Suppoſition one above another in the

firſt place ; and laſtly , the Terms of De

likewiſe in the

third place; in ſuch ſort, that the upper:

moſtmay have theſame denominat
ionwith

the uppermoſt of thoſe in the firſt place.

K2 Example
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Examples
If6 Clerks can write 45 fheets of Paper

in 5. Dayes ; How many Clerks can write

300fbeeds in 72 Dayés . Here the Queſti

on isconcerning the numberof Clerks, the

6.Clerks muſt therefore pollefs the fecond

place, and the Dayes and Paper in the Sup

poſition muſt be ſet in the firſt, oneoverthe

other, of which ,if Paper bethe uppermoſt

in the other Terms, the Paper muſt befet

over the Dayesin the third place, and then

the Number in the Queſtion will stand

thus,

45 6 g 300 i

Prvi 0:13

6. The Terms propounded being thus

placed, the Queſtion may be reſolved by

two Single Rules of Three in this manner.

1. Asthe uppermoſt Term of the firft

place is to the middle,ſo is the uppermolt

Term in the laſt place to a fourth

Number.

2. As the lower Term ofthe firſt place is

to that fourth Number, ſo is the lower

Term of the laſt place to the Termrequi

red . E

Quin
Den

ration muſt be had to the Term required,

namely,whether itmuſtbemoreor leſs than

the middle Term given . In

۹۶زا).هن:روہ
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In our preſent Queſtion, the fourth term

in the firſt proportion muſt be greater than

the ſecond , for it is plain, thatmore work

will require moremen ; therefore I fay,

as 45.6 :: 300 . 40 Clerks.

But in the ſecondproportion, it is like

wife plain, thatthe more time isgiven , the

fewer perſonsarerequired ; and therefore

in this proportion , 5:40. 13. I multiply

the middle term by the firſt, and the pro

duct200 I divide by 13, the laſt, and the

Quotient is15tý

11.2. Example : If 100 l.gain 6 l. in 12

months,what ſhall 276 l. gain in 18 months ?

Inthis Question the termsmuſt be thus pla.

ced .

100 mg

1:2

276

18

1. 100. 6 :: 276.164 56.

; 2.: 12 · 16 · 56 :: 18.24 84.

Cui
CHAP
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C H ÁP. VI.

of the Rule of Fellowſsip .

He Rules of plural proportion are

thoſe, by which weReſolveQueftions

that are diſcoverable by more Rules of

Three than one, and cannotbe performed

by the doubleRule of Three mentioned inthe

laſt chapter .

Of thefe Rules there are divers kinds and

varieties, according to the nature of the

Queſtion propounded ; I willonly mention

one, and refer the reſt to my larger treatiſe

of this Subject.

2. The Rule of plural proportion that I

mean to mention, is the Rule of Fellowſhip

3. And the Rule of Fellowſhip is that by

which in Accompts amongſt divers Men ,

(their ſeveral ſtocks together ) the whole

Loſsor Gain beingpropounded, the Loſs or

Gain ofeach particularman may be diſco
vered.

4. The Rule ofFellowſhip is either ſingle or

double.

5. The Single Rule of Fellowſhip is, when

theſtocks propoundedare ſingle numbers ;

As in this Example: A andB were Partners

in an Adventure tc Sea, A put in 25 l. B 56,

andupon return of the ship , they foldthe

Fraight
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Fraight for 50 k profit the queſtion is,

What part of this so his due to A, and

whattoB ? toreſolve thisand the like Que:

ſtions, theſum of the ſtocks muſt be the

firft termin the Rule of Three, the whole

gain the ſecond, and each particular ſtock

the third ; this done, repeating the Ruleof

Three, as often as there are particular

ſtocksin the Queſtion, the fourth term pro

duced by theſe ſeveral operations are the

reſpective Gains or Loſſes of thoſe particu

lar ſtocks propounded ; ſo in the preſent ,

queſtion, the Reſolutionwill be as here you
fee.

71 , S!!

81 750 :: 25? 15 : 432.

50 $ 34 - 567.00 :

Chwil

6. The Double Rule ofFellowſhip is, when

theſtocks propoundedare double numbers,

that is , when each ſtock hath relation to a

particular time. A, B,and C , hire apiece

ofGround for45 t. per Annum , inwhichA

had 24 Oxen 32 days, B 12 , for 48 days,

C 16 , for 24 days ; now the queſtion to be

reſolved is, What part of the Rent each

perfon muſt pay ?

Forthis purpoſe you muſt firſt Multiply

each particular ſtock by its refpective time,

and take the total of their Products for the

firſt term, the Gain or Loſs for the ſecond,

and every man's particular ſtock and time

K4
for
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forthethird ; thisdonerepeating theRule

bfThreefo often as there are Products of

the double Numbers; thefourthtermspro

ducedupon thoſe ſeveraloperations arethe

numbers ſought. So then in the queſtion

propounded, the Productof 24 and 32 is

5684 the Product of 12 and48 is 576 ,and

therProductof 16 and 24 is384, the ſum of

thefe Products is 1.728, whichis thefirle

term ,45 lthe Rent is theſecond, and each

particular Productthe third;

1 768 s 20.26. t

1728 . 45 :: 576.15

2384. 10.

By whichthree Operations the queſtion is

Reſolved .

ET ,

STTTS u bobnuorta Ace

Trodsmodwi36 : ' 3

161 it's

܀|ܐ...:::[?

FINIS
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The' THIRD PART.
The

Of GEOMETRY.

( 0 sore CHAP. I.

Of the Definition and Diviſion of

Geometry.

G

EOMETRYis the Art ofMeaſu .

ringwell.

1: 2 . The Subject of Geometry is

Magnitude,or continued Quantity, whoſe

parts are joyned together by a common
termor limit.

3. Magnitude is either a Line, or fome

thing made of a Lineor Lines,

4.A Line is a Magnitude, conſiſting on

ly of length ,withouteither breadth orthick

nefs, the term or limit whereofis a Point.

L 5. A
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5. A Point is an indiviſible ſign inMagni

tude." A Point therefore isno quantity,but

thebeginning of all continuedquantities ,

· which are divifible in power infinitely.

6. A kine is either conſidered ſimply by

it ſelf, or elfe comparatively with another

Line.

7. A Line conſidered ſimply of it felf, -is

either Righat or Oblique:

8. A.Right line, is that which lyeth equal
ly between his points.

9. An Oblique line, is either circular or

mixt.

10. A Periphery, or CircularLine, is that

which is equally diſtantfrom the middle of

the comprehended ſpace, which middle is

called the Centre, andthediſtance between

that Centre ard theCircumference, is cal

led theRadius.I

11. Lines compared to one another are

of the fame or different Species.

13. Lines compared together of the Tame

Species, are either Parallel or Angular.

13 Parallel lines, are ſuch as are equally

diſtant in all places, and are either Righ ,

lined Parallels , or Circular. 9 : jisii

14. Right lined Parallels, are ſuch as being

in one andthe felfſame planes and infinite

ly produced on both ſides, do never meet in
any part.

15. A Circular Parallel is a Circle drawn

within or withoutanother Circle.

16. Angular
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16. Angular lines are ſuch as inclining ,or

bowing to oneanother ,touch one another,

butnotina direct lipe .

- 17. An Angle is either Right or Oblique.

18. A RightAngle, is that whoſe legs or

fides are Perpendicular to one another.

19. An Oblique Angle, is that whofe legs
or fides do incline to one another upon one

fide morethan upon another .s .

20. An Oblique Angle is either Acute, or
Obtuſe.

21. AnAcute ObliqueAngle, is that which
is leſs than a Right.

22. An Obtufe Oblique Angle, isthat which

is greater than a Right Angle. : ?

23. The Meafire of an Angle, is the Arch

of a Circle deſcribed upon the Angular

Point, andinterfected between the ſides of

the Angle fufficiently prolonged ; but of

this Meafure there can benacertain know

ledge,unleſs the quantity ofthat Arch beex ,

-preffed in Numbers. A

24. Every Circle therefore is fuppofed to

be divided into 360 equal parts, called De

grees, and every Degree into 60 Minutes,

andeveryMinute into 60 seconds, and ſo

forward ; others fuppoſe every Degree to

be ſubdividedinto 10 parts,and every one

of thoſe intabomore, and ſo forward as far

as you pleafe .

25. A Semi-cirle is the half of a whole

Circle, and containeth 180 Degrees...
L2 26. A
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26. A Quadrant, or fourth part of a Cir.

cle , is 90 Degrees, and ſeeing thata Right

Line falling Perpendicularly upon a Right

Line, doth makethe Angles on both ſides e

qual,and cutteth a Semi- circle into two e

qual parts, the fourth partofa Circle,or90

Degrees, muft needs be the Meaſure of a

Right Angle.

27. Thus are Lines compared with Line's

ofthefame Species, the comparing ofLines

of different Species, is the comparing of

Right Lines with thoſe that are Oblique or
Circular.

28. And Right Lines, as they have refer

ence to, or are compared with thecircum

ferenceofa Circle, areeither fuch as are in

fcribed within it, or applyed to it.

29. A Right Line, inſcribed in a Circle,

either paſſeth through the Centre, as the

Diameter and Radius, or is drawn befidés

the Centre, as Chords and Sines.me

30. A Diameter, is a Right Line infcrib

ed through the Centre ofthe Circle, divi

ding the Circleinto two equal parts.

31. The Radius of a Circle istheone half

of theDiameter, or a Right Line drawn

from theCentreto the Circumference , thus

the Right Line G B D , in Fig . 1. isa Dia.

meter, GB, OPBD, theRadius.

32. A Chord or Subtenſe, is an inſcribed

Right Line drawn through or beſides the

Centre bounded at both ends with the Cir

cumference.
33. A
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33. A Chordor Subtenſe, drawn through

the Centre is the ſame with the Diameter.

34. A Chord cr Subrenſe, drawn befides

the Centre, is aRight Line bounded at both

ends with the Circumference,but always leſs

than the Diameter.

35. Sines are either Right or Verſed .

36. A Right Sine is half the Chord of the

Double Arch and it is either the whole sine,

andSine of 90 Leg. or Sine leſs than the

whole,

37. The whole Sine is equal to the Semi

diameter or Radius of a Circle , as the right

Line B E

38. A Sine leſs than whole,is half the

Chord ofany Arch leſs than a Semi-circle 5

as CA is the line ofCD.

39. A Verfed Sine, is a part ofthe Diame

ter lying between the rightſineand the cira

cumference, as the Right Line AD, which

is one partof the Diameter, is the verſed

fine of the Arch'C D, and the right line

AG, which is the other part oftheDiame

ter, is the verſed fine of theArchC EG.

40. A Right line applied to a Circle, is

either a Tangent or Secant.

41. A Tangent, is a right line without but

touching the Circle,drawn Perpendicular to

the endof the Radius or Diameter, conti

nued to the Secant.

42. A Secant, is a right line drawn from

the Centre ofthe Circle, through the term

M
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ofan Arch, and continued to the Tengant;

thusthe right line F D , is the Tangent,and

the right line B F , is the Secant ofthe Arch

CD, or of the Aich CEG, the Comple .

ment thereofto a Semi-circle.

43. Theſe Lines thus inſcribed in , or ap :

plyed to a Circle, may to any limited Radi.

usbedrawn or made upon a Rule of Wood,

Braſs, or other Metal ; or, a Table may be

made, exprelling the length oftheſe lines in

numbers, anſwering to every Degree and

part ofa Degree in the Quadrant or Semi

circle ; Thatis, thelines of Chordsand Ver .

fed Sines may bemade to any part ofa Semi.

circle, andthe lines of Sines , Tangents and

Secams, to any part of a Quadrant : The

uſe ofſuch Scales and Tables is fuch, that no

Student in Geometrie can well te without

them ; here therefore I will lay down ſuch

Propoſitionsas will ſufficientlydemonſtrate

the way of making theſe lines upon a Scale

orRuler, but as to the conſtruction of the

Tables by which the lengths of thefe lines

are expreſſed in Numbers: I refer them to

my Trigonometria Britannica, and other

Books of the like nature.

Pro
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Propoſition I.

Upon a Right Line given , to erect a Perpera?

dicular,from any point affigned.

Let it be required to erect a Perpendicu

lar to the line DG, from the Point B, in

Fig. 2. take two equidiſtant Points,as Dand

G , open your Compaſfes to a convenient

diſtanceand ſetting one Foot of your Com

paſſes in B, draw the Arch EC, and keep

ing your Compaſſes at theſame diſtance,fet

oneFootin 6 , andwith the other draw the

Arch H I F , and through the interſections

of theſe two Arches draw a right line, as

BL, which ſhall be perpendicular to the
Point B.

But if it were required to erect a Perpen

dicular from the end ofa line, do thus,your

Compalles being opened to any convenient

diſtance ,fet one foot in the Point given, as

at A, in the line A B, and the other atD ,

or where you pleaſe andmaking D the Cen

tre, draw the Arch C A E , and from the

points C and D, draw the right line C D È,

then draw the line AC, which ſha !! be Per

pendicular to the line A B , from the point

A, as wasrequired .

M2 Propos
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-Propoſition II.

Brom a Pointaffigned without a Right Line

given , to let fall a Perpendicular.

Let the given line be DG, and let the

point aſſigned beL, at the diſtance ofL D

draw the Arch D AGF, then ſetting one

Footofyour Compaſſes in D,draw the Arch

IK, and keeping your Compalles at the ſame

diſtance, fecone Foot in G ,and with the o

ther draw the Arch M ,the rightlineL BD

drawn through the Interſections of thoſe :

two Archesſhall be Perpendicular to DG,

from the Point L, as was required.

But if it were required to let fall a Per

pendicular from the point E, upon the line

AB, drawthe lineÈDCat pleaſure,which

-being biſected at D , upon D asa Centre at

the diſtance of E D ,draw the Arch E AC ,

fo ſhall the line E A be perpendicular to

A B , as was required.

Propofition 111.

To Divide a Right Linegiven into anynum

ber ofequal parts,

Draw the line AC, and from the points

'Aand C erect the perpendiculars A E and

XC, and atany diſtance of the Compaſſes,

ſet
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fèt cffaş many equal parts as youpleaſe up

on the perpendiculars AE, andxc, and

draw the Parallel lines E X , FV, GT, HS,

KR,L2,MP, and NO , and letit bere

quired to divide the right line into three e.

qual parts, open your Compailes to the

length of theline given , andſetting one foot

in A, where the other foot ſhall touch the

third Parallel, make a mark which is at 2 ,

draw the line AZ, ſo ſhall the line A Z be

divided intothree equalparts, as was deſi

red. -

. And thus may that line be made, which

iscommonly called the Diagonal Scale.

Propoſition IK

How to divide a Circle into 120 Parts and

by-conſequence into 360, I

Draw the Diameter BC , and upon the

point A , deſcribe the Circle C D B - L , then

draw theDiameterDAN,at RightAngles,

to the Diameter C AB.

2. The Semidiameter orRadius of a Cir

cle will divide the Circle into 6 equal parts,

and ſo isequal to the Chord of60 degrees,

AC, therefore being ſet from D to F , ſhall
mark out the Arch DF, 60 degrces.

3. The ſideofa Pentagon or fifth part of

a Circle , is 72 degrees ; now then, if you

bölect theRadius AC in the point E , and

M 3 makc
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make E G =ED ; then thall DG = DM ,

the ſide ofa Pentagon or Chord of 72degrees,

and F Mthe difference between D M , 72

and D F 60, that is the Chord of 12, which

by biſection ſhall give the Chord of 6 and 3

degrees, and ſo the Circle may be divided

into 120 parts,as was propounded.

4. A Circlebeing thus divided into 120

degrees, theArches are ſo equal, that the

third part of the Chord of 3 degrees will:
fubdivide it into 36 , without fenſible error ;

and your Circle being thus divided into 360

parts, lines at every degree, or half degree,

drawn parallelto theDiameter, ſhall conſti

tute the line of Chords,& half thofe Chords

the line of ſines ; and the Segments of the

Diameter, the line of verſed fines, and as for

the Tangents and Secants, a line touching

the Circle drawn perpendicular to the end

ofthe Diameter, and continued to the ſeve

ral lines drawn from the Centre, through

every degree ofthe Quadrant, ſhall confti.

tute the line of Tangents, and thoſe lines

drawn from the Center to the Tangents,

Ihall conſtitute the line ofSecants alſo . And

thus may a Scale be made with the lines of

Sines, Tangents, Secants, and equal parts.

СНАР .
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CHAPIS

Of Right LedelTriangles.

of Maynit ude, that is, of Lines, as

they are conſidered of themſelves, oramong
themſelves.

2. The fecond kind of Magnitude, is

-- that which is made of Lines, that is a Fi.

gure.

3. A Figure is thatwhich is every where

bounded, whether it be with one only limit

as a Circle ; or with more , as a Triangle,

Quadrangle, Pyramis, or Cubc,c.

4. The terms or limits of every Figure,

areeither Lines or Superficies.

5. A Figure which is terminated by Lines

is á Superficies.

6. A Figure,which is bounded or limited

with ſeveral Superficies, is a Body or Solid.

7. A Superficies is a Magnitude, conſiſting

of length and breadth , and is either right

lined, curve lined , or compoſed of both .

8.A Right Lined Plans or Superficies, is

that which is Terminated with right lines ;

and it is either a Triangle, or aTriangu
late .

9. A Triangle, or the firſt right lined fi.

gure, is that which is comprehended by
threM 4
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three right lines. It is diſtinguiſhed from the

lides, or from the Angles.

10. In reſpect of the ſides, a Triangle is

either Iſopleuron, iſoſceles,or Scalenum .

An fópleuron Triangle, isthat which hath

three equal ſides. AnToſceles, which hath

two equal lides. And a Scalenum , whoſe

three ſides are all unequal.

11. In reſpect ofthe Angles, a Triangle

is either Right or Oblique.

: 12.A Right Angled Triangle is that which

hathone right line.

13. An Oblique Angled plane Triangle, is

either Acute orabrufe

1-4 . An Oblique and Obrufe Angled plane

Triangle, hath two Acute Angles and one

Obtuſe ; an Acute angled Triangle hath all

the three Angles Acute.

15.Theſecondſort of right lined planes is

called a Triangulate, or a Plane, compoſed

of Triangles.

16. The ides of a Triangulate, are in

number more by twothan the Triangles, of

which it is compoſed.

. ! 7 . A Triangulare,is either a Quadrangle,

or a Multangle.

18. A Quadrangle,is a plane compreher

ded , by four rightlines, and is eithera Pia

rallelogram cr a Trapezium ,

19. A Parallelogram , is a Quadrangle,

whoſe oppoſite ſides are Parallet or Equidi

ftant, and it is either Right Angled or 0

Mique. 20. A
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20. A Right Angled. Parallelogram , is that

which hath every Angle Right ;and it is ei.

ther a Square or an Oblong,

21. A Square is a Right Angled Parallelo

gran,whoſe four ſides are equal, and the

Angles Right:

22. An Oblong, is aRight Angled Paral

lelogram , whoſe Angles are all right,but

the ſides unequal.

23. An Oblique angled Parallelogram , is

that whoſe Angles are all Oblique, and is

either a Rhombus, or a Rhomboides.

24. A Rhombus,isan Oblique Angled Pa

rallelogram , ofequal fides.

25. A Rhomboides, is an Oblique angled

Parallelogram ofunequalſides.

26. A Trapezium , is a Quadrangle, but

not a Parallelogram , and it is either Right

angled , or Oblique.

27. A Right AngledTrapezium, hath two

oppoſiteſides, parallel, but unequal, and

the ſides between them perpendicular.

28. An Oblique AngledTrapezinim , is à

Quadrangle , but not a Parallelogram ,have

ing at leaſt two Angles thereof Oblique,and

none of the fines Parallel,

29. A Right angled Multangled Plane, is

that which is comprehended by more than

fourlines .

30. A Multangled Right lined Plane, or

Polygox , is either Ordinate and Regular ,or

Inordinate and irregular.

N

:

31. Ordi
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31. Ordinate and Regulare Polygons, are

Such as are contained byequalſidesand an

gles, as a Pentagon , Hexagon, c.

32. Inordinate orIrregular Polygons, are

ſuch as arecontained by unequallidès and

angles.

32.Haring thus thewed what a right lin

ed Figure is, with the ſeveral ſorts of them

we will now ſtew, how theymay be meaſur:

ed, both in reſpect of the lines by which

they are bounded ,and alſo of their Area or

SuperficialContent.

33. And firſt we willMew how the lines,

and angles of all plane Figures, eſpecially

Triangles, may bemeaſured , as being the

fire and chiefeſt of them , and into which

all other may be reduced .

: 34. The ſides of all plane Triangles,and

other plane Figures, are to be Meaſured by

the ſcale or line ofequal Parts .

35. The Anglesmay be meaſured by the

linesofSines, Tangents, or Seçants, as well

asby the line of chords ; but here it ſhall

fuffice to few how any Angle may be pro

tracted , or being protraced,be Meaſured

by the line of Chords only.

.

Proin
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Propofition To H

How toprotract oflay down an Angle to ar

quantity ar number of Degrees propafed .

Draw a line at pleaſure atAB, then o
pen your Compafles to the number of oo de

grees in your line of Chords,and ſetting one

ofthat extent in B , withthe other deſcribe

the Arch ( D , and from the point B, let it

be required to makean Angle of a degrees ;

open your Compaſſes to that extent in the

line of Choads, and ſetting one Foot in D,

with the other make a mark as at E, and

draw the line EB,fo'ſhall the Angle ABE

contain 40 degrees, as wasrequired.

Propofition II.

How to find the quantity ofany Anglealrea

dy protraited.

· Let the quantity ofthe Angle ABE, bé

required; open your Compalles in the line

ofChords,from the beginning thereof to

60 degrees, and ſetting one fooethereof in

the point B, with the other deſcribe the

Arch D E, then takein your Compaſſes the

diſtance between E and D , and applying

that extent to the line of Chords, it will

thew you the numberof degrees contained

N 2 in
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in that Angle, which in our Example will

befound tobe 40 degrees.

Theſe thingspremiſed , we will now ſhew

you how all plane Triangles may be meaſu

red, in reſpect of their sides and Angles,

both by the Scale, and alſo by the Tables

ofSines and Tangents,

i

CHAP. III.

of the Solution 07. Menſuration of plane

Triangles.

TN the Solution ofplane Triangles, the an

igles only being given, the ſides cannot

be found, but the reaſon of the ſides only ;

it is therefore neceſſary , that oneofthe ſides
be known.

2. In all plane Triangles, the three angles

are equal to two Right : two Angles

therefore being given, the third is alſo gi

ven ; and oneofthem being given, the fum

ofthe other two is alſo given ,

3. Ina . Right angled plane Triangle, one.

of the AcuteAngles being given , the other

isalſo given, itbeing theComplement of

the other toa Quadrant or 90 degrees.

4. In a Right Angled plane Triangle,

there are ſeven Caſes ,whoſe Solution Tali

beſhewedin theProblems following.

6

5. The
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5. The fides comprehendingthe Right

angle we call the legs, and the lide fubtend .

ing theRightangle,we callthe Hypothenufe .

- Problem I. ut

The Legs given , to findanAngle andthe

Hipotbenuſe.

In the right angled plane Triangle ABC,

let there be given the légs.

AB 512
.29To find

AC 384.5

Hypot,BC.

Angl, B and C.

Draw a line at pleaſure,as AB, and upon

the pointA, erect the perpendicular À C,

and byhelp of your Scale ofequal parts,fet

off from Ato B, 512, and alſo from A to

C , 384,and draw.the line B C , for the Hy

pothenuſe,which being Meaſured by the fcale

ofequal Parts,will be found tobe 640. and

by the line ofChords,the angle at B36.87,

whoſe contplement is the angle AC B, 53 :

193

By the Tables, the Proportions are,

1 AB i AC :: Radius : tang .B.

2. B. AC :: Radius BG .1 : : s

Pro
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Problem . II.

The Angles and one Leg given tofind theHy

pothenuſe and the other Leg .

Draw a line at pleaſure,as A B, and at

Right angles the point A erect the perpen

dicular X C ,and by your ſcale of equalparts

fet, off from Ato B 1512;andupon the point

B lay down the apgle ABC, 36.872 andi

draw the line BE, till it cut the perpendi

cular AC, then meaſure the lines BC and

AC, by the ſcale ofequalparts, fo fhallthe

one, to wit,BC, be the Hypothenuſe, and

AC , theother leg inquiredJions

DO

Bythe Tables,the Proportions are;

3. Rad. in AB :: 4B.AC.

1:2
3

14. SineC. AB Rad. BC .

TC .

Problem III.

The Hypotkenufeard Oblique Anglesgiven ,

to find theLegs.

Draw.aline at pleaſure,asA B ,and upen

the point B protract one of the angles gi

ven , ſuppoſe the leſſer ABC, 36. 87. and

draw
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draw theline BC ,& by your fcale ofequal

parts,number thegiven Hypothenuſe from

Bto C -640.andfrom thepoint to theline
AB, let fall the perpendicular A C, then is

B A one,and CA , the other legʻinquired.

- By theTables, the Proportion is,

5. Rad. . BC :: SB.AC.

Problem IV .

The Hypothenuſe and one Leg given, to find

the Angles andthe other Leg.

Drawa lineat pleaſure, as A B, and by

your ſcale of equalparts, number from B to

A,the quantity ofthegivenleg A B ,512.

then upon the point Aerect thePerpendicu.

larAe,and opening yourCompaſſesto the

-extent ofyour Hypothehufe BC 646, fet

come Foot in B ,andmove the other, till it

touch the Perpendicular AC, and there

draw B C, fo ſhallACbethe leg inquired,

and either Angle may befound by the line
ofChords.
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By the Tables, the Proportions are,
a : hoven

6. BC . Rado :: A B Losing Co. is

191. !

7. Rad..BC :: SineBdG. ' '!

6. Hitherto we have ſpoken of Right

angled plane Triangles, the Problems fol

lowing concern fuch as are Oblique.

Problem v.

The angles in anOblique angled plane triangle

onefide given, tofind the otherfides.

In the Oblique angled planeTriangle

BCD, let there be given the ſide CB 632 ,

and the Angles DCB 11. 07. D. 26,37.

Draw the line C B at pleaſure, and by

your ſcale ſet offfrom C to B 632, and up

on thoſe points protract the given Angles

DCB 11.07CBD.142.56, and draw the

lines CD and B D, till they interſect oneą.

nother, then ſhall the one ſide beCD 865,

and the other D B 273.

By the Tables, the Proportion is,

1. Sine BDC : BC :: 5DCBDB.

Pro
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Problem VI .

- Tofides ofan Angle oppoſite to one of them

being given to-find the other Anglesand the

third fide, if it be knownwhether theAngle op.

pofuleto theother given fide be Acute or Obtuſe.

In the Oblique angled plane Triangle

B.CD, let there be given,

The Sides { CD 88; } Arg. D.26. 37.
Draw the lineC D at pleaſure, and by

your ſcale ſet off from C toD , 865 , and up

on the pointD protract the Angle CD B

26. 37 and draw the line D B, thenopen

your Compaffes tothe lengthof the other

fide CB 632, and fetting one foot in c , turn

the other about till it touch the line DB,

which will be in two places, in the point B

or point neareſt to D , if the angle oppoſite

to the fide C B.beObtuſe, but in the point

E , or point fartheſt from D if Acute ; accor-,

ding therefore to the Species of that Angle,

you muſt draw either the line C Borce

and then you may meaſure the other angles

and the third îde, as hath been ſhewed .

By the Tables, the Proportion is,

2. CB . Sine D :: CD Sine B.

3. SineD.CR :: Sine C .. BD.

03
Prom
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Problem VII.

Two Sides with the Angle comprehended be

ing given to find the other Angles, and the
Third Side.

In the. Oblique angled plain Triangle

BCD, let there begiven ,

The Sides SDC865 ?
Angle C. 11.07.

B C 6325

Draw a line at pleafure, as DC865,and

by your Scaleſet off from Cto D , 865,then

protract the Angle at Crs.T67, and draw

the lineBC,andby your Scale fet off from

CtoB632 , and draw the line BD , and fo

haveyou conſituted the Triangle B DC,in

whichyou meafurethe Angles and thethird

fide,as hath been Thewed , butto reſolve

this Problem by the Tables, it is fomewhat

more troubleſome.

1. To find the Angles, the proportion is,

Zeru. Xoru :: t < Gotix.se

2 << + iX<< DBC,

iz < S * X < SEBDE. ;'T

2. To find the third Side,

Size D .. BĆ :: Sine .BD.

Pro .
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Problem VIII.

The three ſides given tofind an Angle.

" Let the given fides be DC 865. BC632,
and D B 273

Drawaline at pleaſure, as DC, and by

your Scale ſet off from C to D865, then o

penyourCompaſſesto the extentofeither

of theother lides, and ſetting one foot of

yourCompalles in C, with the other draw

an Occult arch ; then open your Compaſſes

tothe extent of yourthird fide, and ſetting.

one foot in D , withthe other foot deſcribe

another Arch cutting the former in the

point By then will the Lines B C ' and DB,

conſtitute the Triangle, whoſe Angles may

be meafured , as hath been already Thewed :

To reſolve thiş Problembynumbers, the

Proportions are for the Segments of the

Baſe.

Asthebaſe is to the ſum of the other ſides,

fo is thedifference of thofę fides to the dif .

ference ofthe Segmentsof the Bafe ;which ,

being fubtracted from the Baſc, half the re

mainer will fhew where the perpendicular

muſt fan,ſuppoſe atF, and conſtitute the

two Right angled manges BDF, and

FDC,in whichwe have given the Hypo

thenuſes B D and DC, and the Legs B E

andCF, and therefore we may find the

Angles
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Angles of thoſe Triangles, as hath been

thewed in the fourth Problem .

Problem IX .

To find the Superficial content of Right lined

Figures.

Having ſhewed the Menfuration ofTrian

gular planes in reſpect of their fides and

Angles,we will now ſhew how the Area or

Superficial contentof them , and any other

plane Figures may be found : And becauſe

all many- ſided Figures may be beſt Meaſul

red by reducingthem firſt into Right an

gled Triangles, Quadrangles,or Trapezias,

we will firſt ſhew how the Area or Superfi

cial contentof theſe Figures may be readily

found ;and firſt ofa Right or Oblique an

gled plane Triangle.

2. To Meaſure the Right angled plane

Triangle B D F, in Fig. 7.Multiply BF by

FD, half the Productſhallbe thecontent.

3i To Meaſure che Obliqueangled plane

Triangle B DC, let fall the perpendicular

DF, then Multiply BC by DF, half the

Product ſhall be the content.

4. To find the area or Superficial con

tent of any Oblique angular Trapezium ,

convert it into two Oblique angled Triana

gles, bya Diagonal, as the line B D in the

Trapezium ABCD, then turn the Oblique

angled
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angled Triangles into'Right,by letting fall
theperpendiculars.A E andCF, then Mul

tiply B D by the ſum ofA'E and C É,half
the Product ſhall be the content. In like

manner may any other Irregular Multangle

bealſo meaſured by turning it into Trian

glesand Trapeziums, and computing them

leverally, and adding all their contents to

gether.

Vide A.

Problem I.

...

The Diameter ofa Circlebeinggiven to find

the Circumference.

Vide B.

The Circumference of a Circle whoſe die

: ameter is 1 , is 3.14159 and therefore,

As I is to 3.14159, fo is any other Dia

Diameter

circumferenceNy

Problem II.

The Diameter of a Circlebeinggiven , tofind

the Superficial content.

Archimedes hath Demonſtrated, that the

Area ofa Circle is equal to the contentofa

Right angled plane Triangle, whoſe Legs

P
com
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comprehending the Right angle, are one of

themequal to the Semidiameter,and the o

ther to theCircumference ofa Circle. And

therefore the Area or Superficial content of

a Circle may be found, byMultiplying half

the Circumference byhalftheDiameter, or

the wholeDiameter by the fourth part of

the Circumference, they taking the Diamè

* ter of a Circle to be one,and the Circum

ference 3.14159, the Superficial content of

fuch a Circle will be found to be 0.7853975.

And therefore, As 1 is to 78539, ſo is the

Square of any other Diameter to the Super

ficial content required.

Problem III.

The Diameter ofa Circle being given,to find

she fide of a ſquare whichmaybe inſcribeda

Within theſame Circle
ساام:

The Chordor Subtenſe of the fourth of a

Circle, whoſe Diameter is 1, is 7071067 ;

therefore, as one, to 7071067, fo is the Dia

meter of any other Circle, to the Side

required.

! : **

...

Problem
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Problem IV .

The Circumference of a Circle being given,

to find the Diameter.

Bythe Diameter to find the Circumfe

rence, the proportion by thetenthProblem

is ; As i to 3.14159, ſo the Diameter to the

Circumference, and therefore putting the
Circumference ofa Circle to be 1 .

As 3 :14159 . 13: 1 . 318308 ,

And therefore as'ı to 318308 , ſo is any

other Circumference to the Diameter

ſought.

Problem v

The Circumference ofa Circle being given,

to find the Superficial content,

As the Square ofthe Circumference of a

Circle given , is to the Superficial content of

that Circle, ſo is the Squareofthe Circum

ference of any otherCircle ,tothe Superfi,

cialcontent ofthat other Circle .

And in a Circle whoſe Diameter is 1, the

Circumference is 3. 14159, and the Area

7853975 , and ſuppoſing an Uniteto be the

Circumferenceof a Circle,it is as the ſquare

of 3,14159 - 7853975 :: 1 : 0079578,

andtherefore, As I .0.079578 , ſo is the

P. 2 ſquare
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ſquareofany other Circumference, to the
Area deſired .

Problem VI.

TheCircumference ofaCircle being given to

find the ſideofaſquare which may be inſcribed

within the ſame Circle.

As the Circumferenceof a Circle whoſe

Diameter is 1 , viz . 3.14159, is to 702107,

the ſide oftheinſcribed ſquare ofthat Cir .

cle, lo is the Circumference of any other

Circle, to the ſide inquired ;and putting

the Circumference to be Unity , it is, as

3 : 14159 : 707107 :: 1 , 225078, there
fore,

As I to 225078 , fo is the Circumference

given to the ſideinquired. ****
** :

Problem VII.

C ) 12.2.5 ,

Theſuperficial content of a Circle beinggi.
ven tofind the Diameter.

This is the Converſe of the i Ir Problem ,

theDiameter given to find the Content, for

which theProportion is z as 1to785397580

is theſquare ofthediameter; to thecontent :

and therefore we muſt ſay as 7853975 is

to you to 1.27324 3 and hence, as I to

1.27324, To is the Area, tò the Square of

the Diameter .

Problem
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Problem VIII.

- The Superficial content of a Circle being gi

ven , to find theCircumference.

This isthe Converſe of the 14. Problem ,

the Circumference given , to find the

Content.

As I to 079578, . Circumferenceſquare,
to the Content : And therefore,

As 079578 , 1 :: 1 . 122 $664 , and by

conſequence,

As i to 12.5664, ſothe Area,to the Square

oftheCircumference.

Vide C.

Problem IX .

TheAxis or Diameter of a Sphere being gian

ven , to findthe Superficial Content.

As the ſquareof theDiameter of a Circle,

"which fuppoſe 1, is to 3.14159 Che Area, fo

isthe ſquare ofthe Axis given , to the Area

thatis required.

2

Q CHAP.

?
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OFILE

CHAP. IV.

A

Bodies or Solids.

LIBRARY

Fter the deſcription oflines andplanes,

the DoctrineofBodies is to be confi

dered .

2. A Solid or Body, - is that which hath

Length, Breadth and Thickneſs, whoſe

bounds orlimits are Superficies.

3. A Solid is either Plane or Gibbous.

4. A Plane Solid , is that which is compre

hended of Plane Superfices, and is eithera

Pyramide or Pyramidate.

5. A Pyramide, is a ſolid Figure, which is

contained by Planes, ſet upon one Plane or

Baſe, and meeting in one point.

6. A Pyramidate, is a folid Figure, com .

poſed ofPyramides, and iseither a Priſme

or a mixt Polyhedron.

7. A Priſme, is a Pyramidate or ſolid Fi.

gure, by Planes, of which theſe two which

are oppoſite, are equal, like, and parallel,

and all the other Planes areparallelograms.

8. A Priſme, is either a Péntahedron, an

Hexahedron, or a Polyhedron.

9. A Pentahedron Priſme, is that, wbich is

comprehended offive ſides, and the Baſe a

Triangle .

1

10. An
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1

10. An Hexahedron Priſme, is that which

is comprehended ofſix ſides, and the Baſe a

Quadrangle.
11. An itexahedron Priſme, is either a

Parallelipipedor, ora Trapezium,
> 12. A Parallelipipedon , is thatwhoſe ſides

or oppoſite planes are parallelograms.

13. A Priſme, called otherwiſe a Trapezi

um , is that folid, whoſe oppoſite planes or

ſides are neither parallel nor equal.

14. A Parallelipipedon, is either Right an.

gledor Oblique.

15. A Right angled Parallelipipedon , is that

which is comprehended ofrightangled ſides

and it is either a Cube or an Oblong.

16. A.Cube, is a Right angled parallelipi

pedon of equal fides.
17. An Oblong, is a rightangled paralleli

pipedon of unequalſides.

18. An Oblique angled Parallelipipedin , is

that which is comprehended ofoblique ſides

19. A Polyhedron, is thatwhich is compre

hended of more than five ſides, and the Baſe

a Multangle.

20. A mixtPolyhedron, isthatwhoſe Ver

ter is in the Centre, and the ſeveral ſides

expoſed to view , and of this fort, there are

only three ; the Octahedron, the Icofohedron ,

and the Eodecahedron .

21. An Etahedron, is a ſolid Figure;which

is contained by eightEqual and Equilateral

Triangles.

1

22.An
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1

22. An Icofohedron ,is a ſolid Figure,which

is containedby twenty Equal and Equilate

ral Triangles.

23. A Dodecahedron, is a ſolidFigure,

whichis contained by twelve Pentagons, E.

quilateral and Equiangled .

24. A Gibbons folid , isthat which iscom

prehended ofGibbous Superficies, and it is

either a Sphere or Various.

25. A Sphere, is a Gibbous body, abfo .

Jutely Round andGlobular,

26. A VariousGibbons Body , is that which

is comprehended by various ſuperficies and

a circular bafe ; and is either a Cone, or a

Cylinder.

27. ACone, is aPyramidical Body ,whoſe

Baſe is a Circle.

28. ACylinder, is a ſolid Body ofequal

thickneſs, having aCircle for itsBaſe. The

ſolidcontent of theſe feveral Bodiesmay be

meafured by the Problems following:

Problem I.

The Bafe and Altitude of a Pyramidi or

Gonegiven, to find the Solid. Contenta

Multiply the Altitude by a third part of ;

the Baſe, orthe whole Bale by a third part

of the Altitude,the Product ſhallbe the for

lid Content required .

Problem
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Problem II.

The Baſe of a Prifme or Cylinder beinggi

von, to findicbefold content.

. Multiply theBaſe ofthePriſme or Cylin

der given by the Altitude, the Productſhall
bethe foldcontent.

Problem U11.

In a Piece or Fruftumofa Pyramide, Cone

or other irregular Solid, both the baſes beinggi

vengto find thecontent.

If the Aggregate ofboth the Baſes ofthe

Fruſtum , andofthe mean Proportional be

tween them, be drawn into the Altitude of

theFruftum , the third part ofthe Product

ſhallbe equal to the ſolid content required.

Problem IV.

TheAxis ofa Sphere being given, to find

theſolid content .

A Sphere (as Archimedes hath ſhewed ) is

equal to twothirds ofa Cylinder circum

fcribing it ; now then, ſuch a Cylinder be

ing made ; bythe Area of a Circle multi

plyed by the Diameter ; and therefore the

AreaQ3
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Area of a Circle being multiplied by two

thirds ofthe Diameter, the Product Thall be

the folid content ofa Sphere.

The Area of a Circle whoſe Diameter is

1 , is 7853975, which being multiplied by

666666,thetwo thirds ofthe Diameter, the

Product 523593 is the ſolid content of ſuch

a Sphere; therefore,

As 110 523598, fo is the Cube of any Ax

is given, to the ſolid content riquired .

!

!

1

FIN Is.
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THE ENGLISH

ACADEMY :

The FOURTH PART.

OF MUSIC K.

CHAP. I.

M

Of SINGING.

USIC K is the Artofmodulating

Notesin Voice or Inſtrument.

2. It doth conſiſt in Singing

or Setting

3. In Singing there are five things to be

conſidered : 1. The Number of the Notes,

2. Their, Names. 3. Their Tuncs.
4

Their Times. And 5. Their Adjuncts.

4. The number ofMuſicalNotes are three

times ſeven , or twenty one, that is from

the loweft Note ofa Man's Bale,to the high

eſt of a Boy's Treble, we uſually reckon

twenty one Notes ; thongh there are ſome

BaſesR4
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Baſes that reach below , and ſome Trebles

that ariſe above this ordinary compaſs.

The number of Muſical Notes is there .

fore divided by Septenaries, becauſe there

are in Nature, but ſeven diſtinct ſoundsex

preſtinMuſick ,by fevendiſtinct Notes in the

ſeveral Cliffs or Cleaves of the Scale ; for

the eighth &fifteenthhave the ſamefoundor

tune, and therefore the name and cliff ofthe

firit ; the grband 16th of the ſecond ; the

Toth and 17th of the third ; the with and

18th ofthefourth ; the 12th and 19th ofthe

fifth ; the 13th and 20th, of theſixth ; the

14th and 21th, ofthe ſeventh .

6. Theſe thrice ſeven Notesare deſcern

ed by their places. A place is either a Rule

or ſpace, and thereforein eleven rules with

their ſpaces, is comprehended the whole

ſcale

7. At the beginning of each rule and ſpace

is placed one of the firſt ſeven Letters inthe

Alphabet, and theſe Letters are thrice re .

peated one above another,che letter G be.

ing put uponthe firſt or loweſt place ofeach

fepentary being the firſt letter in the word

Greece, and in the firſt ſepentary, retained

the Name and Form of the Greek Gamma,

in remembrance, that the Art of Muſick, as

other learned Arts came to us from that feat

cf the Muſes.

8. Bytheſe ſeven letters ofthe Alphabet,

otherwiſe called feyen cliffs or cleaves, the

ſcale
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fcaleis dividedinto three ſeveral parts of

Mufick ; the firſt and loweſt is called the

baſo ; ..the 2d.ormiddle part,the Mean ; the

third or higheſt part,the Treble. As for the

Notes, which do exceed this compaſs, ei

ther in the baſe or treble, they are ſigned

with double letters in the famemanner, that

the ordinary Notes are with ſingle:

9. The ſecond thing to be conſidered in

Singing, is the Name by which each oftheſe

Notes is called

10.And for theſe ſeven notes,ſigned bythe

firſt feven letters in the Alphabet, there are

but fix ſeveral names invented to help the lear

ner in thetuningofthem ; ut,re,Migfa,folela,

and fortheſeventh note becauſe it is buthalf

atone above la , as the fourth is above Mi,

(whereas the reſt are all whole tone )it is fitly

called by the fame namewith thefourth, and

ſo the next will be an eight,orDiapaſon tothe

firſt and conſequently placed in the ſamelet

ter or cliff, and called by the ſame name.

Andthustheywere wontto beplaced in the

( cale, in which the firſt nameut being placed

upon the ſame line with the Greek Gamma,

hath cauſed thewhole ſcale to becalled the

Gamut ; bat modern Muſicians in theſe latter

times,have rejected the names ofutand regas

finding the other four to be ſufficient for the

expreſling ofthe feveral foundsandleſs bur

thenſometo the Memories of Practiſioners,

11. This feale orGamutthen is divided into

R
fon

1
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fourColumns. In thefirſt you have the Al

phabetical letters or cliffs, the other three

Thewthenamesofthe notes,afcending and de

fcending according to theirſeveralnames& keys

In theſecond column is ſet the namesofthe

notes as they be called , where is B duralis, or

Bharp, as havingno flat in Bmi, and then

your notes are called as they are ſet there

on the rules and ſpaces aſcending.

In the third Column is B proper , or Bnda.

turalis, which hath a B flas in B. mi only,

which is putatthebeginning ofthe linewith

the Cliff, and there you have alſo the names

3s they are called on Rule andSpace.

In the fourth Column is B fan orB mollao .

ris, having two B flats, the one in B micthe

other in E la mi, placed as the other ; by

obſerving of which you have a certain rule:

for the Names ofthe Notesin any part.

12.In theſe three columsobſerve thisfor ags

-neral rule thatwhat name anynote hath, the

fame name properly hath his eight abort or
belom .

1 }, Although the whole ordinary ſcale of

Mufick doth contain three feptenaries oflines

and ſpaces; yet when any ofthe parts which

itisdivided into ſhallcome to be Prick'd out ?

by it ſelf in Songs or Leffons,five Linesisonly

uſual,forone of thoſeParts,asbeingfufficient

to contain the compaſs of notesthereunto

belonging : And ifthere be any. Notes that

extend higher or lower, itis uſual to add a

Line in that place with a fen . - 34
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1

14. Though the ſeven Letters fet at the

beginning ofeach Rule and Space, are le

ven Cleaves,yet four ofthem are only uſual :

The firſt iscalled the F fa ut Cleavz or Cliff,

thus marked9. this is proper to the Baſeor

Iowelt Part, and is ſet uponthe fourth line,

at the beginning ofSongs orLeſſons. The

fécond is the clolfa ut, which is proper to :

the middleor inner parts,and is thus mar

ked . Thethird işthe G folreut Cleaveor

Cliff,which is only proper to the Treble or

higheſt, and is ſignedthus, on the ſecond

fine of the Songsor Leſſons ; and theſe are

called the threefigned Cliffs.

The fourth is the Cliff, which is proper

to all Parts asbeing oftwonatures and pro

perties; that isto ſay, Elaz and Sharp, and

doth only ſerve for the Flatting and Sharp

ing ofNotes ;itiscalled bytwo Namesand

figned by two Marks, the one is Bfa, or B

flat, and is known on Rule or Space by this.

mark , ( b ). The other is called B mé or B

fharp, and is known by this mark *

15. Concerning this fourth Cliff, you áre

to obſerve : 1. ThattheiB fa, or B fiat doth

alter both the Name and Property of the

Notes before which it is placed ; changing

mi into fa ,and making tliatNote to which

he is joyned, a Semi-tonefor half a note low-

er, 2. That theB mior B ſharpalters the pro-.

perty of the Notes before which he is pla

ced,butnot theName ; for he is uſually pla

ced
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cedeither beforefaor ſol, and they retain

their name ſtiv , but their ſound is raiſed

half a Tone or Sound higher. Laſtly,note,

that theſe two B Cliffs are placed not only

atthebeginning of the Lines with the other

Cliff, butis uſually put to ſeveral Notes in

themiddle ofany song or Eeſſon, for the

flatring and ſharping of Notes, as the Har.

monyofthe Mufick doth require.

16. Of theſe four Notes now in uſe, M

is the principle ormaſter Note, for thatbe *

ing found, the reſt are known by this dire.

Ction ; after Mi, fing fa folla,twiceupward

and la folfa, twice downward, and ſo you

come to Mi again in the fame Cliff both

wayes,

17. This Note Mi,hath his being in four

ſeveral places, but heis but in one of thein

at a time. Its proper place is in B mi, as in

theſecond Columnof the Gamut ; but ifa B

fa, or B flat, be in its place, then he is in E

la mi, as in the third Column of the Gamut,

which is its ſecond place. But if a B ft . be

placed there alſo ,then its in Ala mi rewhich

is its third place. If a B flat come there alſo ,

then it is removd into its fourth place,which

is D la folre, according to theſe Exaniples.

1. Example. Mi in B mi.

Ft

Sol la mai fa sol la fa ſolo

i
l
l

IL E
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11. Example. Miin E la .

Sot la fa sol la mi fa fol.

III. Example. Mi in Ala mi re.

La mi fa fol ba fa for la.

IV. Example. Mi in D la ſol.

La fa fo ta mi fa falta

CHAP
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CHAP. II.

of the Tunes of Notes.

He next thing to be conſidered in Sing.

ing, is the Tunes ofNotes,which can

notbe declared by Precept, but muſtbe lear :

ned either by thelively Voice ofthe Tea

cher , or by fome Inſtrumentrightly Tuned ,

Onlyobſervethat from mitofa,and fofrom

la to fa,isbut halfa Tone; but betweena

ny other two Notes is a whole Tone, as

from fato fol, or ſolto la . And in the firſt

guiding of theVoice, it will much help, if

at the firſt Tuning, you found hy degrees all

theſe Notes, as folla mi, and at the fecond

Tuning, leave out la the middle Note : this

will not only help you toTune a Third, as

from folto mi,butit will alſo help you in

the raiſing of Fourths and Fifths, & c.

Ofwhich thereare fome Examples in the

plain Songs following.

Firſt.

-
to

" Sol la mifa ſollafafol fol fala ſolfa mi lafol.

Second.

ತಿಳಿಸಿ

Solmi lafa mi ſolfalalafaſolmifalamiſol la fo

S2 Third
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.

Sollemi ſolmiſol la mifaſolfaſol la mifafol

E37
9

Folfolfol lamifaſolla follafollamifa follafa

fol fa ſol la mi fáfol lafa fol folfolfolfa la

2

ſol la fol fa la ſol fol fol fol fa la föl.fo

fol fa fol fa la fol fa mi ſol mi ſol fa la fol

fa mi la ſol la ſol fa la ſolfa mi la ſol folſol

fa ſol la fol fol fol fa ſol mi ſol la ſol.

СНАР,
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CHAP. III .

one

Of the Time of Notes.

HeNotes in Mufick have two Names,

for Tume, theother for Time or Pro

portion. The Names ofNotes in reference

to their Tunes, are, as hath been ſaid, theſe

four, Sol La Mi Fa ; And their Names in

Proportion of Time, are Eight ; A Large,

a Long , a Breve, aSemi-breve, a Minum , a

Crotchet, a Quaver, a Semi.quaver.
The four firſt are of Augmentation, or

Increaſe ; the four latter are of Diminuti

on or Decreaſe, and are thusproportioned.

The Large being the firſt of Augmentation,

and longeſt in Sound ; the Semi-breve is the

laſt of Augmentation, and the ſhorteſt in

Sound , and in Time is called the Maſter

Note, being ofone Meaſureby himfelf, all

theotherNotes are reckoned by his value,

both in Augmentation and Dimination.

In Augmentation , the Large is Eight Se

mi-breves, the Long four, the Brevetwo, the

Semi-breve is one Time or Note.

In Diminution, the latter four do decreaſe

in this proportion; two Minums make a

Semi-breve, two Crotchets make a Minum ,

two Qravers make aCrotchet, and two Se

mi-quavers make a Quaver. As in the Ta .

blefollowing may be ſeen .

S 3 Notes
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Notes of Augmentation,

A Large.

#

A Long#

I

A Breve.

I
l
s Prema

A Semi-breve.

Notes of Dimination .

A Semibreve.

-A Minam .

A Crotchet.

--A Quavtr.

A Semignaver.
4િ 444444488

СНАР,
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CHAP. IV.

Of the Adjunets belonging to Muficab
Notes.

Here belong to Notes, thus deſcribedby

their Number Names, Tunes,and Time,

theſe feven things. A Tye,a Repeatya Pauſe,

à Direct, a Cloſe, with ſingle and double

Bars, and ſeveral Moods.

2. A Tye isa Semi-circle, whoſe two ends

point to the two Notes conjoyned, as when

two Minums, or one Minum and a Crotchet

are tyed together ; as alſo, when two or

more Notesare to be Sung to one Syllable ,

or two Notesormore tobeplaid with one

drawing of the Bow on the Viol or Violin .

3.Themiddle and principal Noteis the Se

mibreve; Andwhen an Note & hishalfnote

inthe ſame place are conjoyned forone Syl

lable, themark of the halfNote, and ofthe

Ligature too, is a point ſétbytheNote, as

and it is as much as ifwith the

Note his halfNote were expreſt,

and conjoynedby Ligature ,and prolongeth

the ſoundofthatNote it follows, to halfas

muchmore ; thus'a Semi-breve, which is of

it ſelf but two Minums, having a prickafter

it, ismade three Minums, in one continued ,

ſound, and ſo in other Notes.
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4. A Repeat is either of the ſame Notes

and Ditty together, or of Ditty with other

Notes, and is marked thus, f . and is uſed to

fignifie,thatſuch a part of aSong or Leſſon

muſt be Play'd or Sung over againfrom that

Note over which it is placed .

S. A Paufe is a mark ofreſt or ſilence in a

Songfor the time of ſomeNote, whereof

it hath its name . A line deſcending from a

ſuperiour Rule, and not touching the Rule

below , is a Semibreve Reft : the like line ri.

ſing from an inferiour Rule, and not tou

ching the Rule above, is a Minum Reſt : the

ſamewith a crook to the Right hand, is a

Crotchet Reſt, and to the left hand, a Qna

der Reſt : Alſo a line reaching froin Rule

to Rule, is a Breve Reſt, or a Pauſe of two

Semibreves ; a line from a Rule to a third

Rule, is a Long pauſe,or of four Semibreves,

and two of them together make a Large

pauſe, or a Reſt ofEight Semibreves.

6. A Diret in theend ofa line, ſheweth

where the Note ſtands in the beginning of

the next line, and ismarked thus, TE

7.A Cloſe is either Perfect or Imperfect ;

A Perfect Cloſe is the end of Song, no

ted thus, or thus, or with two Bars

thwart all the Rules, or both ways. An

Imperfect Cloſe, is the end of a Strain, ora.

nyplace in a Song, where all the. Parts do

meet
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meet and Cloſe before the end, and it is

marked with a ſingle Bar .

8. The uſual Moods are two, the Impera

fect of the more, when all goes by two, exo

cept the Minims, which goes by three, as

two Longs to a Large two Breves toa Long ,

two Semibreves to a Breve, three Minums to

the Semibreve, witha prickof perfection ;

thisMood is thus ſigned, and is uſually

called the Triple Time.

The other ufual Moàd is the imperfect of

the leſs ; when all goes by two,astwoLongs

to a Large, two Breves to a Long, twoSemi

breves to'a Breve, & c. thisis called the Com

mon Time, becauſe moſt uſed, and is marked

thus,

Thus much concerningſinging ; I leave

ſetting to the larger Treatiſes of this ſubject.

FINIS
1

1 THE
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ACADEMY

The FIFTH PART.

OF ASTRONOMIE.

3

CHAP. I.

A

of the General Subject of Aftronomie.

Stronomy, is an Art, by which we

are Taught the Meaſure and Moti.

on of theheavenly Orbs and Stars

that are in them.

%. The Heavenly Orbs are either "despor

without Stars , as the Primum Mobilr, or

PAS, ſuch as have Stars in them , as the

eight inferiour Orbs.

3. The Stars are either fixed or movea

ble : The fixed Stars are thoſe which always

keep the iame diſtance from one another :

but the moveable Stars, otherwiſe called

Plajiets,
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!

1

Planets, are ſuch as do not always keep the

ſame diſtance.

4. Allthe Stars, as well fixed as moveable

have a double moțion ; the one occaſioned

by the Primum Mobile, from Eaſt to Weſt,

the other natural or proper to themfelves,

by which they move from Weſt, to Eaſt.

5. Accordirg to this double motion of

the Stars, this Art of Aſtronomy isdivided in

to two Parts ; the firſt ſheweth the motion

of the Prinum Mobile, and how the ſeveral

Heavenly Orbs are by that carried round

the World , from Eaſt to Weſt, which is

called the Diurnal metion ofthe Stars.

The ſecond part of Aftronomy, iheweth

the Periodical motion of the Stars, in which

the inferiour Orbs, according to their own

proper and natural motion, do move from

Weft to Eaſt .

6. For the better underſtandingoftheſe

ſeveral motions, the Primum Mobile, or

tenth Orb is uſually repreſented by aSphere

or Globe, with ſuch.lines drawn about it as

the Stars.in their motions are ſuppoſed to

make, or may help to diſcover unto us , the

quantity of their motions, and faewthe

time oftheir Riſings and Settings, and ſuch

like.

7. This Sphere or Globe, is a round bo

dy, containing one Superficies, in the mid

die whereof there is a Point , from whence

all Right Lines drawn to theSuperficies are

T2
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8. In the Sphere or Globe, there are ten

imaginary Lines or Circles , of which fix

are great, and four are ſmall.

9. The great Circles are theſe which di

vide the Sphere or Globe into two equal

Hemiſpheres, and ſuchare the Horizon , A

quinostial, Zodiack; and the two Colu -es ; the

two firſt ofwhich are called external and my

table, the other internal and iminutable ,

10. The Lefter Circles, are thoſe which

divide the Sphere or Globe, into two une

qual Hemiſpheres, whereofone is more,and -

the other leſs than the half of the Sphere

or Globe ; ſuch are thetwo Tropicks of Can .

cer and Capricorn, and the Arrick and Ana

tarrick Circles, all which are repreſented in

Fig . 9 .

11. The Horizon , which is alſo called

theFinitor, is a Circle, which divideth the

viſible part ofthe Heavens from the not vi

fible ; that is , the lower Hemiſphere from

the upper, as the line AB; one of whoſe

Poles is in the Point dire@ ly over our heads,

and is called the Zenith, the other Diame

trically oppoſite, called the Nadir, and no

ted with the Letters Z. N.

1. 12. The Horizon , is either Senſible or Ram
tional.

13. That is called the Senſible Horizon,

whichbounds our fight, and ſeemeth to di

vide the Heavens into two equal Hemiſ

pheres.

14. And
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14. And that is called the Rational or Ina

telligable Horizon, which doth indeed biſect

the Heavens ; and this is Right, when it

paſſeth through the Poles of the World ; or

Oblique, when one of the Poles is ſome

what elevated, and the other depreſſed ;

or Parallel, when one Pole is in the Verti

cal Point or Zenith , for then the Horizon is ,

Parallel tothe Aquator ; it otherwiſemakes

therewith either Right or Oblique Angles.

15. Hence there is a threefold poſition of

Sphere. 1. A Right, where the Horizon

is Right ; that is, wherethe Equator paf

ſeth through the Zenith and Nadir, 2. Ob

lique, when the Horizon is Oblique; that
is, when one Pole is ſomewhat elevated and

the other depreſſed. 3. Parallel, when one

ofthe Poles ofthe world is in the Zenith .

16. In a Right Sphere, all the Stars do

Riſe and Set, but inan Oblique Sphere, ſome

are hid from our ſight, and ſomeare always

above the Horizon .

17. The Meridian is a great Circle , pe

culiarand properto every place, and drawn

through the Vertical point and the Poles of the

World, to which when the Sun comes in his

Diurnal motion, in the Day -time he make

eth the Mid- day, and in the Night time, he

naketh Midnight. There may be as many

Meridians as there are vertical points, but

upon the Globe they are uſually drawn thro '

every tenth or ifteenth Degree of the A

quator.
u СНАР.

1
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1

CHAP. II.

ofthe Internal and Immutable gredt

Circles.

Itherto ofthe two External and Muta

ble Circles, the Horizon and Meridi

an , I comenow to the Internal and Immu

tale.

2. The friſt Internal and Inntutable Cir

cle is called the Aquator, or Equino&tial

Circle, which divideth the whole Sphere or

Globe into two equal parts between the

Polis ,to which when the Sun cometh, which

is twice in the Year, the days and nights are

cqual in all places bu : in a Parallel Sphere ::
this Circle is noted with the letters - E F ..

3. This Circle is also the meaſure of

Time; for as oft as 15 Degrees of this Cir

cle doaſcend above tie Horizon , ſo many

hours are compleated in its going round .

4. The ſecond Immutable.Circle is called

the Zodiak, which is a great Oblique broad

Circle, 'under which the Planets do always

move ; the Polcs of this Circle are diſtant

from the Poles of the world 23 Degrees, 31

Minutes, and 30 Seconds , or 23:53 . Cen

terms.

5. This Circle doih differ from other

Circles in the Heavens, in that other Circlés

to ſpzak proscily , have Longitude' or

Lengthin
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Length , butno Breadth, whereas this Cir
cle is allowed to have both.

6. In reſpect of Longitude, this Circle is

divided as Oliver Circles coninoply are into

360 Degrees, but more peculiarly into 12

parts, conſtituting, asit were, the 12 Parts

or Months of the Year, or 12 Conſtellati

ons of Stars, called Signs , each Sign bring

ſubdivided into 30 Degrees or Parts . The

Names and Characters of theſe 12 Conſtel

lations, or Signs, are as followeth . A

-ries V, Taurus , Gemiri , Cancer

Leod, Virgo mp , Libra , Scorpio m . Sagit

rif
ces H.

7. The Zodiack, in reſpect of Latitude,

is divided into 16 Degrees, that is , into 8

Degrees North- ward, and 8 Degrees South

ward , becauſe all the Planets, except the

Sun, do in their Motions vàry from the

middle Line, ſometimes oneway, and ſome.

times another ; to the quantity of 8 Des

grees ; and the middle Line in which the

Sun moves, is the Ecliptick Line, becauſe

when the Sun andMoon are in Conjunction,

the Sun is Eclipſed, but when they are in

Oppoſition, the Moon is Eclipſed.

8. Of theſe 12 Signs, 4 arc called Cardi

nals, viz. Aries and Libra, in which do

happen the Vernal and the Autumnal Æ .

quino&tials ; Cancer and Capricorn , in which

do happen the Summer and the Wint: r Sol
ſtices . 9. AgainU : 2
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9. Again theſe Signs are diſtinguiſhed in

to Northern and Southern ; the Northern

ſigns are thoſe which decline from the A

quator towards the North Pole, as 7 , 8,

II, 6 , ?, me ; And the Southers ſigns are

thoſe which decline from the Æquator to

wards the South Pole, as m, 1 , Wyt .

10. All other Conſtellations of fixed ſtars.

are referred toſome one or other ofthe 12

ſigns , whether they be the 2 1 Northern con

ſtellations, called Urfa Minor, Urſa Major

Draco, Cepheus, Aretephylax ,Corona Borealis,

Engonaſus, Lyra, Avis, Caſſiopeia, Perſius,

Heniochus,Serpentarius,Serpens,Sagitta ,Aqui

La, Delphinus,EquiſeEtio, Pegaſus, Ardromeda,

Triangulus. Or whether theybe the 15 Sou

thern conſtellations,called Cetus,Orion ,Eri

danus, Lupus,Canis Major, Procyon , Argo, Hy

dra, Crater, Corvus, Centaurus, Fera, Ara,

Corona Auftr. Piſces Auftra.

11. The two other great Circles called

the Colures, are the two Circles which paſs

through the Poles of the World, and the

fuur Cardinal points in the Zodiacks.

12. That circle which paſſeth thro'thePoles

ofthe world, and the two Solftitial points in

the Zodiack,which are the beginnings of a

and wo, and is called the Solſtitial Colure.

13. That Circle, which paſſeth through

the poles ofthe world and the two Aquino

ctial points,or firſt entranceinto vand , is

cilled the Aquinoctial Colure, and in Fig . 9 .

repreſented by the line D. C. 14. The
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14. The Leſler Circles ofthe Sphere are
the two Tropicks of , and vo with the Ar

tick and Antartick Circles.

15. The Tropick of isa Circle joyned to

the Zodiack inthe beginning of,and is de

ſcribed by the Suns DiurnalMotion ,when he

is in theSummers Solftitial point, and is di

ſtant from the Æquinoctial towards the

North Pole 23 deg. 31 ' 30 " or in Decimal

Numbers, 23 deg. 5. 25.to which when the

Sun cometh, he cauſeth the longeſt day and

ſhorteſt night to all Northern ; theſhorteſt

day and longeſt night to all Southern Inha

bitants.; and is noted with G

16.The Tropick of , isa Circle joyned

to theZodiack in the beginning of w ,and de

fcribed by the Suns Diurnal Motion, being

in the winters Solſtitial point, and is diſtant

from the Æquinoctial towards the South

Pole, 23 deg: 31'30" ,or in Decimal Num

bers, 23 deg: 5.25 parts, to which, when the

Sun cometh, he maketh the longeſt day and

ſhorteſt night,to all Southern ; the ſhorteſt

day and longeſt night to all Northern Inha

bitants, and is noted with Hne.

Theſe two Circles are called of the

Greeks Tootixoi, à convertendo,becauſe when

theSun toucheth any oftheCircles, he is at

his greateſt diſtance from the Æquator, and

returneth thither again.

17.. The Artick Circle, is diftant from

the North Pole of the world, as much as
the
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the Tropick of so is diftart from the Æqui

noctial, and is noted with x L.

The Antartické sile is diſtant from the

South Pole as much as the Tropick, ofv is di

ftant from theÆquator, & is noted witho M.

18. By the interſection of any three of

the greateſt Circles of a Sphere is made a

Spherical Triangle.

19. A Spherical Triangle, is either Right

Angled orOblique.

20. A Right Angled Spberical Triangle,
kath one Right Angle at the leaſt.

21. An Oblique Angled Spherical 7'riangle, is
either Acute or Obtuſe.

22. An Acute Angled Spherical Triangle,

hath all its Angles Acute.

23:AR Obtuſe Angled SphericalTriangle,hath

all hisAngles,eitherObtufior mixt,thatis one

Angle at the leaſt Obtuſe,and the otherAcute.

24. In Spherical Triangles, there are 28

Varieties or Caſes, 16 in Rectangular, and 12

in Oblique Angular, whereof all the Rectan

gular and so ofthe Oblique Angular, may he

reſolved by one Catholick, and Univerſal

Propoſition ; for the underſtanding where

of, ſome things muſt be premiſed.

1.That in a RightAnglid SphericalTriangle,
the Hypotenuſe and both the Acute Angles are

ſuppoſed to be noted with theirComplements.

2.That the RightAngle is not reckoned a

mongſt the Circular parts and therefore one

of the other five will be always a middle

part, and the other four extreams. Conjunkt

or Dis;4977 The
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The Propoſition is this :

A Rectangle made of the Sine of the middle

parte Radins is equal to the Retangie made of

the Tangents oftheExtreams Conjuncă,or of the

( 'ofins of ibe Extreanis Disjunct ; Therefore,

when two things are given , and a third res

quired, you must firft find out the middle part,

and where tbe other Terms be Extreams Con

junct or Disjunct ; if the things given and in

quired lie together , the middle is the middle

part , but if theybe disjoyned, that wajch.ſtanu.

deth by it ſelf is the middle part.

Note alſo, that when a Complement in the

Propoſition doth chance to concur with a Come

plement in the CircularParts,you muſt take the

Sineit ſelf, or the Tangent it ſelf,becaufe cs of

the cs=S. and ct of the ct= t .

25. Theſe things being underſtood, the

Analogies to be uſed in every of the 16 Caſes

of a Right angled Triangle, will from this

Propoſition be as followeth.

1 Rad cot. A :: 1BC .SAB..

| Batal.Q. 1 Analogia.

B & AB Rad cot. t

TAAB BC cot A.Radi: s AB.1BC.

3 14 A | BC.S AB:: Radict A.

2

А В.

B C

4. AB
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AB

AC

AB

6

AC

A

AB cot AC .Rad :: cs At AB.

81
C et Aics AC :: ct.C .

9 |

1 AC 1 TAB.CSA :: Rad.cot AC.

51 A Rcot .AC::tAB.csA.

1

7 | A | AC Rad.ct Cuiet A.csAC.

141

14 |BC |Rad.s A::S AC.SBC.

1018. |10 |SA.SBC::Rad.: AC.

11 AC A SAC.SBC :: Rados A.

12140 Rad.sArcsAB.csc.

1314 | A | AB.cs C :: Rad.s A.

14141 4 | AB | 54,65C :: Rad.cs A B.

IL

3,15.
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AB

AC Rad os AB::c$ BC.CSAC.BG
15

16
AC

AB43|04|04
CS AB.CS AC::Rad.csBC .

26. In Oblique angled Spherical Triangles,

there are, as hath been ſaid, 12 Caſes, 10

whereofmaybe reſolved by the Catholick

Propoſition, iftheSpherical Triangle pro

pounded be firſt converted into two Right,

which may be done by this General Rule.

From the end of afide given, being adjacent

Angle given , let fall the perpendicular.

A Type of the ſeveral Varietjes here

followeth.

Jall
Radisc D :: s.DisBC,

1. CD

TDI | AC . Rad ::'sBC.s A.

ICDI
Al ACSA.SD :: SCD s AC.

2.1.1DI

Cor CD.R :: cs D.tB D .;AD

cos BD.CCD :: RicsBC .

Rocs BC :: CS AC . A B.

BD-- AB = AD. Tri.

1 BD AB AD. 2 Tri.

of 4
JAC

3. CD

D

X 4 .
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AC ct D.Rad :: 6 CD.ct BCD

ICD cctCD.csBCD ::R.BC.

DI R.BC :: ct AC.CSACB.

BC D - ACB = ' ACD. 1.Tri.

BCD -- ACB = ACD.2.Tri.

5 .
D

CA

c A. R :: cs AC.ct ACB.

CSACB.CS CAB :: R.CBC.

cs BC.R :: cs BDC .cs BCD .

ACB + BC D = ACD. 1. Tri.

BCD - ACB = ACD.2 .Tri.

1
ct.AC.R :: cs D AC.t AB.

6. ) DIA Dlat. D AG RAB::R.BC.

AC R.BC :: ct ADC.sBD.

AB-I- B D = A D. 1. Tri.

RD - AB = AD. 2. Tri.

ad A
Ist.C AB.R :: cs AC.ct ACB.

DLAGD- ACB = RCD. 1.Tri.

ACD + ACB = BCD.2 .Tri,

SACB.CC AB::R.csBC .

R .cs BC :: BCD.CCDB.

AC
.

sil
ct CABR :: cS AC. ct ACB.

DC ACD - ACB = BED. 1. Tri.

AC AC D -T- ACB = BCD. 2 , Tri.

ct AC.CS ACB :: Rube .

BC . Rad... csB.DC.

9
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ADI ct AC.R :: cs CAD. A B.

9. TAC DCAD - AB BD ... Tri.

A AD-E-AB = B D. 2. Tri.

CS A B. cs AC :: Rocs BC.

Rocs BC :: BD.cs DC .

ACI Ct ADR :: CSCAD.LAE.

10.1 AD C AELAC = CF in 1. Tri.

A A E -HAC = CF 2. Tri..

ctCAD.SAE :: R. DF .

* D F.R :: SCF.ct DCF.

16311. AD

D C

А сACI ' S AC * SC D. Rad. Square.

с s į Z - A C* s 2 - CD .

20. 4 C.

The Twelfth , is but the Converſe of the

laſt taking the Angles for Sides, and the

Sides for Angles ; fo fhall the Angle found,

be the Side inquired .

CHAP. III.

of the Aſcenſionsand Defcenſions of the

Parts of theZodiack.

Itherto we haveſpoken of the general
Principles of Aſtronomy, from whence

the motion of the Primum Mobile is explai

ned ; come we now to theſe affections

which properly belong to themotion there

of,andtheſe are theAſcenſion andDeſcenſion

Hitherto

of
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ofthe Parts ofthe Zodiack, or Aſtronomi

cal Riſing and Setting:

2. Afronomical Riſing and Setting, is the

Elevation of the parts of the Zodiack or E

cliptick above the Horizon, and Depreſed

under it , compared to the Aſcenſion and de

fçenſion of the parts of the Æquator ; and -

this compariſon is in reference to diverſe

Elevations of the Poles.

3. But this Aſtronomical Riſing and 'Seta'.

ting, takes his Denominationfrom the

parts of the Zodiack ; which are above the

Horizon or beneath it , and are meaſured

with reſpect unto theÆquator ; for Aftro

nomers do not refer the Æquater to the

Zodiack, but,the Zodiack to the Æquator,

for it is Zodiack , and not the Æquator

which ſtands in need ofmeaſuring..

4. And an Arch of the Ecliptick or Zodi

ack, is to be underſtood two manner of

ways ; namely, Continued or Diſcreet ; A

Continued Arch, is when it is reckoned in

the Æquatorina Continued Series, from

the beginning of Aries, andſo forwardinto

the conſequent Signs.

5. A.Difcreet Arch, is ſo called, becauſe

it is not reckoned from the firſt Degree of

Aries, but from any other point ; as, froita

thefourteenth of Gemini, to the fourteenth
of Tanrus,

6. Any part oftheZodiack is then ſaid to

Aſcend Right, when a greater part of the

Æquator
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re

dd

Æquator riſeth above the Horizon than of

the Zodiack. And that is faid to bea grea

ter Arch of the Æquator,which is more than

90 Degrees.

7. Any part of the Zodiack is then ſaid

to Deſcend Right, when a greater part of

the Æquator thanof the Zodiack is bencath
the Horizon .

8. Any part of the Zodiack therefore is

faid to Aſcend Obliquely, when a leſs part

of theÆquator than of the Zodiack doth Af

cend ; as alſo , to Deſcend Obliquely,when

lefs of theÆquator than of the Zodiack is

below the Horizon .

9. Afienfion ,iseitherRight or Oblique.

10. Right Afcenfion or Deſcenfion , is that

which is in a Right Sphere.

1. Ina Right Sphere,thefour Quadrants

ofthe Zodiack beginning from the Æquino .

Etial and Solftitial Points,doequally Aſcend

and Deſcend, fo that in theſe whole Qia

drants, asmanyDegrees of theÆquator as

ofthe Zodiack doAfcend, but the interme

diate parts of thoſe Quadrants in the Zodin

ack do vary, and have not equal Aſcenſion

and Defcenfion withthe parts of the Æqua

tor.

12. Thoſe Signs that are equally diſtant

from any of thoſe Points have alſo equal Af

cenſion , as Gemini and Cancer. And theAf

cenfion of aSign is always equal to the Def

cenſion ofthe fame.

I

.

1

1

13. In
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13. In a Right Sphere therefore, four

Signs only do riſe Right, all the reft do riſe

Obliquely.
14. In an Oblique Sphere,thetwo halves

that begin at the two Æquinoctial Points,

do riſe together, but the parts of thoſe

halves do riſe Obliquely. And thoſe Signs

that riſe Rightly ,do Deſcend Obliquely,and

the contrary .
15. The Aſcenſion of oppoſite Signsinan

Oblique Sphere, taken together, areequal

to the Aſcenſion of the ſame in a Right

Sphere. And thoſe figns that are equally di

ftant from either of the Æquinoctial Points,

have equal Afcenfions, becauſe they equally

Decline from the Æquator.

16. Beſides the Aſtronomical Riſing acd

ſetting of the ſtars, or their riſing and ſeto

ting, in reſpect of theHorizon andAqua
tor, there are other affectionsofthe ſtarsto

be conſidered, namely, thoſe which they

have in reſpect of thefun .

19. In reſpect ofthe Celeſtial Circles that

is in reſpectofthe Zodiack, Æquator, and

Horizon, there is a fourfold affection of the

ſtars. 1. Longitude. 2. Of Altitude. 3. Of

Latitude. 4.Of Declination ,

18. The Longitude of a ſtar is his diſtance

fromthe firſt Degree or Point of Aries, ac

countingfrom Weſt to Eaſt.

19. The Altitude ofa ſtar is to be confide

red generally or ſpecially. Generally con

ſidered
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ſidered, the Altitude of a far is the height
thereof above the Circle oftheHorizon.

20. Specially conſidered , the Elevation of

the Pole ſtar above the Horizon, is called

the Altitude.

21. The Latitude of a ſtar is his Diſtance

from theEcliptick ,that is from the verymid

dle ofthe Zodiack towardseither Pole ,whea

ther North or South .

22. The Declination of a ſtar, is his Di

fance from the Æquator, and ashe declines

from thence either Northward or South

ward , fo is his Declination nominated ei

ther North orSouth .

23. Thus much oftheſe affections of the

Stars,whichthey have in reſpectofthe Ce

teftial Circles ; come we now to thoſe which

theyhave in reſpect ofthe ſun; uſually cal

led the Poetical riſing and ſetting ; andthis

is threefold . The firſt of theſe in Latin, is

called Ortus Matutinus five Coſmicus, The

Morning or Coſmical Riſing. The ſecond,

Veſpertinus fiveAchronicus, The Evening or

Achronical, and the laſt, Heliacus vel Sola

ris, Heliacal or Solary.

24. The Coſmical or Morning Riſing of

a ſtar, is when it Riſeth above the Horizon,

together with the ſan. And the Coſmical

orMorning ſetting ofa ſtar is, when it fer

teth at the oppoſite part of Heaven ; when

the ſun riſeth .

25. The Achronical,or Evening Riſing of

Y 2
a
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a Star, is when it Rifeth on the opposite

part, when the Sun fetteth ; And the Achro

nical Evening ſetting of a Star, is when it

fertech at the ſame time with the Sun.

26. The Heliacal Riſing of a Star, which

youmay properly call the Emerſion of it, is

when a Star that was hid by the Sun beams,

beginseth to recover it ſelf out,and to ap

pear . And ſo likewiſe, the ſetting of ſuch a :

ſtar, which maybe alſo called the Occultati .

on of the ſame, is whenthe Sun by his own

proper motion overtaketh any ftar, and by

the brightnefs of his beams doth make it

inviſible unto us.

And thushaving briefly fewed the chief

affections of the Primum Mobile , how the

quantity of theſe affectionsmay be compu

ted ,by the Doctrine of Spherical Triangles,

thall be declared in the Problems following.

Problem I.

Tofind the Suns Greateſt Declination and
ibe.Poles Elevation ,

In Fig. 9. AZ , B N repreſents the Meri

dian, E F the Æquinoctial, HRthe Zodiack ,

P the North Pole ; 0 , the South ; A B, the

-Horizon ; Z, the Zenith; N, the Nadir i

HC, a Parallel ; ofthe Suns Diurnal Moti

on at H, or the Suns greateſt Declination

from the Æquator towards the North Pole ;

Re
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R l , a Parallel of the Suns greateſt Declina

tion from the Æquator towards the South

Pole. From whence it is apparent, that

from Ato H , is the Suns greateſt Meridian

Altitude, from A to be his leaſt ; if there

fore you deduct A l ,the leaſt Meridian Al

titude,fromA H , the greateſt, theDiffer

ence will be HQ, the Suns greateſt Declina

tion onboth ſidesthe Æquator ; and becauſe

the Angles ED H , and FDR, are equal,

therefore the Suns greateſt Declination to

wards the South Pole is equal to his greateſt

Declinationtowardsthe North, and conſe

quently; half the Diſtance of the Tropicks ;

that is , E Q, or E H, is the quantity ofthe

Suns greateſt Declination ; and then if you

deduší the Suns greateſt Declination, orthe

Arch H E, fromthe Suns greateſt Meridian

Altitude, or the Arch A H, the Difference

will be A E, the height of the Æquator a.

bove the Horizon, the Complement whereof

to a Quadrant isthe Arch AO equal toB P,

the height ofthe Pole .

Example.

TheSunsgreateſt Meridian
Altitude, taken June the Ele- > 61.99167

venth at London.

The Suns leaſt Meridian Al

titude December the tenth
14

TheirY 3
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Their Differenceis the diſtance}47.05000
of the Tropicks.

Halfthat is the Suns greateſt

Declination whoſe difference
23.52500

from the Suns leaſt Meridian Al

titude, is

The Elevation oftheÆquator ?

and the Complement thereof to > 38.40667

90,is the Elevation of the Pole --- 51.53333

Problem 11.

The Sunsgreateſt Declination being given, to

find his Declination in any point of theEcliprick.

In Fig. 9. In the Right Angled Spherical

Triangle G L D,we have giventhe ſuns grea:

teſt DeclinationG D L and the ſuns diſtance

from thenextÆquinoctial point L D , to find

the preſent Declination G L, for which the

Proportion is Rad.s.LD ::: D.GL.

Problem III.

Theſunsgreateſt declination and his diſtance

from the next Equino&tial point given , to find

bis Right Afcenfion.

In Fig. 9. In the Right Spherical Triangle
GDL, wehave given as before the Angle,

GDL, and the Hypotenuſe DL, to find

the
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the funs Right Aſcenſion DG ; the Propor

tion is Rad . DL :: € 3D , DG ,

Problem IV .

The Elevation of the Pole, and declination

of theſun being given , to find his Amplitude.

In Fig. 9. In the Right Angled ſpherical

TriangleDTV, wehave given the Comple

ment of the Poles Elevationor Angle V DT,.

and the ſuns declination VT, to find DT,

the ſuns Amplitude ; for whichthe Propor.

tion is ; SV DT.Rad .:: SVT.sDT.

Problem V.

The Poles Elevation and ſuns declination be

inggiven , to find the aſcentional difference.

In Fig. 9. In the Right Angled ſpherical

triangle DVT, we have given the Comple

ment ofthe Poles Elevation,or AngleVDT,

and funs declination VT , to find the Aſcen

fional DifferenceDV ; the Proportion is,

VDT. Rad. :: VT DV

Problem
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Problem VI.

The right afcenfion , and afcenfional diffe

rencebeing given , to find the Oblique aſcenſion

and declination .

In Fig : 9. GV , repreſents the right Al

cenfion ; D V , the Aſcenſional difference ;

G D , theOblique Aſcenſion , which is found

by deducting the Aſcenſionat differenceDV,

From the Right Aſcenſion GV ; for if the

Declination be North,

Add The Aſcenſional diff.to
top Safc.

or from the rightAſcen. > Obl.

Sub. S and it will give ? Defc.

If the Declination be South ,

Sub. The Aſcenſionaldiff .to
Lobl

.

or from therightAſcen .

AddSand it will give

Afcen .

Bowl Deſce.

Problem VII.

To find the time of the Sunsriſing and fertig

with the Length oftheday and Night.

Firſt find the Aſcenſional difference, as

hath been ſhewed in the fifth Problem ;

which , when the Sun is in the Northern

ſigns,
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ſigns, is to be added to the Semi-diurnal

Arch of the Right ſphere, which is go, but

is to be ſubtracted from the ſame, if he be in

the ſouthern ſigns, and the ſum or difference

will be the ſemi- diurnal Arch, which doua

: bled ,is the day Arch, whoſe Complement to

24, is the night Arch, which Bilected, is the

time of thefans riſing.

Problem VIII:

The Poles Elevation, and the funs Declinatia

on given , to find the time when he will be dhe

Eaft and Weft.

In-Fig. 10. In the Right Angled ſpherical

Triangle T P.Z, we have given P2, the

Complement ofthe Poles Elevation,and TP,

the Complement of the ſuns declination, to

find the Angle TP Z ,for which the Propor

tion is , Rad..t Pż :: ct TP.esTŰZ.

whoſe Complement to a Quadrant TPD,

being converted into time, ſheweth how much

it is after ſix in theMorning, when the fun

willbe due Eaſt and before fix at night,wherr

he will be due Weft.

Probleme
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Problem IX .

The Poles Elevation , with the Suns Altitude

and Declination given , to find the Sun's
Azimuth .

In Fig . 10. In the Oblique Angledſpheri

cal Triangle SP Z ,wehave given s ? the

Complement of the ſuns declination, PZ

the Complement of the Poles Elevation, and

S Z the Complement of the ſuns Altitude,to

find the Angle S Z P ,theſuns Azimuth from

the North , for which by the eleventh caſe.

of Oblique Angled ſpherical Triangles, the

Proportion is ; As the Rectangle ofthe fines

ofsZ,and Z P is to the ſquare of Radius,fo

the Rectangle made of fines of the differen

ees of thoſe containing ſides and halt ſum of

three ſides given, to the Square ofthe lineof

the half angle inquired.

CHAP. IV.

Of the Secundary or Periodical Motion

of the Stars.

Cavingdonewith the firſt part of Aſtro- .

nomy,the motion ofthe Primum Mobile,

and the affections of the ſtars, occaſioned by

elia inotion ; we are now to ſpeak of their

own
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own Proper or Periodical motion , in which

contraryto the motion of the Primum Moe

bile, they are carried from Weſt to Eaſt.

2. This motion of the fixed ſtars is very

flow ; for they alter their places but little in

many Years, but are not immoveable as ſome

thought ; the quantity of their annualmoti

on, according to Tycho Brahe is so ſeconds,

and 37 thirds of a degree, and others ſince

him do conceive that go feconds only is the

quantity oftheir annual motion , that is moſt

agreeable unto truth and obſervation .

This motion in the Planets is more

ſwift, and although they never move outof

theZodiack, yet theydomove fometimesin

one part ofHeaven , ſometimes in another ,

ſometimes towards the ſouth Pole, ſometimes

towards the North, ſometimes near one fix

ed ſtar, ſometimes near another, and fome

times nearer, ſometimes farther from one a

nother alſo , whereas the fixed ſtars do al

wayskeepthefame diſtance from one another .

4. The Planets do not move in one Orb,

but every Planet hath a ſeveral Orb, where

as the infinite number of fixed ſtars do all

move in one only ſphere or Orb .

$ . The Names and Characters ofthe pla

nets are theſe :

1. Satürn ,whoſe mark is h , finiſheth his re

vclution in 29 Years, 174 Days, 4 Hours.

1

2. Jupiter, whoſemark is finiſheth his

Revolution in 11 Years, .317 Days, 15

Hours.
3. Mar
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3. Mars, whoſe mark is o , finiſheth his

Revolution in 1 Year, 321 Days, 23

Hours.

4: The Earıla or Sun, marked thus O,

finiſheth his Courſe in 365 Days, 5 Hours,

49 Minutes, 4 ſeconds,and 21 thirds.

5. The Moon, marked thus ) , finiſheth her

Courſe in 27 Days, 7 Hours, 43 Minutes and

6 ſeconds, but returnethnot into Conjuncti:

on with the Sun, under 29 Days, 12 Hours,
44 minutes, and 3 ſeconds.

6. Venus, marked thus 4, finiſheth her

Courſe in 224 Days, 16 Hours,40' and 30 ".

7. Mercury, marked thus o, finiſheth his

Courſe in 87 Days, 23 Hours, oo'and 15 ".

6. The Civil Year, though itdoth not ex

actly agree,yet hath it ſome proportionwith

the Motionsofthe ſun and Moon in every

Nation ; Romulus the Founder of Rome, ap

pointed the year at firſt to conſiſt of io

Moons,or Monthsand called the firſtMarch,

2. April, 3. May, 4. June, the reſt Quina

tilis , Sextilis, September, Oitober, November,

December , becauſe they were 5, 6, 7, 8 , 9,

and 10 Months diſtant from March.

Afterwhom, NumaPompilius added two

Months more, and called them January and

February, and appointed each Month to con

tain 29 and 30 Days, whereby the Year did

conſiſt of 354 Days, in which time the Moon

returneth into Conjunction with the Sun,

and this is the quantity oftheYear in Turky

at
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at this day ; only in every third Year, they

reckon 355 days . The Perſians and Agypri.

ans do alſo count 12 Moons or Months to

their Year, but their Months are proporti

oned to the time ofthe Suns continuance in

every of the 12 figns: In their Year there

fore, which is folar, there are always.365

days, that is, 12 days more than the Lunan

Year.

And the Julian Year ,which is theaccompt

of all Chriſtendom , doth differ from the 0

ther only in this, that by reaſon of the ſuns

exceſs inmotion above 365 days, which: is

about 5 Hours, 49 Minutes,it hath a day in

tercalated once in four Years, and by reaſon

ofthis Intercalation, it is more agreeable

with the motion ofthe Sun, the former dif

fering from the Numan Year,11 days and 6

Hours, the which 11 days, Julius Cafar di

ftributed amongſt the Months, and the

month Quintilis;wasby him called July, ac

cording to his own name; and Auguftus C&

far called the Month Sextiles, by the name

ofAuguſt, and altered the Poſition of days

in eachmonth to that which we now uſe, in

which thereare 52 Weeks, and oneodd day,

and this one dayfuperndmeraryzmakethån
alteration in all the relt, ſo that the days of

the Week, which uſed to be alligned by the

Letters of the Alphabet, fall not alike in ſe

veral years , but Sund y this Year, muſt fall

out upon the next, ears Monday, & ſo forward,

A a
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ſeven years.; and becauſe the ſix odd Hours

domake a day in four years, every fourth

year hath a day added to its accompt, and

ſuch a year doth conſiſt of 366 days, which

doth accafion the Sunday letter ſtill to, alter

Hill four times 7 , that is, 28 Years be gone

abcutá This Revolution is called the Cycle

of the Suni, taking name from Os Sunday,

theLetter whereof it doth appoint for every

year, as by the Tablemay be ſeen.

To find which of 28 the preſent is , add 9

to the Year of Our Lord , becauſe this Cir.

cle was fo far gone about at that the timeof

Clarift's birth, divide thewhole by 28, what

remains, is the preſent year ; if nothing re .

wain , the Cjele is out, and that year you

-uſt call the laſt , or 28.

Thislitercalation of a day placed inFr.

bruary,doth'cccafion the letterF tobe twice

repeated in the latter end of thatMonth,viz.

upon the 24 and 25 days , and in fuch a

jear St. Matthias day is to beobſervedupon

ihe 25 of that month , and the very next

Sunday dech change and alter his letter from

which Leaping or Changing, fuch a year is

called the Leap: Lear, and the Number of

daysin each Month is well exprelled in theſe

Diftichs.

Irwc.

Thirty
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Thirty Days hath September,

April, June, and November ;

February 12th Twenty Eight aloire,

All the reſt haib Thirty and One :

But when af Leap Year cometh the time,

Then Days hath February I'wenty aj Nine.

That this Accompt is fomewhat too long,

is acknowledged and confefl: d by the moſt

skilful Aſtronomers, as for the Number of

days in a year, the Emperours Mathemati

cians were in the right , for it is certain , no

Year can conſiſt of more than 365 days, but

for the odd Hours, it is as certain that they

cannot be fewer than five,nor ſo many as fix ,

ſo that the doubt is upon the minutes, fixty

whereof goeth to themaking of an Hour ; a

ſmallmatter one would think,and howgreat

in the receſs and conſequence we ſhallſee.

Julius Cæfur alotted 365 days, 6 hours,to

his Revolution ; -but the sun goeth about in

leſs time, that is , (according to the moſt

exact accompt,) in 365 days, 5 hours, : 49

Minutes, and a little more ; ſo that the Em

perours year muſt of neceflity breed a differ

rence in ſo many Minutes every year, be

twixt the year which the Sun it ſelf deſcribes

in the Zodiack , and that which is reckoned

upon in the Calender, which though for a

ycar or twomay paſs inſenſibly, yet in the

fpace of 134 years it will riſe to a whole day

Аа 2 that
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that is, the beginning ofthe year in the

Calender muſt be ſet one day back.

As for Example.

Let theYear begin in the Vernal Æqui,

nox , or Spring, in the Emperours time,

that fell out to be the 24th of March, but

now this year it fell out the roth of March,

13 days backward and ſomewhat more ; and

fo-if it be let alone, will go back to the firſt

of March, and firſt ofFebruary, tillEaſter

come to be on Chriſtmas day , and ſo infi

nitely.

To reform this difference in the accompt,

fome of the latter Roman Biſhops earneſtly

endeavoured, and the thing was brought to

that perfection it now ftandeth, (ſo much

as it is ) by Gregory the Thirteenth, in the

year 1582. his Mathematicians, ( whereof

; Lylius was the chief) adviſed him thus : That

confidering there had been in agitation in

the Council of Nice, ſomewhat concerned

in this matter upon the motion of the Que

ition about the Celebration of Eafter ; and

that the Fathers ofthat Aſſembly, after due

deliberation with the Aſtronomers of that

time, had fixed the Vernal Æquinox ; at

the 21eb of March, and conſidering alſo ,

that fince that time a difference of 10 whole

days had been paſt over in the Calendern

that is, that the Vernal Equinox or Spring,

which began upon the 21th of March, had

prevented fo much as to begin in Gregories

days
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E days, at the 10th of the ſame, to days dif

ference, or thereabout; they adviſed, that

10 days ſhould be cut off from theCalender,

which was done, and the 10 days taken out

ofOktober , in the Year 1982, as being the

„Month ofthatYear in which the Pope was

born , ſo that when they came to the 5th

of the Month ,. they reckoned the 15th ,

and ſo the Æquinox waswas come up

to its place again , and happened upon

the 21th of March, as at- the Council of

Nice. But that Lylius ſhould bring back

the beginning of the year to the time of the

NiceneCouncil, and no farther is to be mar

velled at į he ſhouldhave brought it back

to the Emperours own time, where the mi

'ſtake was firſt entred ; and inſtead of 10,

cut off 13 days ; however this is the reaſon

why theſe two Calenders differ the ſpace of

so days one from another.

And thusI have given you an accompt of

the year as it now ſtandswith us in England,

and with the reſt ofthe Chriſtian World , in

reſpect of the Sun ; fome other particulars

thereare with us and them , that do depend

upon themotion ofthe moon, for the better

underſtanding of them , I will give you a

briefaccompt ofher Revolution .

The Solar year confifting, as hath been

ſaid, of 11 days more than theLunar year ;

thoſe ii days called the Epact, are there

fore added to the Lunar Year, tomade it e

Аа 3 qual
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qualwith the Solar,by the addition ofwhich

acceſs, in everythree years there is gotten a

number more than 30,but becauſe the Moon

betweenchange and change doth never paſs

30 days, the Epact cannot exceed that num

ber, and the time in which theMoon is ſup

poſed to make her ſeveral Motions , and ſo

return to the place where she firſt began, is

a circle or Revolution of 19 years,firſt fourd

out by Meton , an Athenian, who lived about

439 years beforeChriſt,this Cyck is therefore,

called Cyclus Decennovennalis, and from the

Autor Annus Metonicus, from whoſe. Athenia

ans,the Ægyptians may ſeem to have receiv'd

it astheRomansfrom them in letters ofGold ,

from whence ( if not from the more precious

uſe of it) it attained to be called as yet ſtill it

is, the Numerus Aurews, or Golden Number :

It is made Chriſtian, by the Fathersofthe Ni

ceneCouncil, as being altogether neceſſary to

the finding out of the Neomenea Pafchalis,up

on which the Feaſt of Easter and all the reſt

ofthemoveableFeaſts depend:It ſelf is found

by adding a unite to the year of our Lord ,

and dividing thewholeby 19 ,theRemainder

ſhall be the Cycle of the Moon ,or if nothing

remain, tlre Cycle is out, that is, 19.

And the Epact is found byMultiplyingthe

golden Numberby 1 1 , and dividingthePro

duct by 30,what remains is the Epact; butto

favethistrouble ofCàlculätion youhave it ſet

down to yourhand in the table before theCa

lender
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lender , the uſe whereof as of the Golden

Number is to find the Change ofthe Moon,

for the Ancient Philoſophers ſuppoſing the

Moon to make a perfe & Revolusion in 19 years,

didCalculate the ſeveral Changings of the .

Moon that happened in each Month forthat

time and placed the golden number for each

year, right againſt the day of the Month on

which the Moon changed, that ſo having

found thegolden number, they might thereby

preſently know onwhat dayofthe month the

Moon did change, in any Month ofthe year

forever, as alſo the time, when the Feaſt of

Eafter wasto be obſerved, according to the
Garionmade at a General Council held at

Nice, in the yearof ourLord, 322, inwhich

itis commanded that Eaſter fhould be Celebra,

ted upon the next Sundayfollowing the firſtFull

Moon after the VernalÆquinox, which then

was upon the 21th day of March ,and accor

ding to this rule is this Feaſtobſerved with us

at thisday ,and notaccordingtothe true Mo

ition of theMoon, or preciſe time ofthe Ver

nal Æquinox ,whịch now isaboutthe 10th of

March ; This uſe of the Golden Number is

well expreſled in theſe Diftichs. - Die

1. In March after the first C,

Lock the Prime where e're it be ;

The tkird Sunday after Eaſter day ſhallbe,

And if the Prime on the Sunday be,

Then reckon thatfor oneof the three,
To

2:38

*

པ།༣ ༌༌ }
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To find the New Moons by the Epact, do

thus,TotheEpact for the year given add the

number ofthemonths from March including

both Months, and the days of that Month

paſt, the Sum of theſe three Numbers ſhall

give you theageoftheMoon, ifthey exceed

not 30 ,ifmorethan 30 ,caft away 30 ,and the

Remainder hall be the Age as before.

Example

I would know the Age of the Moonon

the Fifteenth day of Auguſt, 1672. The

Epact is it , and the Months from March to

Augustare6, and 15 theday of the Month,

all which put together, do make 32, from

whencetake 30, and there reſts 2, the Age

oftheMoon that day .

And to know the day of the Change, do

thus To theEpact add allthe months from

March ,and if they joyned together, come

not to go ,look what they lack of 30 , andat

fo manydays ofthe month the moon chan

geth : If they be above 30, and the month

you deſire have 3 1 days, then Subtract 30 %

but if zo days, then Subtract 29, and that

reſt takefrom 30 , then look what remains,

and at ſo many ways ofthe month the moon

changeth, by eithir oftheſe ways the time

of the newmoons may indeed be gueſt at,

but not exactly found : How that may be

done, is ſhewd in the larger Treatiſes of

this Subject ; this we decon fufficientfor our

referit purpoſe . A
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1672
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a tre sure coura

THE ENGLISH

ACADEMY :

The SIXTH PART.

OF RHETORICK.

CHAP. I

R

of the Definition and Parts of ,

RHETORICK :

HETORICK, isthe Art or facal

ty ofEloquentand delightfulSpean

king.

The Parts of Rhetorick are Five ;

Invention, Difpofitioz, Elocation , Memory,and
Pronounciation .

- In Inuention , we are to conſider three

things :

1. Whatwe are to Invent. 2. By what

Arguments we may confirm the Matter In

vented. 3. From what Topicks or gene:

nal
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.

ral Heads thoſe Arguments may be raiſed .

And firft, the thing or matter which we

are to invent, is the ſcope and purpoſe of
the intended Oration : " That is, we muſt

propound fomecertain Propofition to which

we mean to direct our Speech ; and ofthoſe

feveral Propoſitions which may be raiſed

from the ſubject propounded, we ſhould still

make choiceof that which is moſt agreea

ble to the Sentence given

Secondly , When we have reſolved upon
a Propoſition , we are to bethink our felves

of ſome Arguments or probable Reaſons, by

which that Propofitionmay beconfirm.ed .

Thirdly ,Weare to confider the feveral

Topicks or common places from whence

theſe probable Argumentsmay be invented .

and raiſed, and theſeare of two forts ; In

trinfecal and Extrinfecat ; thoſe that are

called Intrinſical, which are compriſed in

the matter which is propounded , and the

Topicks.or Heads, from whence fuch Argu

meõtsmaybe invented ,are theſe following.

1. Definition. 2. Diviſion. 3. Notation ,

4. Conjugation. 5. Genus. 6. Species. 7 .

Similitude. 3. Difimilitude. 9. Contrariesa

10. Oppoſites, il . Compariſon. ' 1 2. Canſeso.

13. Effects. 14. Adjunéts. - 15. Antece

dents. 16. Conſequents. All other Topicks,

from whence Intrinfecal or Artificial Argu

ments may be raiſed , are contained in there.

or may be derived from them .

1. Definition ,
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Ethich

1. Definition , is a Speech explaining or

declaringwhata thing is ; Thepartswhere

of, according to Logicians are two ; 1.The

Genus, or generalname agreeing with the

thing defined, and withſeveral otherthings

beſides. 2. The difference or particular

name, which doth only agree with that

which is defined :

there

Sited

an

1
0

701

$

၁၇၉)

Me

ed

in

For Exemple.

Man is a Living Creature, endaed with

Reaſon. In which the Genus is living Crea

ture ; and this agrees with other Creatures

befides Man ; the Difference, is enduredwith

Reafon, and this is properto Man only.

But ſuch Definitions as theſe, are feldom

uſed by Orators, but fuch rather as are cal

led Deſcriptions, more properlythanDefi

nitions; as when a thing is deſcribed by its

pasts, or by its effects,or bythe cauſes by

which effects are produced, and ſuch like.

2. Diviſion, is the diſtribution ofthe mata

ter propounded into its parts ; Thus the

Life ofMan may be divided into Infancy,

Child -hood, Youth , Middle -agey Old -age.

3. Ngtanion , or Etymologie, is the Inter

pretation ofa Word , showing as well the

Originalthereof, as the signification : Asa

Senate is focalledfrom the convention ofthe

SeniorsorOld Men

4. Conjugation , is either when one word

hath variousendings , askife kartes or

C 3 when

11

7
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when ſeveral words do come from one Pri

mitive, thus ; beuntiful and beautifulneſs, are

both derived from beauty.

5. AGenus, is thatwhich comprehends fe.

veral things under it ; whichare really dif

ferent from oneanother.

6. A Species, is that which may with o

ther things be referred to one common Ge

nus : Andthus this wordArt, is a genus, in

reſpect of the ſeven Liberal Sciences ; as

Grammar ; Rhetorick, & c. and thefe -Sciences

Grammar, Rbetorick , & c. are theForms and

Species which are contained under this Genas

or general term, Art,

7. Similitude, is the comparingof two or

more things together, which are in themſelves

divers, but do agree in ſome particular.

For Example.

A poadow andglory, are in themſelves ve

ry differentthings ; but yet they agree in

this, that the ſhadono doth accompany the

body, and glory , virine.

8. Difimilitude, is the diſagreeing oftwo

or morethings in ſome particolar.

9. Contraries, are ſuch things which can

not bothatthe same time, agree with one &

the fame thing :Thusno man can be ſaid to

be wiſe in that thing in which he is a fool.

10. Oppofires, are ſuch things as can ne

yer agreetogether,as prasband friendſhip,

11. Compariſon, is the comparing of one

thing
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thing with another; This is eitherequal or

unequal.

Equal Compariſon is, when two equal

things are comparedtogether , as thus,He

bath deceived thee, therefore he will deceive mo

alfo.

Unequal Compariſon, is two ways, firſt,

when wearguefrom thegreaterto the less : .

AsGod ſpared not the Angels that funned ,bem

then shall HeſpareMan ?

Secondly , whenwe argue fromthe leſs to

the greater ; As, He will not let one fin go un

puniſhed ; much more willbe therefore puniſh a

multitude of ſins.

12. Cauſes, are ſuch things by which any

thing is in any fort produced , there are

Four forts of Canſes ; Efficient, Material,

Formal, and Final..

The Efficient cauſe, is thatwhich maketha

thing : Thus the Sun caufeth or maketh the

day.

The Materia cauſe, is that of which a

thing is made, as inoney, ofGold and Sit

The Formal cauſe, is that by which the

thing is what it is, or that by which it is

diftinguiſhed from other things; thus a Ship

and a Timber-houſe dodiffer in theform , or

divers diſpoſing of theparts.

The Final cauſe, is thatfor which a thing

is made.

13. Effects, are ſuch things as are pro

poijnded by their cauſes. 14. Adjunéts,

ver , & c.
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14. Adjuncts, are ſuch things which are

joyned to thething or perfon propounded,

bugnotof neceſſity ; andthere are uſually

fever .

: Quis ? Quid ? Whi? Quibus, Auxiliis :Curs

Quomodo? Quando?

In Engliſh thus,

.First ask,Who ? what ? andWhere ?and Then,

wbat aid ? withWby ? and How ? and When ?

Quis ?Who doth ſignifie the quality of

the Perfon, in which theremuſt be conſide

red his Nature, Sex , Age, Nation, Kindred,

and Eftate, in reſpect ofhisBody,Mindand

Fortune .

QuideWhats importeth an Inqniry af

ter the nature ofa thing, as whether it be

of importance or not ; whether great or

ſmall ; noble or ignoble,

2. Ubi ? Where ? denotes the place..

* Quibus Auxiliis ? VVith what aid ? notes

an inquiry concerning theperſon that joyn

ed with him in that action , or other In

Itruments by which it is effected .

Cur ? VVhy ? denotes the final cauſe,with

whatintent,or to what end it wasdone.

Quomodo? How ?fhews themanner ofdo

ing its as namely, with eaſe, or how hardly.

Quando ? When notes the timein which

itwas done, and this head doth manytimes

affordgreatplentyofwatter.

15. Antecedents, are ſuch things which go

before the thing or matters as you made

Bir di him ,
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.

him tremble, therefore he is ſenſible.

16. Confequents, are ſuch things which

do neceffary follow after the thingor matter

ashe that is thruk through theheart, mult

needs die ; theſe are the intrinſecal or Arti.

ficialTopicks, from whence Arguments may.

be raiſed on any Theme or matter propouns

ded in this manner .

Every Theme or Propoſition doth conſiſt

ofthreeparts ; a Subject, a Predicate, and a

Copula.

That is called the subject, of which we.

fpeak ; The Predicate, is thas which is ſpo

ken of the Subject ; and the Copula, is ſome

Verb, which joynsthe Subject withthe Pre

dicate, as inthis Propoſition ; Claudius laid

Inares for Milo : Claudius is the Subject,be

cauſe it is of him that we are to ſpeak.

Snares forMilo , is the Predicate ; becauſe

that is the thing which is ſaid of Claudius.

And the Verb laid, is the Copula, which

joyns the Subject with the Predicate. Now

then if you will find out Arguments on this

Propoſition ,takethe Subject andgo through

every Topick: Firſt go to Definition, and
ask whatit is what is the nature of it ?

and how it is diftinguifhed from other things?

then go to Diviſion, and fee into how many

parts thc Subject may be divided ; and ſo

forward from Topick to Topick. And ſtill

obferve to yourſelfeveryArgument, which

doth bythis means ariſe from the Subject,

Dd and
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and apply it to the Predicate ; fo ſhqi you

cahly fee, whether it doth fully confirm

your Propoſition , and when you have done

with the Subject , take the Predicące, and

run through the ſeveral Topicks with that

allo ; but ifthe matter require it, and that

you judge it more convenient to take the

whole Propoſition,then the Subject andPra ,

dicate a part by themſelves,youmay in that

manner run through all theheads of Inven

tión ; but itay not too long upon any one,

for if matter offer not it ſelf in one head ,go

to another,for every headperhaps may not

afford matter, at leaſt not ſuch as is apt and

fit. But if you would know whether your

Arguments or matter be drawn from the

Subject, or from the Predicate, put it into

the form of a Syllogiſm and if the major be

moſt certain , you may conclude, that the

Argument is drawn from the predicate;
but if the minor be moſt certain , it is then

drawn from the Subject.

Výhen you have found the Arguments

which prove the Propoſition , you muſt re

dace them into the form of a SyHogiſm ,

which doth consiſt of three Propoſitions :

the firſtwhereofis called the Major, the for

cand theMinor, and the third theConcluſion

or Inference .

Eor Examples

In the former Propofition , Claudius laid

faresfor Milo; the matter orSubied of the
Diſcouric
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Diſcourſe may be drawn from the Predicate

the ſnares laid for Milo ; which being a trea

cherous thing, every one may naturally in

fer, that it doth deferve puniſhment.

Now then joyn this Inference with the Pre

dicate of your Propoſition ; ſaying, He that

layethfnares de fervētl puniſhment, and this is

your Major , then take the Subject of your

Propofition ,andjoyn that with the Predi

cate,and ſay, Claudius layeth fnares,and that

is your Minor : From both which , this con

cluſion mutneeds follow , Therefore Claudi

us defervetl puniſhment.

17. Hithertowehave ſpokenofArtificial

Arguments, Inartificial are either Teſtimo

niesor Examples.

Teſtimonies are either Divine or Human ,

aDivine Feftimony is that which hath God

for its Author ; ſuch aretheOracles ofGod,

and the predictions of hisProphets.

Humane Teſtimony, is either Common or

Proper.

Common Teſtimony , is that which de

pards either upon fome Law , Cuſtom , or

Opinion and Sayingsofwiſe Men.

Proper Teſtimony, is that which is pecu

liar to ſome particular Caufes.

Example, is an Inartificial Argument, by

which the truth of a thing is confirmed and

illuftrated.

Cookie

Dd 2 CHAP
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CHAPTI.

of Reloftion.

Ifpofition , is the orderly placing of

thoſe things which are invented : It is

two-fold .

Firſt, Natural, in which things are diſ

courſed in that order in wbich they were

done, or in which according to Nature,they

ſhould be donc; as if you were to commend

a Perſon , you ſhould tegin with his Child

hood, nexthis Youth , and fo to the other

degrees of his Age.

The ſecond way is Artificial, which doth

either for delight'or profit diverſly mingle

and confound the matter, putting that in

the end, which ſhould be in the beginning,

and the beginning in the end, that ſo he

may both delight the Auditors, and hold

them in ſuſpende ;which in anunexpeAede

ventdoth not a little pleaſe and delight the

Hearers.

The Orator then having reſolved ofhis

Propoſition, muſt firſt conſider of what na .

tureit is, whetherſingle, or conſiſting offe

veral parts; and which ofthe parts ſhould

be firſt handled , which next.

Secondly, he muſt chooſe ſome few of the

beſt Arguments he hath invented , and place

Some
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fome ſolid Argument in the beginning,

thoſe that are leſs forcible in the midſt, re

ſerving ſtill the beſt andmoſt convincingfor

the concluſion ; becauſe theAuditor at the firſt

beinggreedy of knowing, muſt be prepoſ
ſefled and convinced but in the end he muſt

be ſtrongly confirmed and forced .

And the moſt perſwafive Arguments are

thoſe which proceed from the Definition ,

Diſtribution , Genus, Cauſes, and Effects of

the thing diſcourſed of, for theſe explain

the nature thereof , and leſs forcible Argu

ments are ſuch as are collected from ſome

trivial Adjuncts and Conjectures.

Thirdly, he muſt Logically diſpoſe of

theſe Reaſons and Arguments , Firft, into

Syllogiſms,and then conſider how to enlarge

them in an Oratorical manner.

Fourthly,he muſt conſider into what parts

his Oration ſhould be divided ,and the parts

ofan Oration are uſually reckoned to be

theſe five.

1. Exordium . 3. Narration ,

2. Propoſition. 4. Confirmation.

5. Peroration, or Concluſion.

As for Confutation, it is compriſed in
Confirmation : But all theſe parts are not

always receſſary ; for the ingenious Orator,

may as he ſhall fee it convenient, ſometimes

omit the Narration, ſometimes, the Exordi

Еe Hn3
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ܪ

1

ní, ſometimesthe Perorasion or Concluſion,

yea , and the Confirmation is many times

ſcarce diſcernable as when the things pro.

pounded are certain, there is more need of

Ornament than Proof, as in Gratulatory O

rations,and the like. As for the placing

oftheſe parts, their natural Order is that

in which we have named them . 1. The ;

Exordium. 2. The Propofition : 3. The

Varration, if it be not thought fit to omitit.

4. The Confirmation ; and Laſtly, The Peo

qoration. .

An Exordium , is as it were the door of

the Oration, in which the Orator doth pre

pare theminds oftheAuditor for that which

is to follow : And this is commonly done

by one oftheſe three ways ; By beſpeaking

their favour; by making them Docible ; or

by begging their Attention. The Favour

of the Auditors is beſpoke either from the

perſon ofthe Orator , from the perſonsof

theAuditors, from the perfons of theAd .

verſaries, or from the ſubject matter of the

Diſcourſe. The Orator may beſpeak the

Favourofthe Auditors, in reſpectofhim

ſelf, if his geſtureand deportment be ſuita

ble unto theirs that are his Auditors, and

expreſs himſelfmodeſtly . And in reſpect

of theAuditors, if he ſhew how well they

have deſerved of the Common-wealth, of

him, and other men . And in reſpect of the

Adverſaries, if he inoceftly thew wherein

they
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they are faulty, and render them tothe Au

ditors inexcuſable. Andlaſtly ,in reſpect of

the matter in hand , if he ſay, that it is ſome

excellent, neceſſary, and profitable thing,

Secondly ,the Orator may be ſaid to make

the Auditors Docible, ifhe clearly explain

the thing ofwhich he is to ſpeak, and how he

purpoſeth to enlarge upon it.

Thirdly, the Attention will be quickened,

if he faith, that he intends to ſpeak of ſome

great andwonderful thing, and ſomething

that is delightful; neceffary, and very much

concerns his Auditors , c.

The ſecond part of an Oration is the Pro

poſition ; and the Propaſition is that part of

the Oration , in which the Orator doth

briefly deliver the ſum of the whole Matter,

of which he intends to ſpeak, and beſpeaks

the Hearers Attention , if need be. Some

times it doth immediately follow the Exor

diam ; ſometimes it follows the Narration ;

in what place foever it be put, it muſt

be ſhort and clear, and fit for Confirma

tion ,

The third partof an Oration is Narratja.

on , by whicha relation is made of the mat

ter or thing done. And this is either a di

ftinct part ofthe Oration, and then for the

moſt part it doth immediately follow the

Exordium , that the Propoſition with the Cone.

firmation, which is to be done in ſuch Ora

tions which aſſume the explaination of

Ee 2 the
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the thing done to prove the matter in hand.

For Example.

If you were to prove that fonic Valiant

Perſon had been a Souldier in ſome Warr ;

it is neceſſary that you ſhould declare what

the particular Adions were in which he

fhewed his Valour.

But now in that Narration , which is

made a diſtinct part of the Oration , the

thing done muſt be briefly and ſimply decla

red without any exaggregation : And in

ſuch a Narration as makes way for Confir

mation, the things dore may be illuſtrated

with great neatneſs of Language, with Sen

tences and figures, and ſome Diſcourſes

may be made concerning the worthineſs of

the action , with ſome amplification from Si

inilitudes and Compariſons.

The fourth partof anOration, is Corfir

mation : and Confirmation is as it were the ve

Ty Heart and soul by which an Oration

may bechiefly ſaid to Live : Or it is the

chief part ofan Oration in which the Argu.

nients are produced , by which we would

prove our Propofition, and refute or anſwer

the contrary opinion of our Adverſary, if

Beed require: What is neceſſary in this be

half, may be collected from what hath been

already faid. Seeing that Confirmation doth

conſiſt of the Arguments that are invented

and the right diſpoſition of them, both

which havebeen fully enough declared bee
forc. Confutation .
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Confutation, is a part or kind of Confirma

tion, in which we Anſwer all Objections ;

it doth either precede or follow Confirma

tion , or may be here or there uſed in all the

parts ofthe Oration .

And theſe objedions may be either all

Anſwered together, or thoſe firſt which are

firſt made, and then the latter ; or choſe firſt

which aremoſt material, and the reſt may

fall ofthemſelves ; , or the weakeſt firſt, that

they being ayoided ,theſtrongeſt Arguments

may beſomewhat weak'ñed. And the man

ner ofdoing this, is by ſhewing , that the

Adverſaries Allegation is either falſe, impof

ſible, uncertain , orimpertinent, and the

like .

Peroration, or Concluſion, is the laſt part

ofan Oration, in which the Orator ſhould

very much endeavour to ſet an edge in the

minds ofhis Auditors, and incline them to

be of his ſide ; and here he ſhould therefore

uſe ſuch Figures, as are moſt proper to

move the Affections : It doth chiefly conſiſt

oftwo parts, Enumeration, and Amplificati

Enumeration is required, that the chief

Arguments more largely opened in the for

mer diſcourſe may be clearly repeated in a
new form ofwords

Amplification, deſires that this repetition

may bemade, by ſome ſerious expreſlions,a:

dorned with Sentences and Figures.
CHAP.

0n. "
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CHAP, III

Of Elocution .

.

Locution, or the garniſhing ofSpeech, is

anArtby which the Speech is beautified

with the Elegancy of Words and Sentences.

And this is performed two ways ; by the

fine manners ofWords, called a Trope; or

by the fine frame ofspeech, called a Figure,

A Trope is ſuch an Elocution or mannerof

Speech, as dothchange the ſignification of a

word into a differentfignification from the

natural .

In a Trope twothings are to be conſidered .

1. The Affections. ' 2. The Kirds.

Catachreſis.

The Affe&tions of a Hyperbole.

Trope are four, Matalepſis.
Allegoria.

Catachrelis , is a harſh and unpleaſant

change of a Word ; as namely , when one

wordor name is put to another, not by

any proper relation, but by a kind offorce.
He threatens me a good turn.

Hyperbole, is a very high relation of a

thing, or a more bold exceſs of a Trope,

which dothexceed belief, either by Augmen

tation
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tation or by Diminution. Note that though

an Hyperbole doth vary from the truth, yet

doth it not deceive us through Fiction , or

ſuch variation .

An Hyperbole is two-fold ; Auxefis or Mess

fis.

An Auxeſis is, when for Argumentation

fake or Amplification, we interpoſe a more

vehement expreſſion, in his proper place ;as

when we ſay, magnificent for liberal.

A Meioſis, or a l'apinofis, is whenfor ex

tenuationfake, we uſe amilder or more fae

vourable expreſſion, than the matter requis

reth ; aswhen we ſay aflatterer is a courteous

and an affable perfon.

A Matalepsis, is that which containeth mas

ny Tropes in oneexpreſſion ;as, when we

by an improper Speech, fignifie, firſt, that

which isimproper, and by that improper

Speech perhaps another, and ſo forward, till

we come to that which is proper, making

way for Tranſition,by interpoſing a mean

degree ; as All the City wasmoved . Mat.21.

10. where the City is putfor Jeruſalem , by a

Synechdoche Generis : and Ferufalem foritsin

habitants, by a Metonymy ofthe Subject.

An Allegory,isthe continuation of a Trope

as where many Tropes ofthe fame kind are

joyned together ; as, Put on the whole Armor

of God , Epheſians 6.11.

In an Allegory, obſerve to end with the

ſame kind of Tropewith which you begin ,or
elſe

1

mais
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elſe the Conſequence will be abuſed.

The ſeveral kinds ofTropes are theſe four:

1. A Meronomy. 3. A Metaphor : and

22. An Irany. 4. A Synechdoche.

A Metinomy, is a Trope of the Cauſe to

the Effect, of theSubject to the Adjunct : and

the contrary, of the Effect to the Cauſe, or

ofthe Adjunct to the Subject.

There are four kinds ofCauſes.

1. The Eficient Cauſe, by which a thing

is .

2. The MaterialCanſe, of which a thing

is made.

3. The Formal Cauſe, by which a thing is
what it is .

4. The Final Canſe, for which a thing is ;

ofwhich the two firſtonly belong to our pre

fent purpoſe.

A Metonymyofthe Cauſe, is of the Effici
ent , or ofthe Matter.

A Metonymy of the Efficient Cauſ , is when

the Author or Inventcr ofany thing is put

for thoſe things which he hath invented ; as

Virgil, forthePoem or Works compoſed by

Virgil.

A Metonymy of the Material Cauſe, is

when the name of the Matter is put for the

Effect ; as Braſs, for Braſs Money.

A Metonymy of theEffect, is when the Ef:

ficient Cauſe is ſignified by the Effect ; as,

Pale Death, which maketh Pale.

A
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in the Cup.

1

A Meronymy of the Subject, is when the

proper name ofany Subject is made to tig

dific the Adjanc ; as, the cup, for the Drink

A Metonymy of the Adjunct, is when the

Adjunct is putfor the Subject ; as Gen. 31 .

53.Jacob (wear bythe fearof hisfather Ifaac,

1.6. by God, whom Ifaac feared.

An Irony, is a Trope from one oppoſite

to another, or in which we ſpeak by con

traries ,

Oppoſites ; are either unlike or contrary ;
all things of different natures are ſaid to be

unlike ; as a Man , a Stone į and all things

ofcontrary naturesare ſaid to be contrary

to one another ; as light and darkneſs.

An Irony of a thing unlike, is when ang

thing is ſpoken of one perſon , and under
Itood of another.

An Irony from the contrary , is when one

CORtrary is hgnified by another ; as 0 thou

buff done very well ;meaning that he had done

Paralepſis, is a kindofIrony, by whichwe
ſeem to paſsby,or take no notice of ſuch

things which yet we ſtrictly obſerve and rem

member

Apophaſis, is a kind ofIrony , by which we

deny to ſay or do what yet we ſpeak with

greateſt carneftneſs, and do with all out

might.

A Metaphor, is a Trope, by which we
Ff expreſs

very ill,
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expre's our felves by a word,which is of the

like ſignification with that we mean ; as,

the King is the Head ofthe Common-wealth.

Synecdoche, isa Trope, by which a part is

putfor the whole,or the whole for a part.

A Part, is either a Member or Species.

A Synecdoche of a Member, when hy a

Member the whole is ſignified '; as, the Roof

for the Houſe.

A Syrie:doche of the Species, is when the

Species is put for the Genus ; as, Crafus, for

a Rich man.

i The whole is either an Integer or Genus.

A Synecdoche ofan Integer, iswhen an In

teger is put for a Member; as, His Army was

fo great, that it drank the Rivers 'dry ; mean

ing a great part ofthe Water in the River .

A Synecdoche of the Genus is, when the

general is put for the ſpecial ; as, Preach the

Goſpel to every Creature, meaning Mankird

only, and notto every Creature .

.. Hitherto of Tropes, the firſtkird of elocu

tion, the ſecond kind of Elocution by Fi.

gure.

CHAP
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CHAP. IV.

Of a Figure.

Figureis a kind of Elocution,bywhich

>

its right and plainuſe.

A Figure, is either of a Word , or of a ::
Sentence .

A Figure of a Word, is that by which an

Oration or Speech is compoſed of words

aptly and ſweetly ſuitable to one another,

and this conſiſts in the Dimenſion or Repe

tition of Sounds or VVords.

A Figure, in the Dimenſion of Sounds, is
the ſweet number of Sounds in asentence.

Number, is either Poetical or Oratorical.

A Pretical Number , is that which is con

fined to a perpetual obſervation of certain

Spaces.

A Number Poetical, is either Rhyme or

Meter.

Rhyme is a Poetical Number, containing a

certain number ofFeet, without any regard

to the quantity of the Syllables ; whether

long orſhort, As,

· Dare to be true ; nothing can need a lye :

Afault that needs it moſt,grows two thereby.

A Mater, is a Poetical Number ; conſiſting
of
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ofcertain Feet, ofwhich the laſt Foot hath

the laſt Syllable indifferent or common ;

that is, loog or ſhort.

Oratorical Number doth indeed conſiſt of .

Feet,but not ofany certain number ofFeet,

but of as many or as few as the Orator plea
ſeth .

The Figure ofa wordin reſpect ofthe re

petition thereof, is either of like or unlike

Sounds.

·A Figure of a word in the repitition ofthe

likeSound, is either with , or without Inter

million .

Reperition ofthelike Sound without inter

miſlion , is either an Epizenxis, or an Anan

diplofis.

An Epizenxis, is when a like Sound is re:

peated in the fame Sentence without Inter

miffion ; as, a ſword,a ſword is sharpened.

An Anadiplofis iswhen a like found with

out Intermiſſion is repeated in divers featen

ces, i.c. when itends one and begins ano

ther ; as,

If then, whyI take not my leave, theask ;

Ask,ber again , whyſhe did not anask ?

Repetition of like ſound with intermiſſion

in the ſame place, is either an Arapher a or

Epiſtrophe.

An Anaphera ,is when a like found is re

peated
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peated in the beginning of Sentences ; as,

so am I.

By art ofSails and Oars, Seas are divided :

By art the Chariot runs by art Lovesguided.

AnEpiſtrophe, is when a like found is re

peated, in the cloſe of ſentences ; as, Are

They Hebrews ?? ſa am 1: Arethey Iſraelites ?

foam 1 ; Are they of the ſeeds of Abraham

Repetition of like found with intermiſſion

in divers parts or places, is either an Epa.

1 nalepſis, or an Epanados.

An Epanalepſis,is when alike ſound is re

peated in the beginning and ending of the

lame Sentence ; as, In forrow was lborn ,axd

I muft dye in forrow .

An Epanados, is when the like found is in

the beginning and ending of divers fenten

ces , an Anadiploſis coming between ; as Par

thenia defired above all things to bave Arga

lus ; Argalus feared nothing but ta miſ Pars

thenia .

A Figure ofa Word made by the repeti:

tion ofſounds ſomewhat unlike is either Pan

ronomafia, or Polyproton.

Paronon afia ,is when a Word being chan

ged in a Lerter or Syllable, it is alſo chan

ged in ſenſe and ſignifi: ation ; as, Thongle

you adviſe ne to repent, I have not Grace to

fokor your adviſe.

A Polyptoton, is when words ofthe fame

OrigiGg
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ginal are reiterated, but with ſome variati.

on ; as, Decriving , and being Deceived .

A Figure in reference to a ſentence, is a

Figure which affecteth the whole ſentence

with ſome motion of the Mind, either in

abloluje reaſoning, or in reaſoning Dia

logue-wiſe.

Logiſmus,or abſolute Reaſoning, is when

a fentence is compoſed withcut any talk

ing with other ſuppoſed ; this is either Ec

pkonefis, a recalling of onesſelf, Apoſtrophe, or

Profopopeia.

Ecpkonefis, is a Figưre in reaſoning, by

way of Exclamation ,by an Adverb exprel

fed, or underſtood ; as, wretched-manthat

Iuni !

Recalling of ones felf, is when ſomething

is called back ; and it is as it were a Dimi

nution of the over-haſtineſs or heat of

ſpeech ; and this is either Epanorthoſis, or

Apoſtopeſis.

An Eparnorrboſis, is when ſomething pre

cedeingis called back ,by correctingit ; as,

I l:d one only Young Man to my fun; ab ! what

bave I ſaid ! I had ? yea I had ! It is now #n

certain whether I have or not.

AnApoſicpelis, is when the cloſe ofa ſen

terce begun is ſtopped, by keeping in a

part, which yet is underſtood ;as, You Rogue

if I Live !

An Apoſtroplar, is when a ſpecch is dire

Sted to another, than was by the ſpeech it

ſelf
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felf at firſt intended; as, God knows I lye not .

A Profopopæie, is when in ourOration, we

ſuppoſe another perſon to be ſpeaking ; as ,

Jolk. 24. 27. Bebold this ſhall be a vitneſs un

to us ; for it toath beard all the Words of the

Lord, which he hath Spoken untous.

A Figure, in reaſoning Dialogue wiſe, is

when a ſentenceis compoſed in form of a

Conference ; this conſiſteth in Queſtion

and Anſwer, in Confenting or diſſenting

Dialogiſm .

A Figure of conſenting Dialogiſm , is

when ones Anſwer doth admit ofthe Obje

ction expreſled or underſtood ; yet ſo , as

that from thence the inconſequence of the

Objection may be ſhewed if need be.

Diffenting Dialogiſm , is when ones an

ſwerdothimpugnorcroſs the Objection,

And thus much concerning Elocution, as

for Memory and Pronounciation, which are

the other two parts of Rbetorick, I purpoſe

lyomit themas beingnatural Endowments,

which may be better improved by conſtant

practice than by any Precepts which can be

given.

FINI S.
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THE ENGLISH

ACADEMY :

The SEVENTH PART.

Of the Art ofLOGICK.

L

CHAP. I.

Of Simple Themes.

Ogick,is an Art which conducteth the

Mind in the knowledge ofThings.

2. The Parts of Logick are two,

Thematical and Organical.

3. The Thematical part is that, which

Treateth ofThemes, with their various af

fections, and ſecond Notions, as of the mat

terofwhich Logical Inſtruments are com

poſed .

4. The Organical part is that which trea

teth of theſe Inſtruments, and their com

pofition.

5. A Theme, is any thing propounded to
the
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the underſtanding, that it may be known.

6. A Theme, is either ſimple or compound.

7. A Simple Theme, is one Voice, fignifi

ing one thing as,a Man, a Horſe.

& A Compound Theme,is a Theme made

ofſeveraiſimple themes rightly Joyned to

gether ; ſignifyingmany or ſeveral things ;

fuch are all Orations.

9. A Simple Theme or Voice, is,

1. Concrete, which expreſſeth a thing

Concretely or Joyntly ; as , Learned .

2. Abſtract , which noteth ſomething. Ab

ſtracted from all others ; as , Learning.

10. An Abſtract Voice, or ſimple theme,

is Singular or Univerſal

11. A fingular theme, is that which in its

own nature can be ſpoken of no more than

one, and is called anIndividual.

12. Individuals are oftwo forts.

1. Such as are Certain and Determinate ;

as, this man, Paul, Alexander the Apoſtle

of the Gentiles, &c .

2. Such as are uncertain and indetermi

nate, asſome man .

13. An Univerſal ſimple Theme,otherwiſe

called a Predicable, is that which may be

ſpoken of many ; as, a Body ; and this is

either ofthe firſt or ſecond Intention .

14. Aſimple.Theme of tbe firſt intention, is

that which expreſſeththe thing it felf ; as,

Gold, Stone, & c. ſo called , becauſe they are

the names by which thethingsthemſelves are

firſt made known. 15. A
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15. A fimple Theme of the ſecond Intention,

is that which doth not expreſs the things it

ſelf, but certain affections agreeing to the

thing, and ſuch are all Words of Art ; as,

a Noun, a Metapkor, C.

16. An Univerfal ſimple Theme, may be

ſpoken of many, two ways.

1. In Quid ? or by declaring whata thing

is ; and thus it is ſpoken of ſuch as do dif .

fer in the ſpecies, and is called Genus ;as, a li

ving Creature, colour, ác, or elſe of ſuch as

dodiffer in number only, and is called [ pe

cies ; as, a Man.

2. In Quale, or by declaring what a kind

of thing it is, ofwhich it is ſpoken ; & that

Eſſentially or Accidentally, Eſentially, and

then it is called Difference, the which is,

1. Diviſive, by which a Genus is divided in

to its ſeveralſpecies, as by rational and irra

tional a Living Creature is divided into a

Man or a Beaſt .

2. Conftitution, which doth Eſſentially

conſtitute fomeſpecies, and this is,

1. Generical, which doth conftitutefome

remote ſpecies,but not the next forthe next is

the Genus thus fenfibility in reſpect ofMan, is

a genericaldifference conſtituting firſt a living

Creature and then a man. And this is always

ſpoken ofmanydiffering in ſpecies or number.

2.Specifical,which doth conſtitute the neareſt

Species ; as,rationalibility doth conftituie man.

2. Accidentally, and that either of neceſ

ſity,
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fity, and then it is called a proper Accident,
which is convertable withits Species, per

petually inherent in every of them , and in

no other, asthe viſible faculty in aMan.

Or not of neceſſity, and then it is called a

common or ſimple Accident, not converti.

ble with its Species ; as white.

17. All fimple Themes, may be reduced to

ten ranks or orders, called Predicaments, of

which ſomeare more principal, ſome leſs.

18.The more principalPredicaments are the

firſt ſix,the leſs principal arethe other four.

19. The Predicamental Ranks or Orders,

are of two forts, the one of Subſtance, and

the other of Accidents.

20. Of Subſtance, there is only one, and

it is called by that name Subſtance, which

is a thing ſubliſting of it felf,and it is ei

ther firſt or ſecond .

21. The firft ſubſtance,is a Siøgular ſub

ſtance, or a ſubſtance that cannot be predi

cated of itsſubject ; as, Alexander.

22. The ſecond Subſtance is an Univerſal

fubftance, or a ſubſtance which may be pre

dicated of its ſubject ; as, a Man , a Horſe.

The firſt ſubſtance is chiefly and properly a

ſubſtance, and among the ſecond ſúbitan

ces,every one isby fomuchmoreaſubſtance,

by how much it is nearer to the firſt .

23. The PredicamentalRanks or Orders of

Accidents, are oftwo forts.

1. Abflute, as the Predicaments of quan

tity ,
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tity , Quality, Aktion, and Paffion .

2. Relative,as the Predicament of Relation,

24. Quantity, is an ablolate accident, by

which a thing is ſaid to be great in bulk or

number.

25. Quality, is an abſolute Accident, by

which it is ſimply and determinately decla

red what kind ofthing, that ſubject is, of ·

which it is the Quality.

26. A &tion, is an accident, by which a

ſubject is ſaid to be doing.

27. Paffion, is an Accident, by which the

ſubject is called Patient ; or it is the recep
tion of Action.

28. Relation, is a reſpective accident, by

which one thing is predicated ofanother, er

may by ſome way be referred untoanother.

-29. The leſs priacipal Predicaments are

theſe four, When,Where,Scituation andHabit.

30. The Predicament Wren, is an acci

dent, by which finite things are ſaid to be in

time, paſt, preſent, or to come.

31. The Predicament where, is an acci

dent, by which things finite, are ſaid to be

in foneplace.

32. The Predicament of Scituation , is a

certain Ordination, or placing of parts in
Generation .

33. The Predicament of Habit, is an ac

cident,by which fome garment or ſomething

like a Garment, is put about, hanged upon ,

or ſome way or other joyned to a Body

Hh CH 1P.
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CHAP. II.

Of Compounded Themes.

Itherto of Simple Themes ; Compounded

Themes, or ſuch as are made of ſeveral

Simple Themes are next to be conſidered ;

otherwiſe called Enunciations, or Propofitions.

2.An Enunciation,or Propofition, is an Indi

cative,Congruentand perfe &t Oration,ligni

fying true or falſe without any Ambiguity.

3. The parts of a Propoſition are two,

the parts Signing or Signed.

4. The parts Signing are ſimple terms,

whoſe parts can ſignifie nothing, being ſe

parated from the whole, or no ſuch thing as

they did ſignifie being joyned alltogether.

5. Theſe ſimple terms are of two ſorts,

Categorematical, or Syncategorematical.

6. Categorematical or Significative terms,

or ſuch ſimple terms, as do by themſelves

fignifie ſomething perfectly ; and theſe are
either Nouns or Verbs.

7. A Noun, is a ſimple term or word,

which doth ſignifie ſomecertain thing with

out deſtinction of time; as, a man, a horſe.

8. A Verb, is a ſimple term ,which doth lig .

milie ſomething,with ſome deſtinction of time

past, preſent, or to come ; as, he runnelk.

9. Syncategoremátical, or Conſignificative

terms, are ſimple terms, which of them

ſelves do not fignifie any certain thing, or

con
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conſtitute a Propoſition, but being joyned

with other Words, are sgnificative, to ex

preſs themannerofſuch athing ; and ſuch

are all Words which ſerve to expreſs the

quantity of a propoſition ; as, all,none,ſome,

& c. with all Adverbs, Conjunctions, Pre

poſitions, and Interjections.

10. The parts ſigned are three ; the ſub

ject, the predicate,and the Copula.

11. The ſubject is all that which precedes

the Copula in the Propoſition.

12. The Predicate, is all that which is

ſpoken ofthe ſubject.

13. The copula, is the principal Verb ,

joyning the Predicate to the ſubje&t, and in e

very Propoſition is ſome perſon of this

Verb Subſtantive, as in this Propoſition, A

Man is a living Creature ; a Man is the ſub

ject ; a living Creature is the Predicate; and

the Verb isthe Copula ; ſometimes the co

pula is ſome Perſon of a Verb Adjective ; as

in this Propoſition, Socrates lived at Athens.

Here note,thattheſubject doth not always

precede, andthe predicate follow the copula,

in orderof the parts or terms, but in ſenſe

and conſtruction ; and alſo , that in ſome Pro

poſitions ,the three terms are not always ex

preſt,butimplyed ; as, Iwalk ,for Iam walking.

14.Propofitionsare diſtinguiſh'd threeways,

according to Subſtance, Quantity and Quality.

55.A Propoſition in refpect of the ſubſtance

or parts ofwhich it doth confift, is either

Caregerical or Hypothetical.
16. A
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16. A Categorical Propofition, is that which

doth conſiſt of one ſubject,one Predicale,and

one Copula;as, a man is a Living Creature and

this is either Pure or Modal,

17. A Pure Categorical Propofition, is

when the Predicate is purely affirmed or de

nyed of the ſubject, without expreſſing the

mannerofaffirming or denying.

18. A Modal Categorical Propofition, is

when beſides theſubject ,predicate, andcopum

la weadd ſome modification, to ſhew how
the Predicate is inthe Subje&t, as, it isneceſ

ſary; it is contingent, it ispoſſible ; it is impoſ

ſible that a manſhould be mithout reaſon.

19.An Hypothetial Propoſition ,isthat which

doth conſiſt of two Categorical Propoſitions,

joyned together by ſome Conjunction, as,

ifa man bea living Creature, then a man is a

Body.

20. A Propofition ,in reſpect ofQuality, is

diſtinguiſhed two ways; firſt according to the

Quality ofthe ſign, and ſo it is Affirmative or

Negative; ſecondly ,according to the quantity

ofthething ; & ſo it is either Trueor Falſe.

21. A Propoſition , in reſpect of Quantity,

is uniwerſal,particular, indefinite ,or fingular:

22. An Vniverſal propoſition, is that which

hatha noteof Univerſálity added to a com

mon or univerſal Subject ; as, every man is

a Living Creature.

23. A particular propoſition ,is that in which

a note of particularity isadded to an univerſal

Subjeét ;
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Subject; as, fomeman is * Living Creature.

24. An Indefinite propofition , is that, in

which no note, whether Univerſal or Par

ticular is put before the univerſal Subject ;

as, a man is a Living Creat= re.

# : 25,4 Singular propofition, is that in which

the ſubject is ſingular,whether it be a proper

Name;as,Secrates is a Philoſopher;or whetheç

it be acommonname with anote offingulari
tyſet before it ;as, this man is Learned ,

26. Pure Categorical propoſitions, as they

have reference to one another, have three

affections ; . Oppoſition , Æquipollency, and
Converfion .

27. Oppoſition istherepugnancy oftwoca.

tegorical propoſitions, either in quantity alone,

or in qualityalone,or elſe in quantity and qua

lity both , in which there is the ſame ſubject,

the ſame predicate and the fame copula, as,

everyman is juft, no man is juft.

28.Thecategarical propoſitions,may be ſaid

to be oppoſite four ways; Contrarily, Subcon

trarily, Subalternately, and contradictorily.

29.Two propoſitions that are contrarily and

ſubcontrarily oppoſite, are oppoſite only in

quality ; and ſuch as are fubalternately oppo .

fite, are oppoſite only in quantity ;and ſuch

as are contradi&torily oppofite, are oppoſite :

both in quantityand quality.

30.Oppoſiijen ,by way ofcontrariety is the

repugnancy of two Univerſal Propoſitionsin

quality; as,every man doth run ,noman doth run ;

Ii and
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and theſeina contingentmatter,may be both

Falſe, but cannot beboth togethertrue,

31. Subcontrary Oppoſition is the repugnan

cy oftwoparticularPropoſitions in quality ;

as,fomeman doch run, fome man doth not run ;

and theſe in a contingent matter maybe both

true, but cannot be both together Falfe.

32. Sabalternate Oppoſition , is the repug

nancy oftwo Affirmative, ortwo Negative

Propoſitions in their quantity ; as, every man

derbo run ,fome man doth run.

33. Contradictory.Oppoſirion , is the repug.

nancy of two Propoſitions, both in quality

and in quantity , ſo that if one of them be

Affirmative, the other ſhall be Negative ; if

pne be Univerſal, the other ſhall be particu

lar ; as, Every man is Learned, ſome man is

zo leurned : Allwhich may beeaſily appre

hended by the following scheme.

Everyman is learned . Noman is learned

Contrariety
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Some man is learned . Someman is not learned
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34. Aiquipolleney, is the equivalency of

twoPropoſitions, in fenfe andſignification ,

though they differ in Words, by virtue of

this Word of Negation (not) bzing ſet be

ſore the Sign and Subject, aftertheSignand

Subject, or both before and after, in which

there is the fame Subject, and the fame Pre

dicate ; as, fome man is Learned ; not every

man is Learned : The feveral varietieswhere

of are fully expreſſed in theſe Diſtichs.

If after fign andfubjeét, this (not) be,

Contraries then, make Æquipollincie.

Onlybefore mak. contradictories,

But 'fore andaft' arefubalternateguiſe,

35. Converſion, is an art mutation of the

whole fubje&t, into the place of the whole

Predicate, and of the whole Predicate, into

the placeofthe whole ſubject, keeping the

fame Quality, but ſometimes changing the

Quantity ; as, Every man is a Living Crra .

ture ; Some Living Creature is a man ,

30.This Converſion is three fold ;

1. Simple, in which the predicateis chanº

ged into the place ofthe whole Subject, and

the Contrary,keeping the ſame both qua

lity and quantity i a3, Ve man is * Store,

therefore nooneis a man .

2. By Accident, in whichthe whole pre

dicate is changed into the place ofthewhole

Subject and the Contrary,keeping the ſame

Quality,li 2
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Quality, but changing ofthe Quantity ; as,

Every man is a livingCreature, thereforeſome

Living Creature is aman .

3. By Contrapofition , in which the whole

Subjeđ is changed into the place of the

Whole predicate ; and the contrary, keep
ing both the ſame Quality and Quantity ,

but changing the termsfrom Finite to Infi

nite , as, Every Man is a Living Creature,

therefore every thing that is aLiving Creature,

is not a man :WhatPropofitionsmay be con

verted this or that way, theſe . Verſes do

expreſs.

EE, 11, Converſion Simple make.

AT, EO, of Accidentpartake.

4 4,00, for Contrapofits fake.

And what theſe Letters A , E , 1,0 , do

ſignifie theſe Diſtichs do declare :

A, affirmes, E , denies both univerſal are,

1, affirms, 0, denies, butboth particular.

|

СНАР.
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CHAP. III.

Of Difinition and Diviſion.

Having donewiththefirſtpart ofLogick,
namely, thatwhich treateth of Themes.

I come now unto the ſecond, called the

Organical, or that which treateth of Lagical

Inſtruments, and their Compoſition.

2.Logical Inſtruments are four;Definiti

on, Diviſion, Argumentation, and marked .

3. Definition, is the explication of the

thing which is defined ; and this is either

Nominal, or Real.

4. A Nominal Difinition , is that which

ſheweth theSignification of the Name; whe

ther it be by giving the Etymology,thereof,

or by expreſſing it by ſome other Synony.

mous wordmcregenerally known.

Si A Real Definition, is that which ſhew

ethwhat the thing is ; and this is either

perfect or imperfect.

6. A Real and a Perfect Difinition, is that

which doth explain the thing by Elencial

Attributes.

7. AReal,butImperfect Definition , other

wifecalled a Deſcription, is that which ex

plains the Nature of a thing, by certainAC

cidental Attributes.

8. Diviſion , is the Deduction of ſome

thing
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thing that is large, into a ſtraighter and

narrower comprehenfion ; and this is either

of ſome ambiguous word , in : o its ſeveral

ſignifications, and then it is called DiffixEti

on, or ofthewhole into its parts,

9. The whole is either Simple, or Aggre

gate ; Diviſion ofthe whole,ſimply and pro

perly ſo called is three-fold .

1. Univerſal into its ſubjective parts, or

ofthe General into the Specials ; as, to di

vide Animal into Man and Beaſt.

2. Efential,wbich refolvesthe whole in

to effential parts, and this either ofa Species

into its Genus and Difference, orofſome fpe.

cial nature into itsmatterand form ; as, A

Man into Soul and Body.

3. Integral,which refolveth the whole in

to Integral parts,and this is the Diviſion of

fome individual, either into its ſenſible or
material parts.

4. Diviſion ofthe aggregated whole into

its parts, andby Accident is five-fold.

1. When the subject may be divided by

its Accidents ; as, Men are Learned or una

learned.

2. When an Accident may bedivided by

its Subjects ; as, Feavers are in the Spirits or

in the Humours, orintheſolid parts.

3. When anAccidentmaybe divided by

Accidents ; as, Good is either profitæble, love

neft, or pleaſant,

4. When things may be divided by their

Objects ;
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Objects; as, Sight by Colours, Hearing by
Sound.

5. WhenCauſes may be divided by their

Effects ; and the -Contrary ; as, Heavenly

heas is from the Sun and Ekmentary from

Fire.

CHAP. IV . -

Of Argumentation.

A
Rgumentation is an Oration by which

Joene Problemis proved by inference.

1. A Problem, is the propoſition or Que

ſtion to be proved ; the which Problem ,

whenit is ſo proved is the Concluſion, and

follows the Illative note, or note of infe

rence : All that which precedes is the Ance

cedent,that which follows is the Conſequent

or Conclufion ; the lllative is commonly

this word ( therefore ,) and in this doth the

tye or force ofthe Argument confift.

2. Argumentation, may be conſidered ei
ther in reference to theform and manner

of Arguing,which is the more general con

fideration , or as it is reftrained to certain

matter,as Ihall be thewed in his place:

3. The kinds of Argumentation are uſual.

ly reckonedto be four; Syllogifm , Induction,
En
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.

Enthymeme, and Example, but may be redu

ced to two; for an Enthymeme is nothing

but an imperfect Syllogiſm ; an example, an

* imperfect Induction ;Other lefs principal

kinds of Argumentation there are, which

either areof no uſe, or may be reduced to a

Syllogiſm ; as, Sorites and Dilemma, which

are indeed redundant Syllogiſms ; Sorites Ca

tegorical, and Dilemma Hypothetical.

4. A Syllogiſm , is' an Oration, in which

ſomething being taken for granted , fome

thing elſenotgranted before, is proved or
inferred from them .

s . A Syllogiſm is two-fold , Categorical,

in which all the propofitions are Categori

cal: or Hypothetical, in which one or more

of the propoſitions are Hypothetical ; in
both which we are to conſider the Matter

andtheForm.

6. The Matterofa Syllogiſm , is either
Romote or Next.

7. The Remote matter, is that ofwhich it

is remotely made, as the Simple Terms

which in the propoſitions ofthe Syllogiſm

are made Subjectand predicate.

8. TheSi:pple Terms of a Syllogiſm are

three, of which one is called the Middle

Term , the other two are the Major and

the Minor Extreams, The Majorand Minor

Extreams are the predicate, and the other

the Subjekt of the queſtion, and the Middle

Term or Argument, is the Term not ex

preſſed
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prefled ia the queſtion, but is united once

to theMajor Extream andonce to the Minor.

9. The next or immediate matter of a

Syllogiſm , is that of which the Syllogiſm is

imõediately made, as the threepropofiti

ons, whicharemade ofthe ſimple terms,of

which the firſt is called the Major,the ſecond

the Minor, & thethird is calPdthe Corclufion .

10. Theform of aSyllogiſm is the right

diſpoſing ofthetwo-foldMatter, Next and

Remote , and this comprehendeth two

things, Figure, and Mood ; the one, to wit

Figure, hath reſpect to the Remote Matter

or SimpleTerms, and Moods reſpects the

next Matter or the propofitions.

11. A Figurs,isthefit difpofing ofthe

middle Terms withthe Extreams, in refes

rence to ſubjection and Predication ; this

is three- fold .

12. The firſt Figure maketh that whicla

is the middlefimple term to be the ſubject in

: themajor propoſition and the Predicate in

the minor.

*13. The ſecond Figure, maketh themiddle

ſimple terms to be the Predicate, both in he

majorand theminor propoſitions.

14. The third Figure maketh the middle

ſimple term to be the ſubject both in the major

and the minor propoſitions; according to

theſe Diſtichs.

Both ſuband præ, doth the firſt Figure uſe.

Twise præ thenext the third ovice lub I'muſe.

K 15. A
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15. A Mood is the diſpoſing of the pro ..,

poſitions according toquantityand quality. ;

16. There are 19 Moods, of which there

' are nine in the firſt Figure; four in the feo

cond ; and fix in the third , according to

theſe Verſes.

1.Barbara,Celarent,Darii,Ferio, Baralipton.

Colamies,Dabitis, Fapema, Fricefomorum.

2. Ceſare, Cameftres, Feftino,Baroco,

3. Darapti :

Felapson,Diſamis,Datifi,Bocardo, Ferifom.

17. Theſemoodsare ſo many words of

Art, which ferve only to denote the quali

ty and quantity of every propoſition, by

help ofthe Vowels,A , E , 1, 0jas hath been

ſhewedalready ; and are ſomeof them per

fect, as the four firſt Moods in the firk Fi.

gpre , and all the monds inthe ſecond andabirdand
all

the reſt are imperfecta

18. And the queſtion propounded is pro

ved by or inferred from the premiſes, by

help oftheſe moods two ways,viz. Directlying

and Indirectly.

1. Directly, when the Minor Extream is

the ſubject in the Concluſion, and the

Major in the Predicate.

2. Indirectly, whenthe Major Extream is

the fubje£t in the Concluſion , and the Minor

the Predicate, and this is in the five laſt

moods ofthefirkt Figureonly , according to

theſe Diftichs. All
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All the Nineteen directly do conclude,

Except ofFigurefirft, the laft s Meed.

19. Theſe things premiſed , a Syllogifm ,

may bemade in any Mood and Figure in

this manner.

The queſtion propounded is always the

concluſion of theSyllogifm ,and by thequans.

tity thereofdothplainly ſhew in what mood

or moodś it may be framed , and by confe

quence, in what Figure alſo .

20. Ifthe Syllogiſmbe to be made in ſuch

a mood asdothdirectly infer the Concluſion

from the Premiſes ; then the ſubject in the

Propoſition is the Minor Extream ,and the

Predicate the Major ; as in the four firſt

moods of the firſt Figare, and in all the

Moods ofthe ſecond and third Figures ; but

inthe five laſt Moodsofthe firſt Figure, the

ſubject inthe Propoſition is the MajorExtream

i and the Predicate the Miner , and the mid

dle term is theCauſeor Argument bywhich

the truth or falſitie of the propoſition is tobe

proved .

21. TheMiddle Term or Argument be

ing joynedto theMajor Extream , doth make

the Major propoſition and beingjoynedtothe

Minor Éxironm , itmaketh the minor propoſiti
on .

Kk 2 Example
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Example.

Let this be the Propofition , N. Man is a

fone : This Propoſition being an Univerſal

Negative, the Syllogiſm may be framed in

Celarent, Celantes, Ceſare orCameftres; ifin

Celurent, man is the Minor Extream , and

Stone the Major ; and to find out the middle

Term , I conſider of ſomeReaſon or Argu

ment by which to prove the Queſtion ; as,

AMan is not a Stone,becauſe be is a Living

Creature ; ſo then Living Creature is the

Middle Term , and theſethree Terms being

thus placed ;

Middle Term .

Living Creature,

MinorExtream . Major Extream .

Man Stone.

Becauſe Celarent belongs tothe firſt Fi

gure,the middleTerm Living Creature muſt

be the Subject in the Major Propofirion, and .
the Predicate in theMinor ; thus,

Subj. Pred .

Major. Living Creature .

Minor .
-Living Creature.

Conclu. No man is a Stone.

And
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And joyning this middle Term to the

Major Extream ,and alſo to the Minor ; the

ſeveral Propoſitions will be theſe ;

Major. A living Creature isnot a ſtone .

Minor. A man is a living Creature.

Conclk . A man is not a ſtone.

Laſtly adding the Quantity to every Prox

poſition according to the Vowels in this

Mood, the Compleat Syllogiſm is,

Major.2.- No living Creatureis a ftone.
Minor.Sla . Every man isaliving Creature "

Srent. No man isaſtone.

The like may be done in the other moods.

22. An Enthymem , is an Imperfect Syllo

giſm , inferring the Concluſion from fome

one Propofition only ; as, A man is a living

Creature, therefore he hathafoul.

23. An Induction , is an Imperfect ſyllo

giſm , inwhich from many ſingulars, fomc

UniverſalConcluſion is inferred ; as, This

man is a living Creature, and thatman is a lim

ving Creature, & c. therefore every man is a lju

ving Creature.

24. Example, is an imperfect fyllogiſm ,in

which from one or more ſingulars, we infer

another particular ; as, Cariline waspuniſhed
LI
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for making of Sediciin, therefore this, Sediticus

í Fellow ſhould be puniſhed,

25. Sorites, is an imperfect fyllogifm , in

which , from four or more Premiſes, we in

fer a Concluſion , in which the firſt ſubject is

joyned with thelaſt Predicate ; as, Socrates

is a man, a man is a living Creature , a living

Creature is á Body, a Body is a ſubſtance,

therefore Socrates is aſubſtance.

26. A Dilemma, is an Argumentation

whicinby disjoyning of the Members, doch

fo enforce theAdverſary, that which part

ſoever he chooſeth , he will be catched , as,

Tribute muſt be given to Cæſar, or to God ; If

to God, tben not to Cæfar, and this is Treaſon ;

If ta Cæfar, then not to God, and this is Sacri

Ledge .

And thus much concerning a ſyllogiſm in

the General, with the ſeveral kirds and

forms chereof.

CHAP. v.

Of A Material Syllogifm .

1
Come nowto ſpeak ofa Specialor M218

rial fyllogiſm , as it is conſtrained to cer.
tain conditions of Matter.

2. A special or, waterial fyllogifm , is of
th : ee
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three forts ; Apodičtical, Dialectical and sc

phiſtical.

3. All Apodictical ſyllogiſm ,otherwiſe cal

led a Demonſtration , may be defined two

way's ; either from the end, or froin themat

ter of Demonftration.

4. From the end of Demonftration,an Apo

distica! Biligifm , is a ſyllogiſin begetting

knowledge, or making to know. And we

are then ſaid to know a thing, when we

know the cauſe for which it is ſo, and cane

not be otherwife .

5: All Knowledge is of ſuch Conciofions,

to which we afTene, for ourpreceding know

ledge of the Premiſes ; and the Precognita

in every Science are theſe threc : The Sub.

jiet, the Affection, and the Cauſe.' And the

means by which theſe are foreknown, are

called Precognitions,and they are two ; That

a thingis, and what a thing is.

6. The ſubject , is the leſs Extream , in a

Demonſtration, concerning which ſome acci

dent is. Demonſtrated by its next Carlſe ;

as, a man , conterning whom we muſtknowboths
that he is, andwhat he is.

17. Affe &tion or Paſſion , is a proper acci

dent, which is Demonſtrated of the ſubject,

by aproper Cauſe, it is always the greater

Extream ,which is Predicated in theConclu

ſion ; as, Riſibility,the which is neceſſary to

be foreknown, in reſpectofits name,What

it is,buț not, that it is; for that is thething
L12 to
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to be enquired after, the thing we are to

find by Denomination.

8. A Canſe, is that by which the Affection

isDemonſtrated of itsſubject, and isalways

the Major Propoſition in the Demonſtrati

on ; as, Every rationalAnimal is riſible ;

what the Cauſe is cannot be foreknown, be

cauſe it is a compounded Propoſition , but it

ought to be known, Thatit is, or elſe the

Conclufion cannot be inferr'dfrom it .

9. An Apodictical ſyllogiſm , beingdefined

from the matter of Demonftration , is aſyla

logiſm , which proveth its Concluſion from

ſuch Premiſes, as are of themſelves fuffici

ently known.

10. A Demonſtraigon, is to be conſidered,

either in reſpect ofthe Matter or in reſpect

of the Form.

11. In reſpect of the Måtter, one kind of

Demonſtration, ſeweth why the Predicate is

inherent in the ſubjedt, andanother fheweth

that it is inherent in the ſubjelt .

12. In the firſt of theſekinds of Demon

Itration, called theDemonftration canſal,why

a thing is ; the Conditions to be obſerved ,

do partly belong to the Queſtion , partly.to

the Cauſe or Medium ofthe Demonftration,

and partly to the Premiſes.

13. Every Queſtion doth not admit of

the firſt andmoſt perfect kind of Demon

ſtration, called, why a thing is ? but ſuch a

Queſtion only as is true,and hath a certain
and
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and immutable Cauſe of its own Truth.

14. The Medium ofa Demonſtration,

ought to be the next Cauſe ofthe Predicate ;

and that eitherEficient orFinal,and theEf

ficient eitherInternal or External.

15. The Conditionsto be obſerved in the

Premiſes of a Demonſtration , are Abfoluto

or Relative.

16. The Abſolute Conditions are two ; the

firſt is , that the Propoſitions be neceſſarily

true and reciprocal.; The ſecond, is that

they be immediate or firft, in reſpect of the

ſubject ; as, A man is Rational, and in re

ſpect oftheCauſes; as , That which is ratio .

nal, is viſible, a man is rational, Ergo.

17. The Relative Conditions to be obſer

ved inreference to the Concluſion ,are three.

1. Thatthe Premiſes be the Cauſe of the

Conclufion. 2. That they be before it : and

B. That they be more known than the Con

Cluſion.

18. The other leſs principal kind ofDe

monſtration in reſpect of the Matter, or

the Demonſtrationwhat, is two-fold , the

one is from ſome ſenſible Effect, and the o

ther from a remote Cauſe.

19. The form of theſe Demonſtrations,

is deſcerned partly from the Quantity,and

ſoit is. Vniverfalor Particular ; Partlyfrom

the Quality, and ſo it is Affirmative or Ne

gative ;partly from the manneroftheproof,

and ſoit is Oſtenſive, or by Redu &tion toIm

poſſibility,
LI 3 CHAP.
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CH A P. VI.

Of a Topical Syllogiſm .

HI
Itherto we have ſpoken ofa Demon .

ſtrative ſyllogifim , whoſe matter is ne.

ceſſary, and the end a perfect Knowledge;

come wenow to a Dialectical or Topical Jylv

logiſm , whoſe matter is probable and Con

tingent, and the endOpinion.

2. In a Diale &tical, or Topical ſyllogiſm ,

we areto conder of Problems, Propoſitions,

and Invention of Arguments.

3. A Problem or Queſtion, is the thing of

which it is probably diſcourfd, and the

Concluſion of a ſyliogiſm already made.

4. Dialectical Propofitions, ought to be

certain , at leaſt probable, and notParadox

es ; now that is ſaid to be Probable, which

not being abſolutely true ' , doth ſeem to be
true rather than faile : And that is faid to

bea Paradox, which is true, though contra

ry to the vulgar opinion .

5. For the Invention of Arguments, we

are to conſider Common places andRules.

6. A Place, is common Note, by whole

help an Argument is found.

À A Rule or Canon, is a Propoſition ,con

taining
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tainingtheReaſonof the Conſequence, in

à Dialectical fyllogiſm .

8. Arguments areof twoforts, Artificial

and inartificial,

9. Artificial Arguments, are ſuch as from

the conſideration ofthe parts ofa Problem ,

are not found but by Rules ofArt.

10. Inartificial Arguments are ſuch as are

found without any help of Art, and theſe

are nothing but Teſtimonies.

11. Artificial Arguments, may be raiſed

from theſe ſeven Topicks or Heads. 1. From

the Cauſe and theEffect. 2. From the ſub

ject and the Accident. 3. From Dilintar

and Compariſon. 4. From Conjugates and

Notation . 5. From the Whole and its Parts .

- 6. From Genusand Species. 7. From Defi

nition and Diviſion,

12. A Cauſe in General, may be defined

to bethat, by whoſe power a thing is.

An Argument therefore fromthe Cauſe, is

when in a probable fyllogifin , the middle

terni is thecauſe ofthe MajorExtream ,

13. There are two kinds of Cauſes ; Inc

ternal as the material, ormatter, of whicha

thing is made ; and theFormal, by which a

thing is ; as, The ſhapeand form of a ftatue.

External, as the Efficient, which doth

bring thething to paſs; and the Final or

End,for whichathing is done.

14. An Argument from the Eficient

Cauſe, is when in a probable fyllogiſm , the
middle
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middle Term is the Efficient ofthe Major Ex

tream : as, The Earth is Diametricaly inter

poſed between the Sun and the Moon, therefore

the Moon shallbe eclipſed.

15. An Argument from the Final Cauſe, is

when in a probable fyllogiſm , the niddle

Term is the Final Cauſe of the major Ex

tream .

16. An Arguntent fromthe materialcauſe,

is whenin a probable ſyllogiſm , the middle
Term isthe material cauſe ofthe Major Ex

tream , or the Genks or Species thereof.

17. An Argument from the Formal Cauf ,

3when in a Probable fyllogiſm , the middle

Termisthe Form , Definition , Deſcription , or

Difference ofthe majorExtream .

18. In the Topicksofthe ſubječtand the

Accident,we do not take the ſubject for the

fubftance, in which the Accident is inherent,

orthe Accident for that which dothpreciſe

ly and adiquately adhere to the fubftansc;

butſubject is here taken for all that,to which

anythingnot belonging to its eſſence is at
tributed : And Accident is here taken for a

nyſuchattribute, as, Number is the ſubjeit

ofEquality, that is, it is an Accident of an
Accident.

19. An Argument from the ſubject, is as

oft as the middle Term in a Probable fyllo

gifm , is the ſubject of the major Extream .

21. Thethird General Topick for the In

vention ofArguments, is from Deffentuinies

and Compariſon. 22. Dif
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22. Defentanes, are either Oppoſites or

Diſparates ; as, a Horſe, and a Bull There

arefour kinds of Oppoſites ; Relative, Contra .

ry, Privative, and Contradictory. Compari

ſons are either in reſpect of quality ; as,

like and unlike, or in reſpect ofquantity, or

alſo ofdegrees ; as, equal and inequal; and

what ever may beſaid to be niore or leß or

equal,

23. An - Argument from Diffentanies, is

when in a Probable Syllogiſm, the middle

Term is oppoſed to the Major Extream ,

whether it be by way of a Diſparate, or a

Contrary, or otherwiſe .

24. An Argument from Compariſon, is as

oft as in a probable fyllogiſm , one part of

the Major propoſition is compared with
theother, in reference to their agreement

or their diſagreement.

25. The fourth general Topick, for the

Invention of Arguments, is froin Conjugates

and Notation . And they are properly cala

led Conjugates, whichfor the affinity of

fignification, have alſo an affinity in the

Voiceor Sound ; as, Juſt, Juſtice, and Juft

ly , fome Conjugatesare only Nominal, and

ſome Real, and ſomeboth , and docompre

hend Denominatives under them , and are

either ſubſtantiveswhere one is a Noun ſub

ftantive abſtracted from the Subject ; as,

Juſtice, Jug ; or Adjectives, where they be

both Denominatives, or Concretes, which.
Mm thew
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thew the form in the Abſtract ; as, Iuff ,

Fuftly. Notation or Etymology, is the Ex

plication ofa Word bythe Original there

of ; as, a Conſul, from Counſelling the Com
mon -Wealth

26. An Argument from Conjugates, is as

oft as in a probable fyllogiſm ; the one the

Conjugates in the major propoſition, is the

fubje&t of the major Term ; as, He that doch

Juftly is fuft.

17. The firk General Topick for the In

venting of Arguments, is from the whole

and itsparts. 'And anArgument from the

thing divided to the divided members, is as

oft as the thing divided is the middle Term ,

and the dividing Members the Major Ex

tream , in a Probable Syllogiſm . And an

Argument fromthedividing Members, to

the thing divided , is as oft as the di

viding Membersare the middle Term , and

the thing divided the Major Extream .

28. Theſixth General Topick, is from

Genus and Species ; And an Argument from

Genus and Species, is when weprove that a

thing doth not agree with the Genus., be

cauſe it doth not agree with the ſpecies ; or

that it doth not agree with theſpecies, be

'cauſe it doth not agree with thegenus.

29. The ſeventh General Topick for the

Inventing of Arguments, is from Definition,

and Diviſion . Weraiſe an Argumentfrom

the Topickor Definition, when we feck for

the
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the Definition ofeither Extream , that is,of

the Subjekt or thePredicate in the queſtion ,

which beingfound, is put into the place of

the Mean, that it may be known whether

the Extreams fhould be conjoyned or fepa

rated ; thus we prove that Peter is a man,

becauſe he isa Rational living Creature. We

argue from the Topick ofDiviſion, whenwe

ſhew ſomething to agree with the dividing

Members, becauſe it agrees with the thing

divided, or nottoagree with the thing di

vided , becauſe it doth not agree with any of

the Dividing Members.

30. Inartificial Arguments, are only ſuch

as are raiſedfrom Divine or Humane Tea

ftimony. And an Argument is raiſed from

Teftimony, as oft as the Authority of him

that beareth witneſs, is the middle Term , a

greeing or not agreeing with the Major Ex

tream .

Mm 2 С НАР.
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CHAP. VII.

of a Sophiſtical Syllogifm .

A or
Sophistical Syllogy/m , is a Captious'AF

apparently true, but is indeed deceitful.

2. Sophistical, or Fallacious Arguing, is

either in reſpect of the Words or of the

Things.

3. Fallacies in Words, are five; Ambiguje

tie, Amphibolie, Compoſition, Diviſion, and

Figureofa Word.

4. Fallacies in things are ſeven, Accident,

Ofa thing ſpoken after a fort, to a thing

ſpoken Simply ; Ignorance of the Argu

ment ; a falſe or wrong Cauſe, Conſequent,

Beginning ofthe Queſtion, and an asking of

many Queſtions.
5

2

СНАР.
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CHAP. VII

METEO
Ethod is the diſpoſing ofthingsbelong

ing to the ſameMatter or Subject, ſo ,

as that they maybe beſt underſtood, and ea

fieft remembred .

2.Method is two-fold ,Natural or Arbitrary.

3. A Natural Method is that, in which

the orderofNature and our diftinct Know

ledge is obſerved .

4. In a Natural Method, wemuſt ſpeak

firſt ofGenerals, and then of Particulars ,

and as we proceed from one thing to ano

ther, every part muſt have a dependence

on that, which was laſt ſpoken of by fonie

apt tranſition.

S. A Natural Method is either Totah or

Partial.

6. A Total Method is that, in which a

whole Science is Methodically ordered or

diſperſed. And this is either, Synthetical,

or Analytical

7. A Synthetical or Compofitive Method is

that, which begins with the firſt and moſt

ſimple Principles, and fo proceeds to thoſe,

which do ariſe from, or are Compoſed of

the firſt Principles.

8. An Analytical or Reſolutive Method, is

NO that
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that, which begins with the end ,and ſo pro

ceedsſtill lower and lower, till we come to

the firſt and moſt Simple beginnings.

9. A Partial Me: bou is that, by which a

ny part of any Art or Science is Methodi

cally ordered or diſpoſed : or by which any

particular Theme or Subject is handled by

it felf.

10. An Arbitrary Meihod is that, which

not regarding the Natural order, is fitted

for ſuch a confuſed Knowledge, as may be

moſt takingwith the People, or fute beſt

with their Capacities.

Andthus much concerning Method, which

is the fourth and laft Logical Inſtrument;

and with this I Lall conclude theſe my Lo

gical Precepts,and laſt part ofmy Engliſh A.

cademy: He that deſires to be more fully ac

quainted withtheſe Arts and Sciences, may

for all, but Muficki Read my other particu

lar Tractsof theſe Subjects, till ſome body

that hathmoreknowledge in them ,ſhall fur

niſh us withmore ample and perfect Inſtru

ctions ; and as for Mufick, I am much of

Opinion,thatMr.Playford's Introduction may

very well ſerve, to Inſtruct our Youth in

the firſt Principles of thatexcellentScience ;

For which , andall other helps of Learning,

To the onlyWife God , be all Honour andGlory,

-5101 andfor ever , Amen .

FINIS.
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ciaio

The Art and MISTERY OF

A

NAVIGATION

As to Obſervation in taking Heights,

&c. Sailing the Sundry ways, & c. And

other uſeful matters worthy of xote to

Navigators, &c.

Mongſt the many Undertakings,that

redound to the Advantage ofMan

kind, Navigation is very conſider's

able ; for on it depends not only

the Welfare ofprivate Perſons, butof Na

tions and Kingdoms, as being Enriched and

Improved in Knowledge by it : Wherefore

it is highly neceſſary to ſpeak fomething of
it in this Treatiſe of Arts and Sciences, that

may Inſtruct the Unexperienced, and, per

haps, improvethe knowledgeof the Elder
Practitioners.

In the Treatiſe of Aſtronomy, you find

the names ofthe Stars andmanyother things

neceſſary to be takennotice of in Navigati

on ; for on that Art much of this depends,

eſpecially in taking the Suns height or Meria

dian Altitude, andtheElevation or height

NA 2 . of
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of the Pole, as being the Computation or

Diſtance in Latitude from the Æquator, ei

ther North or South, or any other Imagi

ned Parralel,aswe find Eaſt and Weſt is the

diſtarce of Longitude, where ever the Meria

dian is found, there muſt conſequently be

computed anequal diſtance on either ſide of

it ; ſo that the Meridian thus conſidered,the

Rumb muſt be folikewiſe, for that leading

from place to place, maybe termed the di

ſtancerun upon fuch apoint of the Compaſs.

And to come nearer the taking of theſe di

ſtances and heights are the principal things

to be obſerved in this art as to the Carry.

ing a Ship to any Country and Port, and

knowing at any time where you are, and all

thefe (according to the greateſt Proficients)

are more cloſely , or briefly comprized . 1.
In the difference of the Latitude. 2. In

the difference of the Longitude. 3. The

Rumbs. 4. The diſtance run upon the Rumb.

Now if two of theſe be knownor given ,

the two that remain may be eaſily found,

the first by Obſervation , and the laſt by Tric
gonometry, or Arithmetical Calculation , & c.

And in further confideration oftheſe things,

to find the Latitude or Elevationofthe Pole,

you muſt obſerve the Meridian Altitude ei

ther ofthe Sun or Stars, and though there

are many ways deſcribed to do this, yet

what enſues is found themoſt plain and eaſy.

Da it by the Aftrolabe or Quadrant in this
manner
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manner, viz . by what we call backward ob

ſervationand not troubling your Eyes with

looking through the lights, permit the Sun

to fhine through the fight that is next to the

Center, ſo ordering it , that the beam may

fall directly upon the hole of the other ſight,

by which means the thread will fall upon

the right Altitude in the Quadrant, or the

Index in the Aftrolabe will in the fame man

ser divide the degrees of Altitude.

Ifthe Sun ſhine not, and you are deſirous

to find its Meridian Altitude, you may do it

by informing your felf of the declination

and Latitude ; And upon this obſervation,

ifyou find the declinationNorth, then add

to the Complement of the Latitude, which

you will ever find to be the fame with the

height of the Æquinoctial, but on the con

trary, if it be a South declination, then ſub

tract from the Complement of the Latitude,

and that will at any timegive you the Meri

dian Altitude. As put the cale we find in

any place the Elevation ofthe Pole, that is

the Latitudeto be 52 degrees, the comple

ment thereof to 90degrees, is 38 degrees,

which likewiſe isfound to be the height of

the Æquinoctial, and then it being granted,

that onMay 2. the Sun being 20 degrees,24

minutes of Taurns, his declinationNorth

ward is 117 degrees, 56-21 s . which ,when

you add to 38 , brings the Suns Meridian Al:

titude to be s5 degrees, 56 minutes, and

12 ſecondsNO 3
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12 ſeconds, but if this be required to be

found when the Sun comes to The Aquino

Etial, either on the 13 of September or the it

of March, then the height of the ſtars

or fun, when they are upon the Meridian,

will ſhew the trueLatitnde if fubtracted from

90 degrees, but at other times you muſt find

out their declinations and if it happen Nor

therly , ſubtract it from the Altitude, but if

Southerly, you muſt add it to the Altitude,

by which meansyou will find the height of

the Æquinoctial above the Horizon, and

Conſequently fubtracted from 90 degrees,

will give you the true Latitude of the place

where you make your Obfervation.

If by the Globeyouare delrous to find

the Elevation ofthe Pole, take the Suns Men

ridian Altitude, bringing the Suns place in

the Ecliptick,or the Stars to the Bräzen Mea

ridian , and ſo move that Meridian with the

Globe through the notches it ſtands in , till

you find the ſtars, or the ſuns places Elevaa

ted asmany degrees above the Horizon , as

their Meridian Altitude is ; and whilſt the

Globe ftands in this poſition , you may be

confident the Pole will be Elevated to a true

Latitude of the place.

As ſuppoſe you find the Sans place in the

beginning of Cancer, which may be the 12

of June, and the Meridian Altitude of the

ſun is 62 degrees fremthe place where you

are to makeyour obſervation, then bring

the
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the firſt degree of theſign Cancer to the Me

ridian, and Elevate theſame 62 degrees a

bove the Horizon, and you will find the

Pole Elevated 51 degrees and 30 minutes.

The next thing in Navigation to be con

fidered, is the finding theLongitude,which

could it be brought to perfection, failing

would be far more eaſy than it is, and diſ

coverys of yet unknown Countrys , Rich

perhaps as either Indias; but indeed,though

many have attempted it,and gone very far,

they have never broughtto perfection how

ever, for the light ofthe Navigator ,we will

conſider ſome things herein .

Suppoſe the Moon to be Eclipſed,obſerve

how much ſooner it begins at a place of

known Longitude, for which ſearch the E

phemerides then at the placewhere you ſtand,

and obſerving your Latitude by the ſtars,

as has been directed, the true hour of the

night may be found;which done obferve the

difference of time of the Moons beginning

to be Eclipſed , or its middle or endings, at

the place where you make your obſervation,

which ſpaces convert into degrees and mi

nutes, which added or fubtracted from the

hour ofthe beginning,middle or end of this

Eclips at a place of known Longitude, theſe

degrees and minutes in their difference be

tween the hour at one place,and the hour at

an other, added or fubtracted from the de

grees and minutes of the known Longitude,

you

3
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you will find then give the required Longi
tude.

If theMoon be not Eclipſed , which E

clips cannot be expected upon every occa

fion,then you may obſerve it by the Sun

andMoons motion, as thus ; ſuppoſe, and it

is granted , that the Moon is lower in moti

on than the Sun 48 minutes, in 24 hours, or

360 degrees, then by the help of Mathema

tical Instruments, find the true Meridian in

anyplace, fuppoſe the Weft -Indias, &c. you
muſt alſo find the hour of the Moons com

ing tothat Meridian by the Ephemerides, or

other helps ; and this being calculated for

London ,youfind by thoſe helps, that on ſuch

a day the Moon comes to the Meridian, at

fourin the Afternoon, andyou being the

ſame day in the Indias aforeſaid,you find her

come to the Meridian 10 minutes paſt 4,

whereupon conſider bythe Rule of Propor

tion, that the Sun and Moons difference in

motion,being 48 minutes in 36 degrees,

what will it come to in ten minutes, or if 48

gives 360, conſiderwhat ten gives, and the

fourth proportionalnumber will be 75d.and

ſo much isthe diſtance ofthat place in India

from London, andthe longitude of London

being ſubtracted from that number' 20 de

grees, and 55 Remainder again ſubtracted

from 360,what remains produces the lon

gitude to be 305. Some other ways are

laid down toprove a knowledge ofthe lon

gitude,
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gitude,but the whole matter being in aman

nerin the dark, theſemay fuffice foran Ex

periment.

But in plain or circular Sailing, the Com

paſs is very much heeded , but ſometimes

there may be miſtakes by the variation of

the Needle, which you may Rectifie by the

Globe, in this manner; let the Suns place be

brought to the Eaſt ſide of the Horizon, and

obſerve the Circle of Winds, and then a

gainſt the Sans place you have the point of

the Compaſs,whereon it riſeth , and ſo pro

ceed to take notice upon what point it riſes .

or fets, obſerve thenthe difference happen

ing by the Globe, and by the Compaſs , and

if there be any, that is the Variation, for

which Variation, allowing that the Neejle

will ever ſhew the Rumb, which is the true

point of the Compaſs, as to the ſteeringthe

Ship.

you would know how much way your

Shipmakes in ſuch and ſuch ſpaces of time,

this you may obſerve by the Logline, or

Minute Glaſs and by the firſt ſo manyknots

as ſhe runs in half a minute ,ſo many Miles is

The counted to Sait in an hour, or it may be

done byhanging up a Bullet in a fring ,

which will count the Minutes by its ſwing

ing, for if theſtring be proportioned to 381

Inches, it will ſwing aboutoo times in ami

nute, but if longernot ſo many, and there

fore it is lefc to your diſcretion ,to propor
Oo tion

If
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tion it as you make obſervation by the half

minute glaſs, inſtead of which ,this ( for

neceſrcy) may ſerve turn . -

If you would find the Suns Amplitude,

and therebythe variation of the Compaſs,

obſerve, That as theProportion of the Co

ſine of the Latitude is to the Radius, the

fame you will find the fine of the declinati

on to that of the Amplitude, as, It being

granted the Latitude of 31 degrees, 23. mi

nutes, its Coline, or Complement, is 38 de

grces, 28 minutes, and the declination of

the Sun is degrees, io minutes , the Am

plitude then will be found 24 degrees, 52

minutes North, by reaſon the declination

is fo. As for the Circumference of the Com

paſs divided into 360 degrees, obſerve

when the Sun riſes and ſets,how many de

grees it is from the direct point of theAm

plitude, ſo much you will find the Needle va ,

ry in that place.

As for this kind of Navigation it is vul

garly propoſed in three manner of ways, or

Methods, eſpecially ,as relating to private

Seamen as plain Sailing, Mercators way or

Inſtruction of Sailirg, and Sailing by an

" Archor great Circle , caled Circular Sail

ing. The plain way ofſailing is by a plain

Chart, which is the moſt ſubſtantial, and

that on which the other are grounded , and

to thoſe that fail near the Æquinoctial, they

have little cr no occaſion for any other

way,
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way, as having their degrees of Latitude

andLongitude equal,eachdegree divided in

to 60 minutes, and each minute put for a

Mile, yet ſomewhat exceed the Engliſh mea

ſured miles, as containing about 6000 feet ;

but ifyou are to come farfrom the Aquino

cial, then though you may keep your Lati

tude in plainfailing, yet youwill be at a

lofs for your Longitude, andtherefore to be

better informed , conſider that as the Radius

or whole fine of 90 degrees, is to60 Miles,

ſo you will find the Cofineof the latitude; is

tothe Miles contained inone degree of

longitude in that latitude, ſo that in thelan

titude of 60 degrees, 30Miles make a de

gree; as fine go degreesto 60 Miles 10000 ,

lo Cofine 60 degrees to 30Miles5000 ,and by

this rule we find, that if your departure

from the Meridian was 280 Miles, and they

being dividedby 60, reduced into degrees

and minutes oflongitude under theAquino

Etial, it yields 4 degrees and 4minutes,but

iftheſe 280 Miles happen to be Eaſt or weft,

or your departure from the Meridian fhould

be in the latitude of 60 degrees, where

30 Miles make a degree of longitude, then

divide the 280 Miles -by 30, and you will

find it yields 9. degrees to , or one third,

which is 20 minutes for the difference of

longitude in that latitude.To fail by Merca

tors Chart, is little other than coming to a

knowledge of the true latitudes, Meridians,
002 and
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and Elevations of the Poles, Miles,minutes,

dc. as when it fo fall out that one place is

under the Æquinoctial, and the other near

er one ofthe Poles, then we find ; the Meri

dional minutes, anſwerable to that place,
which hath latitude, is to be Accounted for

the Meridional difference of laritude, or

that latitude inlarged.

Again , ſuppoſe both places are towards

one of the Poles, thereupon fubtract the

Meridional minutes that are found anſwe

ring to the lefſer latitude, and the remainer

willbe found to be the Meridional minutes

required.

Again, if we find one place to have North

latitude, and theothcr be in South latitude,

then add the Meridional minutes, apper

taining to either place together, and you

will find the ſum thereof to be the Meridi

onalminutes required, c.

Circular ſailing is held to bea very good

wayof ſailing, as thebeſt, ſhewing the nea

reſt way and diſtances between any two

places, yet carrys with it fome little diffi

culty , ſo that the Seamen ſeldom keep to

their courſe near this Arch , wherefore lea

ving you to conſider ofwhat has been ſaid ,

I proceed to other uſeful matters .

CH AP .
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Horology, or the Curious Art of Diala

ing made plain andeaſy in deſcribing,and

directing the poſitions ofthe Sundry forts

of Dials now in uſe , alſo to know by a

Šun-dial the time of the night by the

Moonsſhaddow .

Jaling is a very Curious ART, and re

.

up to it in all Points ; for of Dyals thereare

ſundry forts, varying in ſomewhat or other,

according to their Places, Poſitions, and the

Suns Degrees, fonte are moyable, andmay

be carryed from place to place,others fixed,

and are found tobe Regular, or Irregular;

the Regular are ſuch as are ona Plain , di

rectly towardsone ofthe Eminent parts of

the world, as full Weſt, of full Eaſt, but

the Irregular are thoſe that have no direct

pointing to any principal quarters of the

world , but rather declines them .

Ofthoſe called Regular, they have many

dian Eaſt, The Meridian iveft, The Hori.

Fung
uill

a
them ; as, The Meria

zontal Dial, The Vertic
al

North
ward

, and

the Vertica
l

Southwa
rd

, The Aguino
ctial

below , The Aquin
o
&tial above, the Polat

below, and the Polar above.

TheHorizontal, is when it is equally di

Stant towards the Horizon .
TheP P
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The Verrii al, is a Perpendicular erected

abovethe Horizen ,tending directly towards

the, Vertical point , being Parallel to the

Prim.iry Vertical Circle, and is duplex, as

North Vertical looking to the other which

is South Vertical.

The Eaſtand Weſt Meridians have par

ticularly either of them their ſeveral ways,

being equally. diftant from the Meridian

Circle .

The Aquinoctials mentioned are thoſe

of which either have their ſeveral ways e

qually diſtant from the Æquator, the one

above and the other beneath the Horizon.

The Polars have likewiſe their different

ways, the one being beneath, and the other

above, they are found as Parallels to the

Worlds Axis.

The Irregular are either inclining, or de

clining ; the firſt oftheſe is equally diſtant

from any Vertical Circle, and from thence

is often called Vertical, though declining

from the Primary Vertical, properly ſo na

med, and is of two forts, there being one

declining from the Southtoeither Eaſt or

Weſt, and the other from the North to ei

ther Eaſt or Welt.

That which inclines falls away from the

Vertical Point,having its inclination toward

the Horizon , is not being equally diftant
from it.

As for the hourswhich theſe ſeveral forts

of
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ofDials, are to parcel out time unto , they

are Reckoned as to the days they make di

vers, according to the diſtant Latitudes the

Suns aſcending or declining, yet all allow

24 hours to the day and night, dividing

each hour into 60 minutes, and thoſe into

ſeconds parts, and ſmaller proportion of

time, till it can be diſcerned only by imagi

nation. The days areheld in two diſtincti
ons, the one natural, and the other Artifi

cial, the Natural day is accounted 12 hours

the Artificial as many as the Sun allows ei

ther the longer or the teller it ſhines.

But to be an exact Horologian, obſerve

theſe methods, be ſure to have the exact E- .

levation of the Pole, which to find , you are

directed in the treatiſe of Navigation, for

hy that your determination ofthe Center of

hours muſt be had alſo the ſtile of the Dial's

Altitude, and the order of it, and whate

ver is requiſite beſide of that nature is you

muſt likewiſe know the true Meridian line,

that ſo the Dials Meridian linc may have its

place directly under the Meridian of the

place where it is poſited. And he that un

dertakes this work, muſt be furniſhed with

fach Mathematical and Aftrononiical In

ftruments and Materials, as may give him

a due underſtandingof the proportions of
time, as a Rule ,, Compaſs , Aſtronomical

Quadrant, divided exactlyinto godegrees,

with a deſcription of the hour line &points

PP 2
and
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and to bring this Ingenious work to perfe

& tion , youmuſtbe careful the figures ofthe

hoursare fet at their proper and proporti

onable diſtance to anſwer themoving ofthe

ſtiles ſhaddow , and that your ſtile be well

contrived as to its Form and Altitude, and

make your obſervation to fix it exactly alſo

be very careful in the Application and Dif

poſition of the Dial when it is finiſhed .

But to come to what is more curious, be

ſure the hours be deſcribed, and to do it

there are granted to be two rightlines fect

ing each other at right Angles croſs ways ,

‘one of them being the Meridian line, or

the 12th hour line, theother is terined the

Occult line, by which the firſt croſs wayşare

cut to the right Angle, and this is generally

called the line of hours, becauſe in it the

horary points are deſigned, but ifwecome

to its more proper denomination, it may

be called the Æquinoctialline, fince it re

prefintsthe #quinoctial Circle, the chief
rule of all hours.

Thus much being explained as to Dial

ing, in general, wecome now to more par

ticolars .

Ifyou are deſirous to have a right Dial,

you muſt be ſure to know its right Center,

or the Center of the hour, to do which , he

very mindful of the Elevation of the Pole,eſpecially in the HorizontalDialog

that fort,forthey will not declare the hours

in
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in anyplace, but under a certain Elevation ,

and therefore ifthey are removed far, you

:: muſt be again proportioned to that Eleva

tion Conjecture we then ,the Pole be Eleva.

ted 49 degrees in this Region , which is 41 ,

place here the foot ofyour Compaſs in the

Inſtruments Center , extending the other

foot from that to the Æquinoctialline de

ſcribed in the inſtrument where in that part

the 41 degreesis cutby the Radim , fo num

beringfrom the 12th hour line, and tranf

fer this extenfionofthe Compaſs upon the

Dial,having yet the Compaſſes foot fixed in

the Meridian , and Æquinoctial lines, con

courſe, and the other fix in the diſtant part

of the Meridian line, determining, that

point to be the hours Center, and ſo from

thence, and each point in the Aquinoctial

line, you are to draw all the lines, which

ſome term , the Arches of bours . And fur

ther a line is to be drawn through theCen

ter ofthe hours, aline Parallel tothe Æqui

noctial, and this is to be accounted the line

of the ſixth hour, as well in the Eveningas

themorning, as likewiſe ofthe hours of 4

and s in the Evening, are to be drawn out

beyond the Centerof hours, for the like

hours in the morning, and ſo of the reſt, e

qually compeering ;and thus you have an

exact deſcription of a Horizontal Dial,

whoſe figure you may form as you pleaſe,

placing the Characters of the hours at the

end of theline. PP 3 If
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If you deſigna Vertical Dial, it may be

doneupon a Regular wall, the fame way as

the former, yet there is ſome difference to

be obſerved , not only in the Scituation,but

likewiſe in the Vertical,in caſe ofbeing cer

tain of che Center ofthe hour, the Polar E

levation degrees are to be here taken for the

Altitude of the ſtile, allowing the degrees

complement, though the Horizontal Dial

is the contrary ; however, there being a

diſtinction between a Verticalto the North,

and a Vertical to the South , the Vertical

to the North is,as we may ſuppoſe,a Meridia

An Inverted, having the Centerof hours

downwardsfalling ſhort, in Thewing ſhort,

in ſhewing the hours, for in ſome Adjacent

Countreys, it ſhowsbut from 4 to 8 in the

morning, and the like in the afternoon,an

the South Vertical hath the Center of hours

and its.ftile upwards, Shewing from the ſix

in the morning to noon .

A Meridional Dialeither Eaſt or Weſt,

for the firſt, it muſt have a Line Pa

rallel drawn to the Horizon ,and a ſight Cir

cle at any opening of the Compaſs , begin

ning from the Horizontal line towards the.

right ſide where the Eaſtern Dial isto be

drawn,conceiving in the Inftrument ſuchan

Arch at the likeopening ofthe Compaſs,in

which Arch cut off the Elevation of the A

quator, and carry the interval to the Circle

drawn fromthe point, and allow the Arch
to be cut off .

• To '
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To frame an Aquino&tial Dial,two lines

: muſtbedrawn at right Angles, whereofone

is to be the Meridian, the other that ofthe

hour,6 morning and evening ,and from the

uſual ſection of theſe fines, draw a Circle '.

as you think fit to be divided into24 pro

portionable and equal parts, for in this

kind ofDyaling, all theIntervals muſt be

equal as tothe hours.

The Polar Dial goes Parallel to the Axis

ofthe world, lying as it were in it, and is

to be Elevatedabovethe Horizontal Plain ,

the ſame degrees as the worlds pole, the

lowermoſt part in many places, containing

not above 4hours, yetgenerally the mor

ning hours are 4.and S, towards the left

ſide the Evening hours 7 and 8 , but the

topnoſt ſhewsthe hoursfrom 7 in the mor

ning to s in the Evening, but not the ſixth

by reaſon theSun then is parallel to the

Dial glancing then upon its fide.

A Dial ofIrregular Declination may be

beſt managed by the Marriners Compaſs,

and applying the Semi-Circle divided in the

Plan to a competent number of degrees,

the pin.or.ſtile placed at its Center, ſo that

in that Meridional hour, you will perceive

the degree the ſhaddow cuts, and theway .

it calts, by the which you may the better

determine the fpecies, and how it declines ;

by which obftrvation, you may draw a

Dial in any place, fixing your ſtile of
what
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?

what Magnitude you pleaſe at right An

gles.

Ifyou are deſirous to find by the Mining

of the Moon, the hour ofthe night upon a

Dial, ſuppoſe you have a Horizontal Sun

Dial, movable or fixed , joyn to it aDial, by

ſome called a Moon Dial , made up of two

Concentrick Circles, where in one you will -

meet with the day of the Moons Age, by

applying a Globuletothe number 30, in the

other, the 12 hoursdiverſy ſet down ; then

knowing the Moons Age, fo place your Sun

dial, that the Moon may fairly ſhine on it,

and being placed as for the day, ſee

what hourthe Moon ſhaddows on, as fap

poſethe 8 , then place the Globule, the hour

you find ſet down in the Herary Circleand

then again having recourſe to the Moons

Age, it will give youthe hour required, as

ſuppoſe itbe the 1.2 of the Moons Age, you

will find the fhaddow about 5 and a half,

·which is the time, if (as it frequently hap

pens) the Moon Dialbe compoſed of 3 Cen

trical Circles, whereofthe laſt and greateſt

be that ofthe Moons day, the next to it

the hour Circle, and the inmoſt the Index

let the Index be applyed to the day of the

Moon, and then by that Circle , obſerve

what hour, or part of an hour the fhad

dow marks, and you will find the true con

tent.

;

Planimetry,
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Planimetry, or , The moft Exact and

Curious Arts of Surveying Lands, &c.

after the neweſt and moſt Experienced

Method and Practice, & c.

,among the Curious , and deferveswor

thily here to take place ; and to be exact

in this,have ( belide other Inſtruments pro
per to the matter) a Ruler ofabout 7 or 8

Inches long, and an Inch and a half broad ,

and place twoScales, one of 12,and the o

ther of 11, in an inch deſcribing a line of

Cords 2 Inches long, or ſomewhat leſs than

60 or 90 degrees, the Radius of which or

60 degrees, being equal tothe Semidiameter

of the ſame Circle, and after the order of

thefe on the other ſide, place ſeveral other

fcales which may be of 16, 20 , 24, or the

like in an Inch, whereby you have an In

ſtrument neceſſary for ſundry occaſionsand

for this ſcale in its uſe youmuſt be provi

ded with a pair of BraſsCompaſſes, alſo a

curious pair of Calem Compaflès, having

ſcrews to alter the points, as to draw as oc

caſion requires to the beautifying the Plats

with black Lead or thelike being provid

ed with Inftruments, and all things fitting

for meaſuring, you muſt conſider the Mea

fures, and reduce that which is called Sta.

tuteQԳ
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tute Meaſure into fuch meaſure as is Cuſto .

mary and uſual, for by an Act of the 23 of

Edward the l . an Acre of Land was to con

tain 160 Perches or Poles to be made out

ſquare, dr. butby Cuſtom in divers pla .

ces of this Kingdom , this has been altered

by the. varyirg of Perches in the number of

feet, as, 18, 20, 24 , and ſometimes 28

foot to the Perch, and this requires the

Surveyers diligence to reconcile the one to

the other ofwhich we ſhall give fome inſight.

Suppoſe you are to Reduce 5 Acres, 2

Rocds, 20 Perches meaſured Statuté mea.

fure by 18 foot the Perch , in this caſe ſeek

the leaſt proportional terms betwecn 18

and 16 foow and a ,, and to effect it, be

cauſe the latter carries with it a fraction ,

reduce it into halves, and that they may

be of one denomination , let the 18 foot be .

likewiſe halved , and you will find them

in this manncr 1% , which you muſt abbrevi
ate by 3 , in ſaying, how many times 3

Shall I find in 33 , and the Anſwer will be

u tim s 3 , and the fame do by 36, and

you will find it 12 times 3 , ard thereup

en the two proportional terms between

161 and 18, willappear to be 11 and 12 ,

which being done, reduce the Given Quan

city cfs Acres, 2 Roods, and, 20 Perches,

allinto . Perches, by which means you will

find them to be 900 Perches ; then obferve .

what is the Proportion, the Square 11 ,

which
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which is found 121 , bears to the ſquare 12 ,

which is found 144 , the ſame does the Acre

containing 16 and a half feet to the Perch,

bear to that that contains 18 feet to the .

Perch or Pole.

Always obſerve, in thiswas particularly

that thegreater meaſure is to be reduced

into the leſſer , then multiply the Quanti

y Given , viz . 900 Perches by 144 the

argtr ſquare, and you will find the Pro

duct tobe 129600, and that divided by

121 , youwill find the Quotient to be 1071

Perches, and iź parts, which reduced in .

to Acres, gives us 6 Acres, 2 Roods, and

31 Perches, and 1 i 1 partsofa Perch, and

this compeers with the Quantity ofAcres

Parallel with Statute meaſure ; but on the

other hand, if it had been required for

the reducing Statute Meaſure into Cuſto .

mary Meaſure, you muft then Multiply 900

perches, your given meaſure or quantity,

by 121, which is the leſſer ſquare, becauſe
the leſer is to be reduced into the greater ,

and you will find theProductto be 108900,

which if you divide by the greater ſquare

144, you will kave the Quotient 756 47

which being reduced into Acres, is 4 Actes,

2 Rocds, 36 Perches ; and this rule is to

be taken with what ever Cuſtomary quan .

tity is propoſed in their differencce, arid

degrees, as when the Perchi is 2€, 24 , or

28 foot, or other diſproportions of num
ber.

Qģ2. If

i
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If in this Menfuration, you are required

to reduce Perches into Acres, and ſo on

the contrary, obſerve that by the Afore
mentioned Statute, an Acre of Ground

fhould contain 169 ſquare perches or poles,

beingevery Rood 4 ſquare perches, ſo thay

if you find any number of perches, than

muſt be done into Acres, thegiven number

muſt conſequently be divided by 160, and

the Acres are ſhewed by the Quotient, but

if there be any remainder, and it be under

* 40 , they are perches, but if they are found

to exceed 40 , divide by 40 , which you will

find to be the number of perches contained

in a Rood, ſo that the Quotient will be

Roods, and the Remainder Perches, .

But to reduce Acres into Perches, there

is no great difficulty, confidering it isbug

turning it as it were backward , for in the

other to bring Perches into Acres, the di

viſion was by 160 , but in this caſe, to turn

Acres into Ferches, it muſt be multiplied

by 160, which being obſerved, we comeza

now to more nearerparticulars, as to the

matter in hand. If the piece of ground

you meaſure be ſquare, having conſidered

well that the Acre is 160 Perches, then

multiply oneof the rides by the other joynti

irg toit,& you will find the ſum is to be di ,

vided by 160, and ſuppoſe your Grounce

be40 poles one way and but 20 another,

theſe multiplyed, make 800. Poles or Per

ches,
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ches, which divided by 160, hews 5 Acres

to be the content.

In meaſuring a Triangular piece of

Ground, you muſt firſt obſerve to 'mea

ſure the longeſt ſide of the Triangle, as

alſo the Perpendicular oppoſed to the faid

Cong fide, then multiplying the half of one

by the whole of the other, you muſt di

vide by 160.

Suppoſe the fide be 60, the Perpendicu.

lar 40 ; 60 muſt be multiply'd by 20, or

40 by 30, which ſo done, make 1200,which

being divided by 100, renders 7 Acres and

forthe true content.

If you are to meaſure that which we call

a Trapezia, or a double Triangle, then
both the perpendiculars muſt be multiply'd,

Say the Diagonal Line, as being the uſual or

common Baſe of both the Triangles, and

muſtbe divided by 160 in this manner. Let

he Diagonal Line be 40 , and one of the

Perpendiculars 15, theother 8, which be

ng put together, make 23 , which being

nultiplyed by 20, which is half the Dia .

ronalLine, make 460 , and that divided

y 160, renders two Acres, three Roods,

nd 20 Poles.

If theGround be Circular, then half the

Diameter moſt be multiplyed by half the

ircumference, and the product divided

by 160, whereby the Diameter of the ' Cir

tle being found to be 140 poles the Circum

Rr ference

f .
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ference is 440 poles, and the halfof theſe

two producing 220,and 70, they are to be .

multiplyed together, and then produce

15400 Perches, which being divided by 100

produce 96 Acres and a

If the pieceof Ground given, " be Oval,

Luppoſe it to be 30 Perches one way, and

40 the other, ' to know the content,mul

tiply the length 40by thebredth , fwliich as

aforeſaid is 30, and you will find it make

3200, which again divided by 203 ror,

and you will find it yield 5 Acres, 3 Roods,

and 23 Perches, and by this laſt number fo

working, you may find the number of A.

- Crescontained, ina Semicircle,a quarter

or fixth part,or any feation or divifion ofa

Circle greater or lefler, multiplying the

half Diameter.

If youare to meaſure wood Land, which

is the difficulteſt of all, you may fix a

mark at either corner of the Wood, that

3 marks may be ſeen at once,' then having

a Quadrantin your hand, lay it flat there

on , and take light to twoof the marks on

cach fide, and then upon paper , mark the

degrees of the. Angle, and meaſure to the

twomarks in fight, and place them on the

ſame paper by your line ofequalparts, and

do fo to all other corners , tillyou have

cloſed up the Plat or Wood, which then

may be eaſily brought into Acres by the

line of equal parts.And Note here, if your

Qya

1
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Quadrantbe too ſmall, you may joyn two

together , or do itby a board for want of

a plain Table, ſo your Plat upon the

• paper make 3 Triangles, and to mea

Ture one of them , meaſure for one Tri

angle the longeft doted line, by half the

middle doted line, or Perpendicular,

which gives the content, and by fo wor

king the other two Triangles you have

compleated it.

The

1 ; ; ;;
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The Art and Myſtery of Gauging Vef

ſels of Sundry Forms and Quanti

ties, by. Exact Rules laid downplain

and eaſie : Alſo to Gauge and

know the Burtben of any Ship, and

other matters.

G
Auging is very neceſſary to be un

derſtood by all People that deal in

Commodities, wherein Casks, or thelike,

give the Dimensions of their Meaſure ;

wherefore, for their better Inſtruction in

this Art, there are two things principally

to be conſidered : Firſt, That ſeeing Ver

fels are moſtly of Irregular Forms, it muſt

be the care ofthe Ganger, toconſider how

they are to be reduced to Regular Propor

tions ; and , in the Second place, to inform

himſelf, ofthe true content ofthe Gallon

in Cubick Inches, or parts ofa Foot ; and

for the firſt oftheſe, carefully Meaſure the

Diameter of the Cask at the Bung and

Head, and, by thofe Diameters, to find :

out the Area of their Circle, and ſo take

a thirds of the Area at the Bung, and 1

third at the Head, which, being added ,

will be found to be the mean Area of the

Cask ; and if you multiply that Area by

the length ofthe Veſſel, it will ſhew how

many ſolid Inches are contained in that

Veſtel,
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Veſel, which being divided by the num

ber of Cubick Inches in one Gallon, the

Quotient will demonſtrate what number

ofGallonstheCask holds.

As, ifwefuppofe that a Veffel of Wine

be 18 Inches Diameter at the head, and 32

Inches at the Bung, the length being 40

Inches, if you would be fatisfied in the

content, conſider, that one third of Area

at the head, is found to make in its due

proportion and to
-85, 823

And two thirds of the Area of the Bung,

make 536, 166

Andthen conſider the ſum of the two,

620, 909

When Multiply'd by the length -40 .

to be

959

Makes Inches Tolid 24839, 560.

Theſe being divided by the folid Inches

inone galon ofWine, they being 23 ! In

ches for the content,yield 170 Gallons,

530 parts, which is ſome ſmall matter a

bove half a Gallon, yet. Come raiſe a dia

ſpute about the certain number of inches

in a Galton, yet theWine Gallon is gene

rally concluded to conſiſt of 231 Cubick ,

or ſolid Inches andthe Ale Gallonis held hy

many in Computation with the Wine Gal

lon, as 4 to 5, ſo thatinſuch a degree of

difference, it muſt be 288 Inches, but

+ upon the impoſition ofExciſe, it hasbeen

genea
Rr.3
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generally Efteemed but 28a Cubick In

ches,

Ifyou would know the content of any

Wineor Beer in Ale or Beer Gallons, ob

ferve for the Beer Barrel.

The diameter atthe head , 9 inches,9 parts

For the diameter at theBung ,23 inch.oparts

The length 27inches, 4 parts

The Kilderkin hasfor its meal ringse

The diameterat thehead. 16 inches, Tart

Its diameter at the Bung , 18 inch.. parts

The Length - 12inches, 1 part,

And theſe are called the Coopers ſcant

lings, and very wellagree with the recei

ved quantity ofthe Ale Gallon , allowing .

it to be a88 laches and a half, ſo that the

Barrel this was reckoned to be a Pint over

36 Gallons, anda Kilderkiaa Pint and

halfover the halfof that,though as I have

faid, this Gallon has lately been agreed up

on by a Committee of Exciſeto hold no

more than 282 Cubick inches.

Now to meaſure. Brewers Vefſels, o

whether they be Square or Round, or of

any other form : Firſt, to know their true

Content, obſerve what has been ſaid in
Meaſuring ſuch Bodies,dividing by 282 the

inches inone Gallon,demonſtrates thecon

tent in Gallons, and ifyoudivide the Gala

lons
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lons by 36, the contents in Barrels are

fhewed, and fo by knowing the true mum

ber of Inches, any meaſure is tobe taken.

If you would know the Burthen of a

Ship ,orhow many Tun fhe will hold , or

Commodiouſly carry : Firſt, inform your

ſelf by meaſure ofthe length of the Keel;

and take the breadthat the Mid -fhipbean ,

and the depth of theHold, and theſe three

you muſt multiply oneby the other, then

the product thereofmuſt bedivided by 100 ,

andfo the Tuns of Burthen will be plainly

demopſtrated .

As, grantingthe length of a Ships Keel

to be 5o Foot,and at the Middle-beam her

breadth 26 , and the depth in the hold ten

foot, then to know how many Tuns the

will carry , let so be multiplied by 20, and

it makes 1000 , and that again multiplyed

by10, makes 10000,the which, when divi

ded by 100 , andcutting of the two laſt Fi

gures, it Thews the Ship to be 100 Tuns of

Butthen , but this way is uſually attributed

to Men of War, but for Merchant Ships,

they give no Allowance for Maſts, Sails,

Ordnance, and Anchors,the which, though

they are a Burthen, yet are not accounted

Tunnage ; wherefore, as to Merchant Ships,

your product muſt be divided by 95, and

then a Merchant Ship, of the aforeſaid

length, breadth, and depth, will be found

105 Tuns parts Burthen, though there

moſt
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muſt be regard had in this caſe, to the min

dle of the Ship, for fear of Erring, and if

you are doubtful whether youareright or

not, if theShip be Irregularly built, find out

how many Cubick Feetit contains and Rec

koning that a Cubick Foot ofwater,weighs,

as it is generally accounted ,55 Averdupois,

or 16 ouncesto the pound , ſothat conſider

2000 weight being allowedto the Tun, and

every hundred 112. tb . the Dimenſions muſt

be taken accordingly , and by this Rule

you muſt take yourproportion : Bat to

come fure ofthis another way ;

Meafure on the outſide the ship to her

Lightmark , when ſhe is in the Water un

laden , and there you will find the weight

or content of the Empty Veſtel, ſo that if

you take your meaſure from her 'Light

mark to her full draught of Water, be

ing Laden , you have the true Burthen of

her Tunnage. Alſo, if you're deſirous to

know the Burthen of another Ship dou

ble or treble of the ' fame Mould , or a

greater or leſſer proportion, multiply the

meaſureof the Length, and Breadth, and

Depth Cubically, after that is done,dou

ble or treble the Cube, and Extracting the

Cube Root, your work is done, and ſo

you may go on to other matters of this na

ture, or any other belonging to Gauging,

which your Rulesand Inſtruments of dia

redion will furnith you, in your proce

dure,
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dure, when you areoncethus far entered ,

and by degrees it will become eaſy, if you

caſt a Method in your mind .

Exa & Rules and Directions for For

tification , Regular and Irregular for

War , Offenſive ör Defenſive, Outworks

and Inward Strengths, &c.

Fornification is of greatmoment, and in

forming it for defence and offence, many

times conſiſts the Safety of Countries and

Kingdoms, however the Scituation and

Circumſtances require much Variation, fo

that to preſcribe the Models of all Fortifica

tionswould be Endleſs, and therefore it

will be moſt convenientto treat ofthemo

dern, or thoſe moſt generally in uſe .

Obſerve then of this kind, your works

require to be Flanked to keep the Enemy

from a ſudden Entrance, where any Breach

is made by the great Guns, for if the Be

fiegershavemadetheir approaches ſo near ,

that the Beſiegeds Cannon in the Front are

diſmounted, then you may be aſſured their

deſign is to put their Miners to paſs the

Ditch, and then if they perceive any place

out of ſight of the Befiegeds firing, they

will have an opportunity to maketheir
SI Mines
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Mines withlittle difficulty, ſo that a place

unleſs the Garriſon be very Large to make

frequent Sallys, may be taken in 8 or 10

days, that with Flankers might hold out

much Longer, ſo that it has been the pra

& tice of late to turn the Antient Rourd Ba

ftions into ſharp pointed ones, which not

only upon occafion ſerye for Flanker's to

defend againſt any hafty approach, but to

flaunt and hinder the force of the great

Shot playing againft the Town or Fort .

Amongſt other things neceſſary on this

occaſion , the great Line ofdefence is to be

confidered, or what may be foundnear E

qual into it, viz . the Polygon Interiour,

which onght not in moft cafesto exceed 120

Fathoms, or 720 Feet, and this is found

be a point blank ofthe Execution of a Mur

quet, the Cannon being here. Incommcdi

ous, and therefore the defence is to be ta

ken from the former, the latter beſide the

waſte of Ammunition, lying much lyable to

be diſmounted, and not ſo eaſily again re

mounted, as the Emergency requires, and

thedifficulty is likewiſe greater in maintai

Tring a continual Fire, and if the work be

not incommoded by their over largeneſs,

the more Capacious, the Gorges and Flanks

are, the better will the Fortification : te

found for defence, for then the Soldiers

may paſs to and fro in a good front to the

Patioii, when Cannon isplansed on both

lides
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fides the Flank, and give no interruption

to thoſe that are at the Flanks, and if there

be but a ſuppoſedl neceflity required ,there

muſt bea vacancy left for Retrenchments,

and a place under the Baſtions left fit for

Mining, that if it come to extremity when

you have drawn off as ſoon as the Enemy

has poflefled the Baſtion , it may be blown

up,& their Attacque cleared tillthe Beſiegedl

may knowwhat is further tobe done in the

defense of the place; and draw their

ftrengths from other parts thitherwards.

Above all, the Curtain Flanks and Faces

ofthe oppoſite Baſtionare to be well fecu

red and guarded , as likewiſe theDitch and

Counterſcarp being made as large as the

due proportion ofthe Baſtion will allow ,

for if they be too great, their Capitals will

be foundtoo long, and thereupon the de

fence Line exceed the Port ofany Muſquet,

or ſmall pieces and being too little they
will become blunt, and ſo cut off the ſea

cond Flank, whilft it ought to be held con
fiderable .

Thedegrees ofthe Angle of a Baftion,

ought not to be leſs thanoe ,or more than 9,

fome ſmall matter allowed over or under ;

and the reaſon is, if it be much under 60,

it will be found too ſlender, or above 90

too large, or more than may be well ſup

płyed ; and moreover, by that the ſecord

Flankis ſhortned, andit will be computed

SS in
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in leſs Ground than the Baſtion , where it

is an Angle of leſs degrees, though built on

the like Gorge and Flanks, and obſerve

in all your works to let them be.Cannon

proof.

If weproceedto adeſcription of Regua

lar Fortification , it is to be underſtood of

fuch Models as are equally Angular, and

founded upon EquilateralFigures, to be de

ſcribed in a Circle, as it may be a Triangle,

Quadrangle, or a Quartil Pentagon, or a

Figure of5 fides to a Dodecagon,or a Fi

gure of 12 ſides, and in this cafe the Baſti.

on muſtbe ſo poſited,that all the points

may anſwer in like diſtance from the Cen

tre. TheCurtainsof Equal Length, and

all the Angles and Lines to be of an equal

Magnitudefor Regular Models are to be

computed from a Calculation of the Angle

at the Centre, and that is done by divi

ding360, the number ofthe degrees that a

Circle is uſually divided into, and where

in the Regular Figure is to be deſcribed by

the number ofany Polygons ſides, or the

Regular Figure, that anyFort or Work of

War of this nature is to confit on , for

hereby the Quotient demonſtrates the An

gle ofthe Centre, as may be demonſtrated

by a Figure of five fides, wherein by 0

peration , the Angle of the Center is cer

tain to be 72 degrees, and the like of any

other figure, then if you draw a Circle with
the
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the Protractor, or Line of Chords, the

firſt being a Semi circle, and the laſt the

fourth part of a Semi-circle , or 90 degrees

projected on a ſtraight line, and the Angle

befét off at the Center at 72 degrees, the

Circle will thereby be divided into 5 equal

proportions, or parts, and the Itraight
Tinedrawn to the points, produces a Penta

gone. Beſides this Model of Fortification ,

there are ſundry Outworks required for

ſtrengthening a place, they hinder mucha

the Beſiegers from making their Lodgments

if the ground happen to be low near the

Counterſcarp, or from ſuddeinly raiſing
Batteries by the advantage ofthat ground,

if it happen to be high ; wherefore a care

ful Enginier always provides Outworks to

hinderit , and prolong the approaches to

the main Fort , and theſe Outworks are

various as the Situation of the place, or

the danger requires.

Ravelins, being an uſual Outwork ,

they are uſually of two kinds, one with

lines, and the other wanting !; the firſt of

theſe are placed before long Curtains,

where the two Baſtions are not capable of

Flanking each other within Muſquet Ihot,

and thelength oftheCurtain not fufficient

for theerecting a Plate Baſtion in its Cen

ter , and ſupply the defect of a Baſtion by

covering anddefending, and to erect theſe

kind, the Ditch muſt be cut parallel with

It the
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theCurtain , and above it erect a Capital

from 18 to 20 Poles, and let your Demi

gorges be no more than from 10 to 12 Poles

The Flanks, from 8 to 10, the Ditch ſur

rounding them, and the greatneſs of the

Flanks Parallel to the face of the Ravelin

till the ditch of the place oftheface of the

Baſtion bemet by it, that ſo the Ravelins

Flanks may fcowr over all the ditch that

faces the Baſtion .

The Ravelinswithout lines, conſiſt only

of a Capital and two faces, the Capitals

from 12 to 18 Poles the face , erging or

drawing nearer to the ſhoulders of the Ba

ftion, that within the Ravelin may be com

manded by the Curtain and two Flanks.

The halfMoon is a work ever raiſed be

fore the Baſtions point, being ſo named

froin the lowneſs of its Gorges Cavity , Ó'c .

and is to ſecure the two faces ofthe Baſtion,

but whenthe faces have but a wcak defence

from the Ravélin ,theſe works are foon made

uſeleſs, or ruired, and give the Beſiegcel an

opportunity ofLodgment,& may ſerve for

Batteries and Flanks againſt the o poling

Baſtions,however,they may be retrenched

by Traverſes, yet they will not fail to at

tacque entirely in the face, or where you

have your laſt retrenchment, alſo , that cal

Idthe Counterguard runs the like hazard.

The Outworks, called the Hornworks are

placed before the Curtains, a l'orpendicular

Line
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Line being drawn from it at the two Flanks

about 60 Pole front, towards the Campaign,

their front to be 36 Poles, equal to the

Curtain, to be divided into 3 Parts, one of

them for the curtain, and the other for the

Demigorges , appertaining to the Hornwork,

as for the Flanks, they are to be fix Rods,

or 72 foot each , and this work is held one

of the beſt and ſtrongeſt Outworks, if w211

manned and managed, eſpecially when a

Ravelin is placed before it.

The Outworks called the Tenalis, is built

to ſecure the Bridge when it is hard preſſed

upontheir ſides, containing 50 Poles, and

the Fronts no more than 36, which being

divided into 4 equal parts, a Perpendicu

lar is drawn in the middle, whereon a

of the front is ſet off inwards towards

the Town, and the Lires muſt be drawn

fromthe ſides, to form the face ; this work

is advantageous for Counter Approaches, and

for receiving ſuccours into the Town .

The Crownwork is uſually erected, a when

heighth is ſo near to the place thata Muſquet

ſhot may reach it , and then the fides of the

works muſt be extended before the Baſtion ,

or Curtain about 65 Poles, & theDemibaſtions

point to be about 60 degrees, then the Ex

tremities of the ſides muſt be joyned, and a

Perpendicular Line raiſed on the middle, on

which fix, for the Capital, 18 Rods, making

an Angle oftwo Interiour Polygons.

FINI S.
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ENTENT

OFFT

Books Sold by T. Pellenger, at

the Three Bibles and Star on

London - Bridge.
BRAR

TH
He Elements ofthat Mathemati

cal Art, commonly called Algebra ;

Expounded in four Books,' by John

Kerſey.

Lloyd's Poetical Dictionary, in Folio.

Clark's Examples, 2d. Vol. Folio .

Dr. Salmon's Polygraphice,

his SyſtemaMedicinale.

to his Sélect obſervations

Cocker's Vulgar Arithmetick.

All Mathematical Books.

Dr. Newton's Art of. Logick, and

Rhetorick alone.

Davids Repentance

Great Alize. BySam. Smith .

Davidsbleſſedman ,

Lithgows19 Year's Travels, ſecond

Edition.

The Preſent State of England, 3d.

and 4th, parts : Containing, firſt, an

account ofthe Riches, Strength,Mag

nificence,



:)

nificence, Natural Production, Manya

facture of this Ifand, with an exact Ça

talogue of the Nobility and their Seats ;

Secondly,TheTrade and Commerce within

its ſelf, and with all Nations Traded to

by the Engliſh ,as at this day eſtabliſhed,

and other matters relating toInland,

And Marine Affairs: Uſefui for Natives

and Foreigners."

Markham's Maſter-piece Revived ,

Containing all knowledge belonging to the

Smith, Farrier, or Horſe-Leach, tou

ching the Curing all Diſeaſes in Horſes:

and now in this Impreffion is added, the

Complest Fockey, containing the method

for the Trainingupof Horſes for Racing,

with their heats and courſes, andman

mer of keeping ; alfo inſtructions for the

Buyers to avoid Cheating Horſe-Cour...

ſers, and all thingsneceffary forGentle
minand others.

Dr. Newton's Coſmographia, or a

view of the Globes, being an explanati

on ofthe Principles of Geometry, apply

ed to theSurveying andGaugi.gofCasks;
to which is addedan introdudion to Geo

graphy.

The
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The Mirrour of Architecture,or the

ground Rules of the Art of Building, by

Vincent Scamozzi ; whereunto is added,

the deſcription and uſe of an ordinary

joynt Rule, with an Addition of Stair

Cafes andChimney Pieces.

The whole Art of Navigation, in 5

Books, containing the Principles ofNa

vigation, Geometry, and Aſtronomy

with a large new Sinical Quadrant, the

whole deliveredin a very eaſie and famia

liarſtile, by way of Dialogue between a

Tutor and his Schotlar : Approved by

the Ableft Mathematicians, by Capt. Da

niel Newhouſe, Publiſsed by the King's

Command.

Clavis Commercii;or the key of Com

merce, containing an exact andmoft con

ciſe method of MerchantsAccompts, after

the Italianmanner, in one hundred pro

poſitions, being the moſt material caſes in

proper FactorageandCompany Accompts,

both Domeſtick and Forreign : Alfo *

Practical WaſteBook, Journal and Led

ger, fitted for the uſe of Schools, the

contemplation ofGentlemen , and the pra

Etice of Merchants or others, who deſire

to
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to be accompliſhedwith thefamous art of

Book keeping.

The marrowofthe Mathematicks,con

tracted.into a ſmall compaſs for the Poc

ket, andmade plain and eaſie to the anta :

derſtanding of an ordinary Capacity, cor

taining the doctrines of Arithmetick,

Geometry, Aftronoiny, Gauging,

the uſe of the sector, Surveying, Dial

ing , and the Art of Navigation , Illu

ſtrated with ſeveral Cuts, after a New ,

Compendious, eafie method.

Gazophylacium anglicanum , contai

ning the derivation of Engliſh Words,

proving the Dutch and Saxon to be the

prime fountain, and likewiſe giving the

Similar words, in moft Europian Lan.

guages, fitted to the Capacityofthe Engo

liſhReader, that maybe curious to know

the originalofhis Mother Tongue.

Thefaurarium Trilinguepublicum : Be

ing anIntroduction to Engliſh, Latin apid

Greek in 2 parts : the firſt Teaching Or

thographia,and theexacteſt way of Poin

ting yet extant. The 2d. containing a

methodfor themore ſpeedy attaining to

to theGreek Tongue, andthe truly accen

ting thereof. 1be
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The CompleatServant Maid, or the

Young Maiden's Tutor, being an excellent

book of Cookery, and teaching young.

maidens how to qualify themſelves for a

ny Employment : Whereunto is added

2. Supplement, containing the choiceſt

Receipts and rareft Secrets in Phyſick

ånd Chirurgery, the 5th Edition corte

Eted and amended .

Sir Samuel Morlands vade mecum ,or

the neceſſary Companion.

Phyſick Refined, or a little ſtream of

Medicinal Marrow flowing from the bones

of Nature, byJohn Yarwood Profeſſor

of Phyfick. The price but fix pence.

The Pathway to health , wherein are to

be found moſt excellent and approvedMe

dicines of great vertue, as alſo notable

Potions and Drinks, with the Art of

Diſtilling divers precious Waters, for

making of Orls , and other comfortable

Receipts forthe health ofthe Body :

The Famous Hiſtory of thedeſtruiion

of Troy in 3 parts.

TheſaurusPoeticus.

Anglorum Speculum , or the Worthies

of England in Church and State :; Als

phabetically



:)

digeſted into theſeveralShires and Couna

fies therein contained, wherein are. Illur

strated theLives and Characters of the

moft Eminent Men ſince the Conqueſt,

to the preſent Age. Alſo an Account of

the Commodities and Trade of each Re

spective County, and the moſt flouriſhing
Cities andIowas therein .

The CompleatHorſe-man and Expert

Farrier in two Books : 1. Shewing the

beft manner ofbreedinggood Horſes with

aheir choice, Nature, Riding and Dieting ,

as wellfor Running as Hunting, andhow

the Rider onghtto behave himſelf in the

breaking and riding of Colts, as alſo ten

ching the GroomandKeeper histrueof

fice , touching the Horſes and Colis,

committed to hischarge. 2. Directing

themoſt exact and approved manner,hom

to know and cure all maladies and dif- !

caſes in Horſes ; , , work containing the

ſecrets and beft skill belonging either-10

Farrier or Horſe Leach .

Abſtractum Chirurgiæ Marind ,Or an

abſtract of Sea Chirurgery deſigned, for

she uſe ofſuch Chirurgeons who deſire to !

ferve at Sea, yet are unacquainted with

Sea
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Ses Practice, inorder to their reſtoring

to health fick or wounded Seamen, in

three Books; 1. Containing certain Dia

rections neceſſary to be obſerved by the

Sea Chyrurgeon in his fitting out : 2.Tea

sheth hom he hallperform his Chyrurgi

cal duty being at lea, both in an Ena

gagement and other times. 3. Inftru

Eteth hom he muſt Execute the Phyſical

Office impoſedon him : By John Moyle.

Theſaurus Aftrologiæ, or an Aſtrolo

gical Treaſury, containing the shoicef

Myſteriesofthat Curious but Abftrufe

Learning, relating to Phyſick, being the

Collections and Experiments ofa lear

ned Phyſician and Aſtrologer deceaſed,

whoſe name isnot known ; ByJohn Gad

bury Student in Aſtrology and Phyfick.

Wingate's Rule of proportion in A

rithmetick and Geometry, or Gunters

Line newly rectified ,fittedfor all Artiſts

for Meaſuring and Building,'whereinto

is now alſo inferted, the conſtruction of

theſame Rule, and afarther uſe thereof

in Queſtions that concern Aſtronomy,Dia

alling, Geography, Navigation, Gau



r )

ging ofVefſels, Military Orders, Interet

and Annuities.

At the aforeſaid Shop, is fold , Pas

per, Paper Books Ruled or Unruled :

Alſo Bibles, and other Books, new

bound and claſped : Alſo, Pens, Ink,

Wax, Wafers , Pencils, Bonds, Relea

ſes, Letters of Attorney forthe Navy,

Bills ofLading, cro.

FINIS.
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